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Abstract
This thesis describes a search for transient phenomena using data from the
Wide Angle Search for Planets (WASP) observatories. With images taken of the
same region of sky every 15 minutes and a eld-of-view of 974 degrees squared,
the WASP survey is ideal for identifying both short and long duration transients
to a limiting magnitude of 16 in V. A high cadence wide-eld survey of this type
has not been carried out before so provides a dierent method of sampling variable
populations and has the potential to identify previously unknown phenomena.
An algorithm to carry out a full untargeted search of the database was devel-
oped, tested and run on data from 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008. False positives were
rejected based on their proximity to similar magnitude stars, the tightness of the
clustering of detections in sky coordinates, the focus of the images and the number
of corroborating detections.
Overall, 44 cataclysmic variable candidates, 144 extreme are candidates, 63
variable star candidates and 57 transients of unknown type were identied. The cat-
aclysmic variable candidates showed similarities to the currently known population
although some selection eects were uncovered. Of particular note were two newWZ
Sge systems, an eclipsing system with a period of 540 minutes and an object with
an M-star spectrum and broad Balmer lines but no visible white dwarf. The ares
are some of the largest ever observed on M-type stars. The largest of these released
1035erg in the V-band alone. A candidate are was also identied on a G-type
star releasing 1:6 1037erg in the V-band. Alternatively, it may be unrelated to the
G-star and could be a gamma ray burst or similar transient without a persistent
counterpart. A known supernova and two known novae were also identied.
xviii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Time-domain astronomy has, for a long time, remained underdeveloped with many
important questions still unanswered. While static phenomena can be observed at
leisure, transient objects require repeated observations over long time periods. This
means immense quantities of data must be analysed which, until recently, was not
possible. To further complicate this, transient phenomena can last anything from
seconds (gamma ray bursts) to years (novae or supernovae). For these reasons,
searching the sky for transient phenomena is a dicult task. However, it is gaining
increasing focus with large scale surveys by the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) and Pan-STARRS planned over the next decade (see Section 1.3). The aim
of this thesis is to carry out a transient survey of this type using the Wide Angle
Search for Planets (WASP) observatories.
1.1 The WASP Project
1.1.1 Planet hunting with WASP
As the name suggests, the primary scientic goal of WASP is to identify previously
unknown exoplanets. It does this by gathering light curves of large numbers of
stars and searching for small dips in luminosity (approximately 1%). These dips
in luminosity can be caused by an orbiting planet passing in front of the star and
obscuring some of the light. This method for searching for exoplanets is known
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Figure 1.1: The WASP South enclosure in South Africa [7]
as the transit method and is used by several other planet hunting projects such as
the HATNet project (Hungarian Automated Telescope Network) [14]. The WASP
project has shown some considerable success in this eld and as of August 2010 has
discovered 29 planets.
However, a survey of this type also has many advantages for surveying the
sky for transients. Firstly, when hunting for planets, a large number of stars need to
be observed. To achieve this, WASP has a very wide eld-of-view. This wide eld-of-
view is ideal for an unbiased survey of transients since, like planets, it is not possible
to narrow down the search without introducing selection eects. Secondly, to gather
the detailed light curves needed to detect an eclipse, WASP observes the sky with a
very high cadence. This is again important for transient surveys as it allows shorter
transients to be identied and more detailed light curves can be produced. This
is particularly advantageous for observations of cataclysmic variables as it may be
possible to measure the superhump or orbital period.
2
Figure 1.2: The WASP cameras [7]
1.1.2 The WASP observatories
There are two WASP observatory sites, one on La Palma (WASP-north) and one
at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) (WASP-south) (see Figure
1.1). The observatories each consist of an array of 8 wide-eld cameras (see Figure
1.2). Each of these cameras have an aperture of 11.1cm and a eld-of-view of 7.8
x 7.8 degrees [33]. The cameras are backed by high-quality back-illuminated CCDs
with 2048 x 2048 pixels [125]. This means each pixel covers 13.7 x 13.7 arcseconds.
The WASP observatories are able to cover approximately 4 percent of the
sky every 15 minutes (although this can vary with dierent observing strategies). It
is possible to detect stars as faint as  16th magnitude although this is dependent
on the background ux.
1.1.3 The potential of WASP as an all-sky time domain survey
Many single epoch surveys of the sky have been carried out by projects such as the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [8] and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
[36]. These have lead to great steps forward in our understanding of astronomical
populations. For example, to date 204 new CVs have been identied using spectral
data from SDSS [154], along with a large number of quasars and other phenomena.
3
Figure 1.3: A sketch plot representing the observable parameter space for WASP
and VST with magnitude on the x-axis and number of events brighter than the
x-axis magnitude per sky per night on the y-axis. The plot was taken from [169].
However, most of these surveys have limited or no time domain information.
This means that, for at least some classes of transients, unless it is identied inde-
pendently as a possible variable source, its nature can not be established. While
SLOAN has shown considerable success in identifying CVs and quasars, using only
this method limits the information available on these objects and risks introducing
selection eects to the population. Because of this survey astronomy has increasingly
moved towards the time domain to complement the current single epoch surveys.
There are two approaches to achieve this: narrow-deep surveys or wide-
shallow surveys (such as WASP). Survey instruments, such as the VLT Survey
Telescope (VST), have a relatively narrow eld-of-view but can image far deeper
than wider eld-of-view instruments. These projects tend to carry out deep surveys
of smaller regions of sky, often targeted at particular galactic features. Alternatively,
there are projects such as WASP which cannot image as deep but cover the whole
sky on a nightly basis.
These alternative strategies work in a considerably dierent parameter space
(see Figure 1.3). The gure shows the approximate parameter space covered by
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WASP and the VST. The x-axis represents the magnitude of the events being ob-
served and the y-axis represents the number of events occurring in the whole sky
every day brighter than a given magnitude.
The diagonal lines represent typical observable populations of isotropically
distributed events. The line marked -3/2 shows the theoretical gradient where the
number of observable events increase with a fainter magnitude limit as it samples a
larger volume of space. The -1 curve may prove to be more realistic though because
of the eects of extinction from interstellar dust and the scale height of the galactic
disc.
The scale height is the height above the galactic plane at which the density
of objects being considered decreases by a factor of 1=e. At twice the scale height
the density would decrease to 1=e2 and so forth. This can eect sky distribution and
forms an important consideration when surveying more distant galactic objects.
The boxes represent the region of parameter space in which the telescope will
identify at least one of these transients a year. While WASP cannot detect anything
with a magnitude fainter than approximately 16.5, it covers a large area of sky so
only requires a rate of 0.4 events per day per sky to identify at least one event a year.
In comparison, while the VST can image as faint as 23rd magnitude, it requires an
average of over 300 observable events across the sky to make a detection likely.
While this plot is somewhat simplied and does not account for observing
strategy or the distribution of the transients, it does show how wide-eld instru-
ments, such as WASP, can still compete eectively with deeper narrower transient
surveys. Furthermore, the brighter examples of transient events tend to be more
useful as it is easier to gather further information on them. For this reason, most
survey projects aimed at identifying asteroids, variable stars or CVs are small wide-
eld instruments. Generally deeper surveys are aimed towards observing distant,
faint events such as micro-lensing from dark matter, novae rates in other galaxies
or type Ia supernovae. Some notable examples of these deep time domain sur-
veys include several to detect gravitational lensing (the Deep Lens Survey [20], the
Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHO) project [11] and the Optical Gravita-
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tional Lensing Experiment (OGLE) [159]) and general transient surveys (such as
the Faint Sky Variability Survey using the Wide Field Camera on the INT [56] and
the Subaru/XMM-Newton Deep Survey [107]). Some of the important wide eld
surveys are discussed below in Section 1.2.
1.2 Wide Field Time Domain Surveys
Northern Sky Variability Survey
The Northern Sky Variability Survey used the ROTSE-1 observatory, when it was
not responding to gamma ray burst alerts, to carry out a systematic time-domain
survey of the northern sky [174]. The ROTSE-1 observatory, located near Los
Alamos in New Mexico, consisted of four Cannon 200mm lenses each with a eld-
of-view of 8.2 x 8.2 degrees. The cameras had a limiting magnitude of 14.5-15.5 and
saturated at 8th magnitude. They exposed in a single unltered photometric band
similar to the Johnson R band. Over the baseline of a year, 14 million objects were
observed with a cadence of 0.5-4 days. The survey has shown particular success in
studying the properties of populations of pulsating variable stars such as RR Lyrae
variables [79].
ROTSE-3
The ROTSE-3 observatories were designed to detect optical ashes from Gamma
Ray Bursts [9]. The project consists of 4 telescopes spread across the world (Mc-
Donald observatory in Texas USA, National Observatory in Turkey, near the HESS
project in Nambia and Siding Springs Observatory in Australia). Each of the 0.45m
telescopes have a 1.85 x 1.85 degree eld-of-view. The telescopes patrol the sky
taking a pair of 60 second exposures with a limiting magnitude of 18.5. These are
followed by another pair taken 30 minutes later. It is also capable of rapidly re-
sponding to Swift GRB alerts to gather optical data at the position of the suspected
GRB. ROTSE-3 has currently not only successfully detected two GRBs but has also
identied several other transients such as cataclysmic variables and are stars [140].
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RAPTOR
The Rapid Telescopes for Optical Response experiment (RAPTOR) [163] consists
of a several wide eld telescopes monitoring the sky for transients. RAPTOR-A
and RAPTOR-B each consist of 4 wide eld cameras and a central, more power-
ful, \fovea" imager. They are separated by 38 kilometers but each view the same
1500 square-degree eld. Combined data from the two observatories means it is
possible to check for parallax changes indicating a nearby source. RAPTOR's soft-
ware pipeline is able to identify potential transient events in real time and bring
the central \fovea" imager to bear on them for higher quality photometric data.
RAPTOR-A and RAPTOR-B are supplemented by RAPTOR-S (a low resolution
spectrograph) and RAPTOR-P (a sky patrol telescope with a 60 square-degree eld-
of-view and limiting magnitude of around 16.5). The RAPTOR observatories have
shown success in detecting optical afterglows of GRBs. For example, in 2005 it made
32 detections of GRB 050319 [175].
Catalina Sky Survey
The Catalina Real Time Sky Survey uses the 0.7m Catalina Schmidt Telescope near
Tucson Arizona to identify near Earth objects and potentially hazardous asteroids.
The telescope has 8 degrees squared eld-of-view and typically covers 1200 square
degrees of sky a night with four 30 second exposures with a limiting magnitude of
19th to 20th. In searching for asteroids the Catalina sky survey has also shown con-
siderable early success in identifying optical transients. From the rst six months
of observations 350 optical transients were identied [42] including sixty two super-
nova candidates and sixty four new cataclysmic variable candidates. Recently the
Catalina Sky Survey has expanded to include another observatory near Tucson and
at Siding Spring in Australia.
Palomar Transient Factory
The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) is an experiment to carry out a wide-eld
transient survey using the 1.26m Samuel Oschin Telescope [131]. The eld-of-view
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of the wide-eld camera is 7.9 deg2 with a pixel scale of 1 arcsecond per pixel.
The project achieved rst light in December 2008 with commissioning completed
in summer 2009 and is planned to run until the end of 2012. PTF runs several
observing strategies the primary two of which are a large area transient survey
( 10; 000deg2 per year) observing in the R band with a cadence of ve days and a
higher cadence survey (1 minute to 3 days) in the g and R band over a smaller area.
The PTF survey has shown considerable early success having identied, amongst
many other transients, 679 supernovae (as of August 2010) and 3 unusual high
amplitude transients from the death throes of massive stars [128].
ASAS-3
The All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS-3) [123] consists of two 0.2m wide eld cam-
eras each with a 8.8 x 8.8 degree eld-of-view and a more powerful 0.25m telescope
with a 2 x 2 degree eld-of-view. The wide eld instruments survey the whole of
the southern sky for transients with an average detection rate of one measurement
every two days. The narrow eld instrument is designed to rapidly respond to GRB
alerts. The limiting magnitudes for the two wide eld telescopes and the rapid re-
sponse telescope are respectively 13.5, 13.2 and 14.8. In 2006 a replica of the ASAS
telescopes was built on Hawaii to continue the transient survey in the northern
hemisphere. Since the start of the project in 2000 ASAS-3 has discovered 2 comets,
6 novae and 6 dwarf novae [2].
PQ Survey
The Palomar-Quest Digital Synoptic Survey (PQ survey) [40] uses the 1.23m Samuel
Oschin telescope at Palomar with a 4 x 4 degree eld-of-view. The project uses 45%
of the telescope operating time to carry out a time domain survey of a region of
sky totalling approximately 15 000 square degrees. A typical eld will have between
5 and 10 observations with around 4 hours between observations and a limiting
magnitude of approximately 21.5 in r. This comparatively deep survey covering
only a fraction of the sky falls somewhere between the deep narrow eld surveys
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and the other wide eld surveys in this section. The primary motivation for the
project was to identify over 10 000 quasars in order to discover over 100 strong
gravitational lenses.
1.3 The Future of Time Domain Astronomy
The ongoing success of current wide eld surveys and an increasing interest in track-
ing nearby asteroids has led to further investment in large scale wide eld survey
telescopes capable of not only regularly covering the entire sky but reaching far
fainter magnitudes. The main upcoming projects discussed here are SkyMapper
which was opened in the middle of 2009, Pan-STARRS which is currently in a pro-
totype phase and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) which is currently
under construction and scheduled for full scientic operation by 2017.
SkyMapper
The SkyMapper Telescope is a 1.3m telescope with a 5.7 degrees squared eld-of-
view located at Siding Spring in Australia [78]. The primary scientic goal of the
project is a survey of the southern sky in six colours over multiple epochs (4 hours,
1 day, 1 week, 1 month and 1 year). The telescope will take 110 second exposures
with limiting magnitudes varying from 21.5 in u to 20.6 in z. It was ocially opened
in May 2009.
Pan-STARRS
Pan-STARRS will consist of an array of four 1.8m wide-eld telescopes pointing
at the same region of sky [75]. Each of these telescopes will have a eld-of-view
of 7 square degrees and individually be able to detect point sources as faint as
24th magnitude with a 30 second exposure [67]. By combining the data from the
telescopes together a magnitude limit of approximately 26th should be achieved. In
this mode it will be possible to observe each region of sky once every week. The
advantage of using the 4 telescopes in this way is that they can achieve the same
9
eect as a single, much larger, instrument at a much lower cost.
The primary scientic goal of Pan-STARRS is to identify and track near
Earth asteroids to ensure that they pose no risk. However, it also has a wide
range of secondary scientic goals. These include identifying Kuipler belt objects,
detecting and gathering data on transient events (such as supernovae and gamma ray
bursts), identifying new exoplanets around distant stars, mapping out the large scale
distribution of galaxies and using gravitational lensing to determine the distribution
of dark matter.
Currently a single telescope prototype (PS1) has been constructed on Hawaii
as a test before the four telescope array (PS4) is constructed in 2012. In this
early prototype phase PS1 has already successfully identied a previously unknown
supernova (SN2009kf) [26].
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [72] is a 8.36m wide-eld telescope
currently under construction with rst light planned for 2014 and full scientic
operation for 2017. The primary mirror of the telescope will be a 5.12m to 8.36m
annulus and will have a 9.6 square degree eld-of-view. This will allow 10 000
square degrees (approximately a quarter of the sky) to be covered with pairs of 15
second exposures every three nights. For a single visit the limiting magnitude will be
approximately 24.5 in r improving to 27.5 if the images are coadded. The primary
scientic goals of LSST are to determine the nature of dark energy, identify near
Earth objects, discover new transient events, carry out a weak lensing survey for
dark matter and map out the structure of our Galaxy.
1.4 WASP in Comparison to Other Wide Field Surveys
The WASP observatories compare well with other current wide-eld time-domain
surveys and eectively complement future surveys. Table 1.1 shows some of the
basic properties of current and future all-sky surveys. The etendue (or grasp) is the
10
multiple of the light collecting area and the eld-of-view. It is used as an indication
of how eective a telescope will be for a survey of this nature. While future projects
such as Pan-STARRS and the LSST have extremely high etendue values, WASP is
shown to be competitive with most current surveys. WASP's limiting magnitude,
while not as faint as deeper surveys such as Catalina, PTF or the PQ survey, is
fainter than other successful projects such as ASAS-3 and Raptor A+B.
However, the area that WASP stands out in is its extremely large eld-of-
view. With a total eld-of-view across all 16 cameras of 976 square degrees only the
RAPTOR A+B observatories are comparable. This allows the WASP data to have
a far better cadence than most transient surveys, even including future projects such
as Pan-STARRS and SkyMapper. This high cadence makes WASP better suited
to identifying short duration transients and allows for more data to be gathered on
longer events that are detected.
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While it may seem that current surveys are going to be overshadowed by
future projects, such as Pan-STARRS and LSST, they still have an important role
to play. Firstly, discoveries and population analysis results from these projects can
help future projects by identifying problems and scientic areas that need further
observation. Secondly, these large scale projects are not operating in the same
parameter space as smaller telescopes such as WASP. While WASP can only detect
events brighter than 15th-16th magnitude, the LSST CCDs will saturate for objects
brighter than 16th. This means that any transient identied by WASP would not
have been possible to observe using the LSST.
1.5 An Overview of Transient Phenomena
There are a wide variety of both short and long duration transient phenomena that
a time domain survey of the sky could potentially identify. These are considered
in the sections below with particular attention being paid to the ways that WASP
could further our understanding of them.
1.5.1 Flare Stars
Flare stars (or UV Ceti stars) are one of the most common variable objects, com-
prising 10% of stars in the Galaxy [57]. They can appear transient in WASP if
the star itself is too faint to detect when not aring. While ares occur on the Sun,
are stars can show signicantly more energetic ones. The majority of are stars
are spectral type M, however large ares can also be seen in earlier spectral types
[119] [143] and in brown dwarfs [145]. Furthermore, ares can be found in pre-main
sequence T Tauri stars [172] and extreme ares have be seen in RS CVn systems
[57].
The mechanism that causes these ares is still not fully understood. Flares
are thought to be the result of the reconnection of magnetic loops on the surface
of stars so a are star would be expected to have a signicant magnetic eld. Cur-
rent stellar models predict that this magnetic eld is created by the dierences in
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dierential rotation between the conductive and convective layers of the star [116]
[157]. However, stars of spectral type M3 or later are thought to be fully convective
so there might be a signicant reduction in the magnetic eld for late M or L type
stars. However, this has not been seen in population samples of M-stars that were
spectroscopically tested for activity. In fact, rates for active stars peaks at around
M7 [145] [168]. This suggests instead that the magnetic eld for late spectral types
must be generated in a dierent way. The cause of the large ares on RS CVn stars
is somewhat dierent as they are in close binary systems with the brighter of them
of spectral type F or G [152] In these systems the ares are believed to be induced
by the interaction of the two stars. A similar theory has also been proposed for
giant ares on solar type stars with the ares being caused instead by extrasolar
planets in close orbits [139].
Extensive work has already been carried out to monitor are activity on
small samples of stars [103] [86] [145]. However, rarer large amplitude ares have
been studied far less because of the requirements for long duration coverage over
a large region of sky with high cadence. The search carried out in this thesis is
not likely to identify the small amplitude events but is well suited to identifying
rare extreme ares (although there is a tendency to identify longer duration ares
from this class). A candidate for the largest known are on an M-type star is the
photographic discovery of a 7 magnitude are by Bond in 1976 with an estimated
bolometric energy of 4  1035erg [54]. For RS CVn stars it is thought that they
may have ares up to 1038erg [57]. The largest known are on a solar type star
was detected in 1899 with 2  1038erg in the V band alone [143]. Detecting the
most extreme ares provides a dierent test for our current models of both late type
stars and ares. For example, it may be possible to establish the maximum energy
available for ares and whether this maximum energy varies with spectral type.
Furthermore, these large ares have important implications for life on orbit-
ing planets. A suciently energetic are could cause extensive glacial melting and
temporarily heat the planet's atmosphere causing mass extinction [143]. The peak
energy ares can achieve and their rate would therefore be important for accessing
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Figure 1.4: A light curve of dwarf nova outbursts from SS Cyg. Data taken from
AAVSO [1].
the likelihood of life around other stars.
These extreme amplitude events are also important because they will cause a
signicant amount of noise in future surveys to optically identify gamma ray bursts
[55] [97]. Like gamma ray bursts, ares can be very short and, without detections
of the progenitor or observations from other bands, it is dicult to determine what
caused the transient. Hence further understanding of large amplitude ares may
prove helpful for future attempts to optically identify gamma ray bursts.
1.5.2 Dwarf Novae
Dwarf novae, a subclass of close binary systems known as cataclysmic variables,
show short optical outbursts of 2 to 8 magnitudes. Cataclysmic variable systems
(CVs) consist of a small but dense white dwarf (the primary) and a larger lower mass
companion star (the secondary). The stars orbit each other suciently closely that
the secondary lls it's Roche lobe causing its outer layers to be stripped away and
spiral in towards the primary in an accretion disc. An overview of the properties of
these systems is described in this section but a more detailed review of cataclysmic
variable models can be found in Brian Warner's book Cataclysmic Variable Stars
[167].
Dwarf nova outbursts occur if the accretion disc does not deposit its material
on the primary rapidly enough as this causes material in the disc to gradually
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build up. Once the density reaches a critical point the disc changes to a dierent
equilibrium state. This is because the increase in density causes an increase in
the viscous heating. This, in turn, increases the ionisation (and hence opacity) of
the disc which causes it to heat up further. This feedback loop continues until the
hydrogen in the disc is completely ionised [87]. At this point the opacity stops rising
with temperature and a new, high luminosity, equilibrium state is reached. In this
state the viscosity is thought to be far higher although the reason for this is not
fully understood. This increases the rate of accretion onto the white dwarf and the
density decreases until the disc goes back to its original stable state. Outbursts
can reoccur on a time scale of weeks, months or even years. A normal outburst
typically lasts for several days and can increase the brightness of the system by 2
to 6 magnitudes [110]. An example of a system showing these outbursts is shown in
Figure 1.4.
In some systems, known as SU UMas, the disc periodically has a larger
outburst (known as a superoutburst). It is believed that these are caused by a
gradual increase in the size of the disc over a succession of normal outbursts [109].
The last of these normal outbursts increases the radius of the disc to forty six percent
of the separation of the primary and secondary [111]. At this radius the disc is no
longer stable and the tidal resonance with the secondary drives the disc to become
elliptical triggering a superoutburst. The tidal stresses on the disc are thought to
maintain a high accretion rate which, over the period of a week or two, causes the
disc to shrink in size again until it is no longer elliptical. Furthermore, the ellipticity
of the disc also causes it to process and the interaction of this with the stream of
accreted material from the secondary causes a small periodic variation in brightness
known as the superhump period.
Most studies characterise the CV population by considering the orbital pe-
riod. For the majority of CVs this is between 78 minutes and 8 hours [69]. The
distribution of periods from known outbursting systems in the Ritter and Kolb cat-
alogue [136] is shown in Figure 1.5. There are two features that stand out in this
gure; the lack of CVs with orbital periods between 2 and 3 hours and the abrupt
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Figure 1.5: A histogram show the orbital periods of systems in the Ritter and Kolb
catalogue [136] known to have dwarf nova. SU UMa systems are shown in the red
histogram.
lower limit of 77 minutes.
The 2-3 hour feature is known as the period gap and is thought to be caused
by a change in the way the companion star loses angular momentum during this
period of its evolution [69]. The period minimum is an expected feature of the
population. However, models predict that it should be at 65 minutes rather than
the observed period of 77 minutes [17]. There have been several attempts to match
the models to the observed properties but none have so far shown much success [83]
[80]. It can also be seen from Figure 1.5 that almost all CVs below the period gap
are of SU UMa type (shown in red) but almost none above the gap are. Systems
below the period gap have older, and hence lower mass, secondaries. This means
that only these systems are likely to have a suciently extreme mass ratio (<0.33)
to cause superoutbursts.
To understand this period distribution is to understand the evolution of CVs.
A graphical representation of this is shown in Figure 1.6. It is thought that the ma-
jority of systems begin accreting with orbital periods in excess of 3 hours after a
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Figure 1.6: A plot showing the changes in orbital period and accretion rates as
cataclysmic variables evolve. The plot was taken from [63].
common envelope phase [135]. At this stage in their evolution the secondary pri-
marily loses angular momentum by magnetic braking [130] which causes the orbital
period to gradually decrease. During this process the mass loss from the secondary
star makes it become thermally bloated (lower mass for its radius than would be ex-
pected on the main sequence) as there is not sucient time for it to settle back into
equilibrium. However, when the orbital period reaches 3 hours the star is believed to
become fully convective which is thought to cause a dramatic reduction in magnetic
breaking and hence in the angular momentum loss rate. This allows the secondary
star to settle again into equilibrium by shrinking to a normal size. This reduction in
radius causes the secondary to disconnect and stops the mass transfer, converting
the system into a detached binary. Mass transfer restarts once the orbital period
reaches 2 hours as the star is once again lling its Roche lobe. The few CVs that
are found in the period gap represent systems that originally started mass transfer
at an orbital period between 2-3 hours. These systems would not have gone through
the change of state at 3 hours so would not disconnect. While details of this are not
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very well understood, in principle this model does appear to explain the period gap
[69].
Below the period gap it is believed that CVs primarily lose angular momen-
tum by gravitational radiation [44] [114] instead of magnetic breaking. The systems
will then continue to lose angular momentum until they reach the period minimum
(65 minutes by theory, 77 minutes observationally [17]). At the period minimum
the secondary star becomes degenerate which means further mass loss causes it to
expand rather than shrink. The eect of this is to cause the orbital period to start
increasing to longer periods. These systems are known as period bouncers and are
thought to have very low accretion rates with large but infrequent outbursts (al-
though it is possible that their accretion rates are so low that they never outburst
at all [83]). It is predicted that these period bouncers should make up a large pro-
portion of the CV population (70 percent [82]) and should be seen as a sharp peak
at the orbital period minimum in Figure 1.5. Until recently though, no systems
were conrmed to be of this type and this peak at low periods was missing from
the discovered population suggesting the current model may be wrong [127]. It was
theorised that the low accretion rate, high outburst amplitude WZ Sge systems may
represent some of these period bouncers [70]. However, none of these were con-
rmed to be of this type and they are not known in sucient numbers to account
for the discrepancy between the predicted population and what has been observed.
However, recently the Sloan Digital Sky Survey has shown some promising results
with several conrmed period bounce systems [91] [92]. Furthermore, by identifying
CV candidates by their spectra rather than observing outbursts, it appears that the
missing period spike has at last been found [48] although their outburst rates and
properties are still not known.
Dwarf Novae are ideal candidates for an all-sky transient survey by WASP.
The systems are relatively common and have fairly frequent large outbursts. Sys-
tematic surveys to identify these systems in the past (such as the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey) have largely identied them based on their characteristic colours and
spectra. An optical transient survey based on outburst detections would comple-
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ment this well. For example, extremely low accretion rate systems, such as period
bouncers, may appear similar to detached binaries from their spectra so detections
of outbursts may be the only way to identify them. Unlike WASP, current opti-
cal transient surveys (such as the Catalina real-time transient survey [42]) have a
comparatively low cadence so have not been able to identify the orbital (or super-
hump) periods from their data which is the most important piece of information in
classifying a CV.
Using the WASP survey it may be possible to estimate the space density of
dwarf nova outbursts and, using the detected periods, understand the distribution of
the population and hence the evolution. While the WASP sample will still be incom-
plete (see analysis of completeness in Section 6.2) and contain selection eects, they
will be dierent to those of spectral searches for CVs and will be better constrained
than the currently known population (listed in Ritter and Kolb's catalogue [136]).
The known population is based on many dierent surveys so selection eects are
extremely complicated [47]. In contrast the WASP data provides the opportunity
for a consistent survey which means selection eects can be more clearly dened.
This is important because discrepancies between CV population models and
observations have presented a signicant issue through out CV research. Numerous
attempts have been made to create CV population models that explain the known
sample with limited success [70] [80] [69] [17]. However, as the selection eects on the
known population are unclear the signicance of this is uncertain. Some research has
suggested the population models are fundamentally wrong [127] while other work
has suggested that the selection eects can explain the current inconsistencies [83].
A large sample of CVs discovered by a consistent method could help resolve these
issues as it would be easier to determine whether the sample matched with what
would be expected from the model.
1.5.3 Novae
Novae outbursts have been observed for over 2000 years. However, it was not until
the 1920s that it was realised that classical novae represented a dierent phenomena
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Figure 1.7: Light curves of the fast nova V1500 Cyg in red and slow nova HR Del
in blue. The data was taken from AAVSO [1].
to supernovae [24]. Like dwarf novae, novae occur in cataclysmic variable systems
and are a consequence of the accretion onto the white dwarf. Material striped from
the secondary star forms an accretion disc which gradually deposits the material onto
the primary (see above). Over time this layer of accreted hydrogen builds up putting
the lower layers under increasing pressure. Eventually this become suciently great
to initiate thermonuclear burning [150] which leads to a rapid runaway reaction
causing the entire accreted layer to burn or be ejected as an expanding nova shell.
This greatly increases the luminosity of the system, typically by 8-15 magnitudes
[63]. The exact properties of the nova are determined by the white dwarf mass, the
white dwarf temperature and the mass accretion rate [176]. Once the nova eruption
is complete the system returns to its accreting state indicting that no long term
change has occurred to the system as a whole. This process and the physics behind
it is again well reviewed in Brian Warner's book Cataclysmic Variable Stars [167].
There are several dierent classications of novae based on their photometric
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and spectral properties [24]. Systems that are only known to have had one nova
eruption are known as classical novae. The duration of these eruptions can vary
dramatically. V1500 Cyg only took 3.6 days to decrease 3 magnitudes from peak
outburst while HR Del took 230 days to do the same. A plot showing the light
curves of a slow nova (in blue) and a fast nova (in red) is shown in Figure 1.7. As
can be seen from this plot, fast novae can resemble WZ Sge systems around peak
outburst which is an important consideration when classifying transient candidates.
Novae that are seen to erupt multiple times are classied as recurrent novae.
Typically recurrent novae have recurrence times of decades and often have large or-
bital periods with giant secondaries [152]. These short recurrence times also require
a high mass primary (often close to the Chandrasekhar limit) and comparatively
high accretion rates [149]. Currently only 10 recurrent novae are known in our
Galaxy with several others identied in neighbouring galaxies [24].
Observations of novae are scientically useful for several reasons. Firstly,
using detections of the peak apparent magnitude and the shape of the decline it is
possible to use novae as distance indicators [38]. There are also several signicant
unanswered questions in our understanding of novae themselves [24]. For example,
the role of novae in CV evolution is still poorly understood. It is thought that
there may be a link with recurrent novae and supernovae of type Ia. In classical
novae heavy elements are often detected in the nova shell suggesting that the nova
eruption blasted o more than just the accreted material causing a net reduction
in the white dwarf mass. However, in recurrent nova it is thought that the white
dwarf mass (already near the Chandrasekhar limit) may be increasing [148]. The
natural conclusion for this would be a type Ia supernova as described in Section
1.5.4. Secondly it is not understood whether classical nova and recurrent nova
really represent the same population (with all novae being recurrent and our current
recurrent nova population being those that repeat on the shortest time scales).
The potential for a survey using the WASP observatories to address these
questions is somewhat limited. The current discovery rate for galactic novae is
8yr 1 [120]. The overall estimated rate in the Galaxy is 34yr 1 [38] with 12yr 1
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predicted to be brighter than 11th magnitude in V [90]. This low rate of galactic
novae means that they are normally discovered in the galactic plane. Fast novae
in particular are conned to within 100 pc of the plane (although slow novae can
reach up to 1000 pc) [24]. The WASP observatories do not observe in the galactic
plane because of the problem of stars blending together (see Section 2.1). While
it is possible for WASP to detect nova in other galaxies (such as M31), only the
brightest examples could be found and only in ideal observing conditions.
An alternative source of detectable novae could be tramp novae which are
thought to be stripped out of galaxies during galactic collisions [146]. Measurements
of the positions and rates of these could provide a way to estimate the quantity and
distribution of stars in intergalactic regions. From this it may also be possible to
establish the proportion of mass in the universe that is found as these intergalactic
stars. Novae are one of the best ways to measure intergalactic populations because
they can be used as standard candles to accurately estimate their distance.
Overall, while WASP is not well suited to identifying novae in the galactic
plane, it may be possible to detect intergalactic or halo novae. These could be
used to estimate the distribution and quantity of stars in these regions. Novae also
form an important consideration when classifying WZ Sge candidates because of the
similarities in their light curves.
1.5.4 Supernovae
Supernovae were rst identied as being dierent from novae in the 1930s [13]. Since
then, extensive study has lead to them being subdivided into several dierent types
although it now appears that there are only two causes for them [59]. A theory
for type Ia supernovae is that they occur in close binary systems (similar to those
described above). In these systems the accreted material builds up on the surface
of the white dwarf until it reaches the Chandrasekhar limit. This causes the white
dwarf to explode creating a highly luminous transient. The mechanism for this is not
fully understood but, as described in Section 1.5.3, it is thought to occur in recurrent
nova systems [148]. An alternative theory is that type Ia supernovae are caused by
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two white dwarfs merging [65]. From this model it is dicult to understand the lack
of variation in absolute magnitude but it may explain a subset of cases.
In contrast types Ib, Ic, II and IIdw are thought to be caused by the core
collapse of a giant star. In these cases the core of the star runs out of fuel, again
causing a highly luminous event as the core collapses to a dense remnant and the
outer layers are ejected. Type II make up approximately 45% of core collapse super-
novae [59]. They are caused by massive progenitors with hydrogen rich envelopes
and can be identied by strong spectral Balmer lines. Type IIdw are similar to
Type II but interact with the remains of a dense wind left by the progenitor. This
interaction can be detected in radio waves [31] [32]. These make up approximately
30% of core collapse supernovae [59].
Finally types Ib and Ic are distinguished by a lack of hydrogen lines in their
spectra (with Ic also lacking helium lines). These are believed to be caused by
the core collapse of stars that have previously lost their outer layers and comprise
approximately 25% of core collapse supernova [59]. A further subdivision of type
I supernovae, called hypernovae, has also recently been identied. Several of these
extremely large supernovae have been discovered and appear to correspond to long
duration gamma ray bursts [46] [66] [99].
Optical light curves for supernovae appear as very bright transients that fade
slowly over hundreds of days. After the initial event, the light curve is due to the
radioactive decay of Nickel-56 and Cobalt-56. Type Ia supernova light curves tend
to be quite consistent although there is far more variation in core collapse systems
[152]. Early observations of supernovae are rare since they occur largely without
warning. However, this early data is important for identifying the properties of the
progenitor. Specically detection of the shock breakout can be used to constrain the
radius of the progenitor as was done for SN1993J [177] and SN2008D [102]. These
events are particularly bright in UV and X-ray and have been detected several times
such as in the UV for SNLS-04D2dc [144] and in the optical for SN1993J [89]. These
early optical observations of SN1993J are shown in Figure 1.8. Durations of shock
breakouts can vary from a few hundred seconds for a blue super giant progenitor to
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Figure 1.8: Optical light curve of SN1993J. The plot was taken from [89].
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1-2 days for a red super giant progenitor [43].
While not as luminous in the optical it is still possible for this shock breakout
to be detected. From the early optical detections of SN1993J [89] it appears that
the breakout was  0:6 magnitudes brighter than the later peak in the B band and
 0:2 magnitudes in the V band. For the longer duration cases of red supergiants
and to a depth of 24th magnitude, there is an estimated upper limit of 1 detectable
shock breakout event every 200 square degrees per year [29]. This is equivalent to
an upper limit of 0.93 across the whole sky per year to a depth of 15th magnitude
(the approximate magnitude limit of WASP).
Deeper surveys, such as Pan-STARRS and Catalina, are likely to detect
more supernovae than WASP. However, the higher cadence of WASP means that
it is able to measure the shock breakout. A detection of this could prove useful
for constraining the radius of the progenitor and hence the theoretical models for
supernovae and maybe even their connection to gamma ray bursts (discussed further
below).
1.5.5 Gamma Ray Bursts
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are short-duration bursts of gamma-rays from the dis-
tant universe. They were rst detected on July the 2nd 1967 by the United States
military Vela satellite systems that had been built to monitor the nuclear test ban
treaty [81]. Over subsequent years these have been studied in more detail with
substantial progress being made rst with the launch of BeppoSAX [25] and then
with Swift [49] [76]. GRBs have been found to occur at extreme distances with the
furthest currently being GRB 090423 at a red shift of 8.3 [155]. This large distance
implies that they must have been caused by extremely energetic beamed events.
The causes of GRBs is not certain although it appears that there may be
two dierent types; long GRBs with durations of greater than  2 seconds and
short GRBs with durations of less than  2 seconds [84]. Long GRBs are far better
studied and are believed to be caused by relativistic jets formed during the supernova
eruption of massive stars [122] [73] [171]. Short bursts are more of a mystery with
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current theories favouring compact object merger or accretion onto a black hole [21]
[88] [101].
Along with these burst of gamma rays, GRBs are accompanied by a bright
optical afterglow which is caused by the interaction of the jet with surrounding
matter. A plot showing the magnitudes reached by previously-observed optical
afterglows is shown in Figure 1.9. As can be seen from this it is possible that a
survey, such as WASP, with a depth of 15th magnitude could detect the brighter
of these events. The brightest of these, GRB080319B, could even be seen with the
naked-eye [129].
Independent observation of these could help further increase our understand-
ing of GRBs. For example, if simultaneous X-ray observations were taken, the ratio
to the detected visible light can be used to estimate the properties of the region the
event occurred in and potentially establish whether it was in a galaxy. The really
important scientic observations though could be the identication of a GRB with-
out gamma-ray emission. These orphan afterglows are expected to be caused by a
wider beaming angle in the optical than in the gamma-rays. Studies of this could
help to constrain the beaming angle which it has not been possible to measure with
current observations [53] [121]. WASP discoveries of GRBs could be particularly
useful as they would represent some of the brightest events and hence easiest to
carry out detailed follow-up observations of.
However, constraining the beaming angle in this way is dicult (this is dis-
cussed by Neal Dalal [37]). Perhaps most signicantly, without the gamma-ray
detections, it may prove dicult to conrm that an optical transient was caused
by a GRB [55]. This is one of the major diculties facing both current wide-eld
surveys (such as WASP) and deeper future projects such as Pan-STARRS and LSST
(see Section 1.3) in contributing to this eld.
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Figure 1.9: Optical light curves of all GRBs discovered before the end of April 2009.
Magnitudes are corrected for Galactic extinction. Swift GRBs are shown in red and
blue and pre-swift GRBs are shown in grey. The plot was taken from [76].
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1.5.6 Pulsating Variable Stars
There are many dierent types of pulsating variable stars with a wide range of
amplitudes and periods. While they are not normally transient, they can appear
so in the WASP data if the star is too faint to detect at minimum but but bright
enough at maximum. They are interesting not only because of their role in stellar
evolution but many can also be used for distance estimates (such as in globular
clusters [34]). As will be discussed in later chapters, the transient survey carried
out in this thesis is primarily sensitive to high amplitude events as they are clearly
distinct from the host star (see Section 4.7). Several high amplitude pulsating
variables are discussed in this section as they may form a component of the nal
candidate transient population.
Mira variable stars
Miras are pulsating red giant stars that show regular periodic oscillations of over 2.5
magnitudes in the V band with periods of 80 to 1000 days [152]. The are thought
to represent one of the nal stages of stellar evolution and are found at the end of
the asymptotic giant branch in the H-R diagram. Example light curves from several
of these systems are shown in Figure 1.10. The stars themselves are red giants and
expand and contract with these changes in luminosity. By measuring the period of
Mira stars they can be used as distance indicators [52] to, for example, probe the
structure of the galactic halo. Furthermore, the period can also be used as indication
of stellar metallicity in the region [45].
Semi-regular variables
Semi-regular variables consist of giants and supergiants which show variability on a
similar time scale to Miras. Indeed at least some are believed to be precursors to
Miras [93] and have similar period-metallicity relations [45]. However, unlike Miras
the amplitudes of these oscillations can be, and often are, less than 2.5 magnitudes
in V and the oscillation itself can appear far less regular.
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Figure 1.10: Folded light curves of 4 known Mira stars. These plots were taken from
[10].
RV Tau variables
RV Tau stars are supergiants that show irregular luminosity and spectral oscillations
where the star alternates between shallow and deep dips in luminosity. For some
systems these alternations occur in turn but in others it can only be seen as a
statistical eect over long durations. Periods between deep dips in luminosity vary
from 30 to 150 days and amplitudes are normally between one and two magnitudes
[152]. During these oscillations the spectral type of the system can change from
F or G at maximum to G or K at minimum. RV Tau stars are often mistaken
for semi-regular variables. However, more detailed analysis reveals them to be a
separate class of object [126].
1.5.7 FU Ori Stars
FU Ori stars are young, pre-main sequence stars, that show large amplitude out-
bursts. During outburst the star can be seen to increase in brightness by 4 magni-
tudes and can take decades to return to quiescence [62]. Example light curves of FU
Ori systems V1057 Cyg and FU Ori are shown in Figure 1.11. The current model
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Figure 1.11: Light curves of V1057 Cyg and FU Ori. These plots were taken from
[62].
predicts that these stars are surrounded by an accretion disc and these increases
in brightness, as with dwarf novae, are caused by thermal-viscous instabilities in
the disc [61]. These events cause the accretion rate onto the star to increase dra-
matically and in a single outburst up to 0:01Msun can fall onto the surface of the
star [62]. It is thought that these outbursts cause no dramatic long term alteration
to the system and they will undergo at least ten of these before evolving onto the
main sequence [64] [62]. Detections of these systems could help further increase the
known population and hence further test the current models.
1.5.8 Gravitational Microlensing
If a high-mass foreground object passes in front of a distant light source it can cause
an apparent distortion in the light seen from the distant source where multiple im-
ages of it are visible and even elongated into rings. The cause of this is gravitational
bending of light around the foreground source due to Einstein's theory of relativ-
ity. This eect is known as strong gravitational lensing but, because of the huge
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Figure 1.12: An example light curve of a microlensing event. Data taken from the
OGLE project [173].
distances involved, seems static on our time scale.
However, a similar eect can also be seen if a lower mass object in our Galaxy,
such as a brown dwarf or a stellar mass black hole, passes in front of a more distant
star [112]. While the image distortion cannot be resolved this causes a transient
increase in the brightness of the distant star. This increase in brightness can be
several magnitudes and last for anything from days to years depending on the mass
of the foreground object. An example light curve of this is shown in Figure 1.12.
Gravitational microlensing events are useful as they can be used as a probe
of objects too faint to normally be detected. For example, they have been used
to measure the dark matter content of the halo (such as with the MACHO [11]
and OGLE [158] projects). It is also possible to identify extrasolar planets by
searching for small changes in the shape of the light curve. Unlike discovering
planets by the transit method, microlensing is most sensitive to planets at slightly
larger separations of 1 to 5AU. This technique has successfully been used by the
OGLE project [19].
Every year 500-600 candidate microlensing events are detected [5] although
most are detected around the galactic bulge, where WASP does not observe, or
are too low amplitude for WASP to identify. However, it is possible that WASP
could detect higher amplitude examples and, if a microlensing event were detected,
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WASP would be well suited to identifying any extrasolar planets because of the high
cadence of the coverage.
1.5.9 Tidal Disruption of a Star by a Supermassive Black Hole
There is considerable evidence that there are supermassive black holes at the centre
of all, or at least most, galaxies including our own. For example, comparing the
movements of high proper-motion stars near the centre of our Galaxy to mass dis-
tribution models reveals the presence of a large amount of mass in a comparatively
small central region [51]. Accretion onto these is thought to drive the extreme uxes
seen in active galactic nuclei. However, even if the galaxy is not active it is thought
that the black hole remains. A star drifting too close to a galaxy's central black
hole could be tidally disrupted by the large gradient in gravitational forces across
it. The disrupted remnants of the star would then form an accretion disc around
the black hole causing a signicant increase in luminosity [132].
In the past it was theorised that these disruption events may be frequent
enough to explain how active galactic nuclei are powered. However, current esti-
mates of their frequency are far lower suggesting instead that the associated increase
in brightness is transient. The frequency of tidal disruptions is dependent on the
properties of the galaxy as a low star density would mean a chance encounter is less
likely and too large a supermassive black hole would cause smaller stars to be swal-
lowed whole without rst being disrupted. In a less luminous galaxy it is estimated
that a tidal disruption event occurs approximately once every 104 years [98]. This
is equivalent to around once a year in the Virgo cluster [132].
The duration of one of these events is dependent on the size of the black hole
and the star that is disrupted. For a typical main sequence star it is calculated that
the transient event should last for 0.1-0.2 years [153] with a luminosity of no less
than 10 3 10 2 of its Eddington luminosity in the U and V bands [160]. For a red
giant the accretion of the star would be fainter but last far longer with the black
hole being illuminated to 1/30th of its Eddington luminosity for up to a thousand
years [153].
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A number of claims have been made of observations of these events although
conrmation of them has proved dicult. For example, a faint ultraviolet are
lasting for approximately a year was detected at the centre of NGC 4552 [133].
In 1986 an anomalous increase in optical brightness in the galaxy NGC 5548 was
observed [118]. However, as it was an optically variable Seyfert galaxy it was not
possible to be sure that the increase in brightness was due to a tidal disruption
event. High-luminosity soft X-rays were detected by ROSAT coming from three
galaxies with no past evidence of Seyfert activity. Chandra observations of these a
decade later showed that these X-rays were no longer being detected and conrmed
that two of the galaxies were not active [58]. More recently, two UV/optical ares
were observed in apparently inactive galaxies [50]. Light curves taken of these events
matched well with theoretical tidal disruption models.
With so few of these events detected any new discoveries made by transient
surveys could help to further constrain theoretical models and rates of these events.
A detection of a tidal disruption would also indicate the presence of a supermassive
black hole which could be used to establish what types of galaxies contain them.
Furthermore, the luminosity of the tidal disruption are is dependent on the mass
of the black hole so could be used to estimate it [98].
1.5.10 New Phenomena
It is also possible that new transient phenomena could be discovered by a high
cadence survey such as is being carried out by WASP. For example, in 2006 an
unexplained transient peaking at 21st magnitude in i and z and lasting for 100
days was found using the Hubble Space Telescope [16]. While it seems unlikely that
a new type of bright, long duration transient could have remained undiscovered for
so long, shorter duration phenomena lasting only tens of minutes or hours could
easily have been missed. For this reason an open mind must be kept when looking
at candidate transients with no obvious cause.
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1.6 The Sensitivity of WASP to Transient Phenomena
The sensitivity of WASP to the transient phenomena discussed in Section 1.5 is
dependent on several parameters. Primarily these are the amplitude of the outburst
and the decay time. Due to the requirement to remove non-variable stars from the
orphans data (as described in Section 4.7) the search carried out in this thesis is in-
sensitive to low amplitude (less than 1-2 magnitude) variability. Furthermore, while
WASP's cadence is extremely high compared to other surveys, it is still insensitive
to transient events that are detectable for less than 15 minutes.
Figure 1.13 shows a sketch plot where WASP's sensitivity is shown as a black
line. The dashed section marks where WASP will not be able to detect a decline of
two magnitudes in a single season of observing. In the cases of gamma ray bursts
and supernovae the amplitude is determined from the host galaxy rather than the
progenitor as, in most cases, WASP will be unable to resolve the galaxy.
The plot indicates that WASP is sensitive to cataclysmic variables, novae,
FU Ori stars, high amplitude pulsating variables such as Miras and some higher
amplitude microlensing events. WASP should also be able to identify longer duration
gamma ray bursts and stellar ares although in many cases they will fade too quickly
to be identied. Low amplitude events such as supernovae and tidal disruptions of
stars (compared to the normal brightness of the host galaxy) are less likely to be
identied as they are dicult to distinguish from their host.
Figure 1.13 also indicates several potential diculties in classifying new tran-
sient candidates. Extremely high amplitude dwarf nova outbursts could be dicult
to distinguish from low amplitude novae. Longer duration events are particularly
dicult to classify as Miras, semi-regular variables, microlensing events and super-
novae all occupy overlapping regions of parameter space. Microlensing and pulsating
variables will both show a gradual rise and decline with pulsating variables showing
further rises and declines. The shock breakout from a supernova could be confused
with a lower amplitude stellar ares although the colours (when available) or the
presence of a galaxy should indicate a likely classication.
The problems identied here are further complicated when gaps in observing
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Figure 1.13: A plot showing the approximate parameter space occupied by various
variable objects. Amplitude represents the maximum amplitude from peak outburst
to quiescence (or in the case of gamma ray bursts or supernovae to the brightness of
the host galaxy as these will not be resolved by WASP). The decay time represents
the number of days for the outburst to decline by two magnitudes (or to quiescence
for low amplitude events).
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Figure 1.14: A plot representing the observable parameter space for WASP with
magnitude on the x-axis and number of outbursts brighter than the x-axis magni-
tude per sky per year on the y-axis. Labelled lines show the estimated numbers of
outbursts for cataclysmic variables, are stars, gamma ray bursts and supernovae.
The dashed box represents the region in parameter space where WASP would be
expected to detect at least one event per year.
and the sky background are considered. A long duration event that is close to the
limit of how faint WASP can observe may only be detected for a few nights making
classication of it extremely dicult.
Another important consideration is the number of events that occur each
year that are detectable by WASP. Figure 1.14 shows the number of events peaking
at brighter than a given magnitude occurring across the whole sky each year (this
is similar to Figure 1.3 discussed in Section 1.1.3 but with estimates of the rates
of several types of transients). The boxed area represents the parameter space for
which WASP would be expected to identify at least one event in an observing season.
The line for cataclysmic variables was determined by calculating the approx-
imate number of outbursts brighter than 10th magnitude from the Ritter and Kolb
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catalogue [136] which should be almost complete at this brightness. The gradient
was chosen to be -1 rather than the theoretical -3/2 because of the eects of scale
height reducing the numbers of fainter cataclysmic variables (see Section 1.1.3).
There is little knowledge of extreme stellar ares so it was not possible to
position the are star line accurately. However, the gradient was chosen as -3/2
because are stars will typically be far closer than cataclysmic variables so extinction
and scale height should not play as signicant a role.
The rate for supernovae was determined by using the average number of
discovered supernovae brighter than 15th magnitude over the last 10 years with a
gradient of -3/2. The rate of gamma ray bursts was calculated by considering the
number of SWIFT GRBs with peak brightness greater than 15th magnitude (see
Figure 1.9). A gradient of -1/2 was found to t the SWIFT GRB data. This shallow
gradient is likely to be because of the nite extent of the universe.
FU Ori stars and tidal disruption events are not included as their rates are
expected to be extremely low and uncertain. Microlensing events and pulsating
variable stars are more common but, due to their low amplitudes, the numbers
detectable by WASP would be signicantly lower than any estimated rate. For
novae most examples that would be bright enough to detect would be found in the
galactic plane which WASP does not observe.
From this it is clear that the transients WASP discovers will be dominated
by cataclysmic variables (not including pulsating variable stars) with possible large
numbers of are stars. Gamma ray bursts could also be detected with a strong
possibility of a supernova being detected over several years. However, this is likely
to be an overestimate of the number of gamma ray bursts and supernova since (as
is shown in Figure 1.13) many of these that occur will not be in a parameter space
WASP is sensitive to.
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Chapter 2
The WASP Orphans
2.1 WASP Observing Strategy
As was shown in Section 1.4, WASP has the potential to compete with other notable
transient surveys. However, the observing strategy of the telescopes also plays an
important role in establishing what types of transients WASP is sensitive to.
To create a systematic strategy the sky has been divided into elds. Each
eld represents a region of sky that lls the eld-of-view of one of the WASP cameras.
Repeat observations of these elds can then be compared to create a light curve for
the sources inside them. The eld names (SW(aaaa)(bbbb) (ccc)) are determined
by the right ascension (aaaa) and declination (bbbb) of the centre of the eld and
the camera the eld was observed with (ccc).
In normal operation, during the night each WASP camera moves between
8 elds. Each eld is observed for 1 to 2 minutes (depending on whether 1 or 2
exposures are taken). Each exposure takes 30 seconds, read-out is 4 seconds and
acquiring the eld takes just under 30 seconds. Once a eld has been observed the
camera moves on to the next and the process is repeated. Once all 8 elds have
been observed, the camera moves back to the original eld and proceeds to cycle
through them again. Throughout the night as each eld sets it is replaced in the
cycle by a new eld that is rising. On average this observing strategy provides over
6 hours of coverage on six elds (50 images) and a further 4 hours coverage on 10
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Figure 2.1: A plot of the sky coverage for WASP planet elds in right ascension
and declination as of August 2010. The colours represent the average number of
observations for that region of sky with a key for this on the right. [6]
elds (35 images) per night per camera.
These elds are known as the planet elds and are processed by the planet
hunting software. To avoid the elds becoming too overcrowded the galactic plane
is avoided. Fields passing too close to the moon are also omitted as the high back-
ground light levels would make accurate ux measurements very dicult. The sky
coverage of the planet elds, as of August 2010, is shown in Figure 2.1.
Each night two consecutive images are also taken for all visible elds. Data
from elds observed in this manner are called the all-sky data. This produces data
over a far larger region than the standard observations but with a far lower cadence.
Besides these observations bias frames, thermal dark-current exposures and twilight-
sky at eld exposures are also taken each night at dusk and dawn.
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2.2 An Overview of the WASP Pipeline
The WASP pipeline is described in detail in Pollacco's 2006 paper [125]. However,
the following sections contain an overview of the various steps that are carried out.
2.2.1 Reduction of images
Bias, dark and at-eld frames are taken at dusk and dawn each night. The ten
to twenty calibration frames of each type are tested statistically to remove outliers
before combining them to make master bias, dark and at-eld frames. The master
bias is then subtracted from all dark, at-eld and science frames. A correction for
temporal drift is applied using the mean counts in the overscan region. Following
this, the master thermal dark frame, scaled for exposure time, is subtracted from
all at-eld and science frames. The sky-ats are taken in a set of fteen exposures
with durations from 1 to 30 seconds and peaking at 28000ADU in the centre of
the image. Corrections are applied for the travel time of the shutter and vignetting
and then the science frames are divided by the master at-eld for that night.
2.2.2 Astrometric solution
These reduced images are searched using the Starlink EXTRACTOR package [22] to
identify detections. The threshold for doing this is set at 4 sigma or greater. A subset
of the TYCHO-2 catalogue [68] covering a region slightly larger than the expected
eld position is then used to establish a preliminary astrometric solution. The 100
brightest stars from this sub-catalogue are automatically compared to the brightest
WASP detections to match patterns and hence identify stars. This is rened by
matching further stars and correcting for barrel distortions and the location of the
optical axis. The rms scatter from the TYCHO-2 positions is typically around 0.2
pixels (2.7 arcseconds).
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2.2.3 Identication of orphan detections
Once an astrometric solution has been established the EXTRACTOR detections are
matched with catalogued known stars. The catalogue used is a subset of USNO-
B1.0 [106] again chosen to cover a region slightly larger than the expected eld
position and only for stars with r2 magnitude brighter than 15th. Any unmatched
EXTRACTOR detections or detections with substantially dierent magnitudes to
what's expected from the catalogue are classied as orphan detections.
2.2.4 Flux measurement
Stars from the USNO-B catalogue with r2 magnitude brighter than 15 and any
identied orphan detections are used to create a photometric input catalogue. To
account for gradients in the sky background an exclusion mask is created consisting
of all pixels within a magnitude-dependent radius of any objects on the photometric
input catalogue. A quadratic surface is then tted to the remaining pixels. This
quadratic t is then subtracted from the image. Images with large numbers of
signicant deviations from this t are rejected as they are likely to have been eected
by cloud cover.
Aperture photometry is carried out at the positions of all objects in the
photometric input catalogue with radii of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 pixels. The sky background
for each object is calculated from an annulus of of radius 13 to 17 pixels. The raw
uxes from this aperture photometry are then calibrated using an algorithm called
PPWASP. This corrects for primary and secondary extinction, instrumental colour
response and the system zero-point. The WASP ux (fwasp) corresponds to micro-
vegas and can be converted into a WASP magnitude (mwasp) using the formula:
mwasp =  2:5 log10( fwasp1;000;000)
These uxes have a precision of less than one percent for magnitudes brighter
than 12th.
In 2004 only WASP north was operating and only with 5 cameras for 6
months. However, from this period alone light curves for  6.7 million objects were
produced with over 12.9 billion data points in total.
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2.3 The Orphans Database
The orphan detections are not useful for planet hunting so are stored separately
in an orphans database. They can represent many dierent thing such as faint
stars detected in good conditions, spurious detections on the chip and transient
phenomena. The number of orphans detected in a given image can vary signicantly
depending on the features of the eld and observing conditions (see Section 4.1).
For a good image it is typical for there to be a few hundred orphans detected. As
of September 2010, the orphans database contains 2.5 billion detections from the
planet elds and 64 million detections from the all-sky elds. The various values
recorded for each orphan are listed in Table 2.1.
As the orphans database is likely to contain most of the transient objects
detected by WASP the majority of this thesis is focused on automatically identifying
these phenomena from other unwanted features.
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2.4 Accessing the Database
There are two pieces of software available to search the orphans database. Either
all detections around a chosen position can be retrieved (see Section 2.4.1) or all
data can be extracted for a given year, eld and camera (see Section 2.4.2).
2.4.1 The cone search algorithm
To search the orphans database, Richard West at Leicester University developed a
piece of software to carry out a cone search at a user specied position returning all
orphans across all years and elds within a chosen radius. The data returned includes
information on positions (both in terms of sky position and CCD coordinates), ux
values (including unprocessed values and errors), times of observation, the camera
used, the eld the detection was found in and a unique identication code for the
image. These data outputs from the cone search are marked in Table 2.1. This
method of accessing the data is used in Chapter 3.
2.4.2 Accessing the data by eld and the clustering algorithm
An alternative method to search the database uses a C+ program, called worphget,
to access the orphans data marked in Table 2.1. This retrieves all orphans from a
chosen eld, season and camera.
When accessing the data by this method it is necessary to be able to group
related detections together. This would allow orphans caused by the same feature to
be identied as a single object. An algorithm (worphbin) that had been developed
by Richard West was used to do this (private communication).
The algorithm divides the observed sky from an individual WASP eld into a
grid of bins each 30 arcseconds across. Any orphans in a bin are clustered together.
If one of the neighbouring eight bins contains any orphans these are also added to the
cluster. These connected bins are treated in the same way so are in turn connected to
any other neighbouring bins containing orphans. This is shown graphically in Figure
2.2. Once this process has been carried out across the whole eld, the connected
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of the clustering algorithm. The top box shows
the positions of a number of individual WASP orphans. The eld is then divided
into bins as shown shown in the second box. Bins containing WASP orphans are
then connected to adjacent bins containing orphans. These groups of connected bins
are then identied as clusters (circled in the nal box).
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Data Description
ra Median right ascension of the cluster
dec Median declination of the cluster
xcent Median x-axis CCD coordinates
ycent Median y-axis CCD coordinates
xmin Minimum x-axis CCD coordinates
xmax Maximum x-axis CCD coordinates
ymin Minimum y-axis CCD coordinates
ymax Maximum y-axis CCD coordinates
area Area of cluster (number of bins)
numpoints Number of orphans in cluster
ux mean Mean ux of orphans in cluster
ux chisq Chi-square of ux of orphans in cluster
ux skew Skew of ux of orphans in cluster
ux kurtosis Kurtosis of ux of orphans in cluster
az Median azimuth of the cluster
el Median elevation of the cluster
Table 2.2: The data calculated and recorded for each WASP orphan cluster
orphans can then be analysed as clusters rather than individually. The position of
the cluster is determined as the average position of the detections that it contains.
The algorithm not only groups the orphans together but also calculates sev-
eral properties of these clusters. These are listed in Table 2.2.
2.5 Asteroid Identication
Neil Parley has independently been working on the identication of known aster-
oids in the orphans database. To achieve this he cross-correlated the positions of
catalogued asteroids with the WASP data. An orphan was considered a positive de-
tection if it was within two camera pixels (27.4 arcseconds) of an asteroid position,
if the ux matched what was expected and if the detection was not blended with a
nearby star. Once an orphan was identied as originating from an asteroid the de-
tection was agged and not included in results from future queries of the database.
A more detailed description of this can be found in his paper [117].
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2.6 The USNO-B Catalogue
The USNO-B1.0 catalogue [106] is used both by the WASP pipeline (see Section
2.2) and in later chapters as part of an automated search algorithm (see Section
4.7). The USNO-B catalogue is an all-sky catalogue with three colour, two epoch
coverage and is complete to V  21. The measurements were collected from various
photographic plate surveys from 1949 to 2002 and then digitised by the Precision
Measuring Machine at the US Naval Observatory Flagsta Station.
The catalogue is used, both in the WASP pipeline and as part of the search
algorithm in Chapter 4, because of its completeness to faint magnitudes and its
all-sky coverage. However, the photographic nature of the survey limits its preci-
sion. The astrometric precision is 0.2" although in some cases systematic osets of
0.25" were found. Photometric accuracy is 0.3 magnitudes. However, the accuracy
for faint magnitudes is dependent on the photometric standards available (only 44
percent of elds have faint calibrators on the same plate). This means that the
accuracy in some regions can be far better or worse than this.
Due to the data being taken from photographic plates, measurements near
the edge of a plate can be erroneous. Errors can also occur if the object being
observed is resolved as no contingency was included to photometrically calibrate
resolved objects.
2.7 Data Quality Issues
There are various data quality issues that exist in the WASP data that have to be
considered when searching for transients. In the case of blurred images the detections
are often still usable whereas with more severe problems (as listed in Section 2.7.3)
the data from eected images may need to be discarded in its entirety.
2.7.1 Regions not cross-correlated with the USNO-B catalogue
The WASP cameras were found to slowly drift in right ascension and declination
during the season. This resulted in the area of the sky observed for each eld being
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far larger than expected. In the majority of elds this meant that some regions
near the edge were not cross-correlated with the USNO-B catalogue in the pipeline
phase and thus all detections were included in the orphans database. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 2.4 along the top and on the left. This issue does not
eect the scientic value of the data and is not a problem directly. However, it is an
important consideration when attempting to characterise the data to identify other
issues such as are discussed in the following sections.
2.7.2 Blurring in images
The WASP telescopes have temperature dependent focus problems. As the CCDs
are not parallel to the lenses, this means that parts of some images are not in
focus. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.3. The severe blurring in the lower
corner can cause erroneous detections of orphans. The extent of this problem can be
seen in Figure 2.4 where the positions of detected orphans are plotted for the same
eld. The blurred corner in Figure 2.3 corresponds to the corner with the far more
dense distribution of orphans. While this example is a particularly severe case, this
problem can be seen to a lesser extent in many of the WASP elds.
Blurred images or regions of images can be identied by analysing the full
width half maximum of the data. The full width half maximum is the distance (in
pixels) between points on the opposite sides of the detection which are determined
to have half the maximum ux value. In the WASP pipeline this is calculated
automatically both along a major axis (the direction in which the detection is most
extended) and a minor axis (the perpendicular direction).
The image on the left of Figure 2.5 shows the average full width half max-
imum of orphans (along the major axis) in the eld shown in Figure 2.4. From
this it can be seen that the full width half maximum is larger in regions with se-
vere blurring. The image on the right of Figure 2.5 shows the average elongation
of the detections (the full width half maximum along the major axis divided by
the full width half maximum along the minor axis). For this the dependence on
focus is far less prominent especially if the heavily populated regions that were not
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Figure 2.3: An example of a severely blurred WASP image with zoomed in images
from regions with and without blurring.
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Figure 2.4: WASP orphans from a eld with severe blurring problems. The band of
detections along the top and left of the plot were caused by the catalogue matching
error. The dense region of orphans in the lower left corner was caused by poor focus.
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Figure 2.5: An example eld showing variations in full width half maximum with
focus. The plot on the left shows the average full width half maximum (major axis)
in dierent regions of the eld. The plot on the right shows the average elongation
of detections.
cross-correlated with USNO-B are considered.
Only in severe cases are blurred images suciently badly eected to require
data to be discarded. In the cases where it is necessary the full width half maximum
can be used to identify the problem (see Section 4.8). However, poor focus can causes
other issues, for instance with cross-correlation with catalogues (see Section 4.7.2).
2.7.3 Bad images
In a small proportion of images the pipeline fails to carry out a reliable analysis
and a large number of orphan detections are found. These are referred to as bad
images. They can occur if there is a problem with measuring the background which
could cause the number of chance detections of the random background noise to
dramatically increase. Another error that can occur is that when the images are
read from the CCD they can become misaligned. An example of this is shown in
Figure 2.6. What seems to have happened is that the top part of the image is at
the bottom and the bottom part of the next image is at the top. In these cases
the USNO-B cross-correlation fails for at least part of the image creating a large
number of orphans that are not in the correct part of the sky. If a similar problem
occurs on a series of images this can create large numbers of candidate transients
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Figure 2.6: A misaligned section from a WASP image where the top of one image
has been joined to the bottom of another.
on a given night. A third type of error was found in the targeted search for gamma
ray bursts (see Section 3.6). The camera moved during an exposure causing every
star to be detected twice at a slight oset (see Figure 3.16).
These various problems can be characterised by unusually large numbers of
orphan detections in the images. Cumulative histograms of the number of orphans
per images are shown for two elds in Figure 2.7. The eld shown in green has good
focus and no regions where the USNO-B catalogue was not matched with the data.
The eld shown in red has both poor focus and extensive regions where the USNO-B
catalogue was not cross-correlated with the data (this eld is plotted in Figure 2.4).
From this it can be seen that the typical number of orphans per image can vary
depending on the focus and the extent of any regions that were not cross-correlated
with USNO-B. However, in each eld in less than one percent of images the number
of orphans is drastically higher. These correspond to bad images where a serious
error has occurred in the WASP pipeline. This property of bad images can be used
to lter them out (see Section 4.4).
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Figure 2.7: A cumulative histogram of the number of orphans per image. The eld
shown in red has severe focus problems and extensive regions not matched with
USNO-B. In contrast the eld shown in green does not have these issues. The lower
plot shows the same data but only for the ve percent of images with the most
orphans.
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Chapter 3
A Targeted Search for Transient
Phenomena
3.1 Motivation
Besides any new transients detected by WASP, the orphans database also contains
a large number of known transient phenomena. These are of interest for several
reasons. Firstly the number detected and the quality of the data provides a useful
indication of the eectiveness of WASP in surveying transients. Secondly the sample
found in the data will be a useful test set that can be used to calibrate automatic
transient searches (see Chapter 4). Finally, it is also possible that the WASP data
may contain useful information on some of these phenomena. For example, the high
cadence coverage of dwarf novae means it is possible to measure the superhump
period which may have been missed in previous detections. Also there is the po-
tential to detect the shock breakout from a supernova which normally occurs before
observers become aware of it (see section 1.5.4). For Gamma Ray Bursts there is
a chance of detecting an optical counterpart (see section 1.5.5). For these reasons
the WASP orphans database was searched at the locations of known cataclysmic
variables, supernovae and gamma ray bursts.
Furthermore, using a similar targeted search method it may be possible to
conrm new transient phenomena from a list of candidate positions. This is at-
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tempted in Section 3.7 by searching the database at the positions of known X-ray
sources.
3.2 General Method
The method used to carry out these targeted searches was to rst establish a list
of candidate positions, either from known transient phenomena in Sections 3.4, 3.5
and 3.6 or from positions of candidate transients in Section 3.7. The cone search
algorithm (see Section 2.4.1) was then used to search at each of these positions with
the search radius chosen based on the astrometric precision of WASP (see Section
3.3) and the precision of the catalogue being used. Depending on the size of the
candidate list and the nature of the transients being searched for, various automatic
selection criteria were then applied before each was examined individually.
3.3 Astrometric Precision of WASP
To determine the astrometric precision of the WASP data, the orphans were searched
at the positions of known Ritter and Kolb cataclysmic variables [136] as described
in Section 3.4. For the purposes of establishing the precision a search radius of 60
arcseconds was used. The osets from each detected dwarf nova in right ascension
and declination are shown in Figure 3.1. The precision of the Ritter and Kolb
catalogue is better than 1 arcsecond for the dwarf novae used here.
From this it can be seen that all detections associated with the dwarf nova
appear to be within 30 arcseconds of the catalogued position with most within 20
arcseconds. The features outside of this radius represent chance alignments with
other detected stars for individual positions. A histogram of the osets of each
detection is shown in Figure 3.2. If 30 arcseconds is taken to be the upper limit,
95% of detections fall within 13.4 arcseconds of the catalogued position. This is
shown as a red line on the plot. The documented precision of WASP is a rms
scatter of 2.7 arcseconds (see Section 2.2). This coincides with the peak in Figure
3.2 where most of the detections are found.
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Figure 3.1: The oset in position of WASP detections of known Ritter and Kolb
CVs. The three circles have radii of 10, 20 and 30 arcseconds. The detections
within the 20 arcsecond radius are associated with dwarf nova outbursts from the
Ritter and Kolb CVs whereas the features outside this radius are caused by chance
alignments with individual targets.
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Figure 3.2: A histogram of the osets of detections of Ritter and Kolb dwarf no-
vae from their catalogued positions. The red line marks the radius where 95% of
detections are within it.
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3.4 Cataclysmic Variable Stars
3.4.1 Method for searching for known cataclysmic variable stars
The sample of CVs chosen were from the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136]. This
consisted of 835 Cataclysmic Variables all with known orbital periods. The WASP
orphans database was searched at the positions of each of these with a radius of
60 arcseconds up to the end of the 2008 observing season. Systems where there
were more than 3 detections within 30 arcseconds were then looked at by hand.
As is discussed in Section 3.3, this 30 arcsecond search radius can be seen to be
justied by Figure 3.1 which shows the right ascension and declination osets of all
detections found within 60 arcseconds of a CV's known position. All the detections
associated with the central object are within 30 arcseconds (2.2 pixels) of it.
Once a candidate list was established, several steps were taken to determine
whether an outburst from the cataclysmic variable was indeed detected:
 The detected ux values were compared to known outburst magnitudes from
the Ritter and Kolb catalogue.
 The right ascension and declination of the detections was considered with
respect to the position of the cataclysmic variable and how tightly clustered
the orphans were.
 The shape of the light curve was compared to known dwarf nova light curves.
 Raw images were examined to see if a transient was visible.
 The time and magnitude of the outburst was compared to known outbursts
observed by AAVSO.
3.4.2 Results of search
From 835 Ritter and Kolb CVs, 107 were found to have detections in WASP. Of
these 82 were dwarf nova outbursts, 21 were nova-like systems, 1 was a nova outburst
and 3 were nova systems that were not observed in outburst. As is shown in Section
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Ritter and Kolb Total No. of systems No. of systems
classication in Ritter and Kolb detected by WASP
U Gem 54 18 (33%)
SU Uma 266 51 (19%)
Z Cam 28 4 (14%)
WZ Sge 42 5 (12%)
Table 3.1: A table of the ratio of types of CVs found from the Ritter and Kolb
sample.
6.2.1, 316 out of 436 dwarf nova systems in Ritter and Kolb (72%) were observed
more than 500 times each. In 25% of these systems an outburst was detected and
recorded in the orphans database.
The light curve of the nova V2467 Cyg is shown in Figure 3.3. The nova
originally occurred 73 days before our coverage began so our detections are of its
decline [108]. Figure 3.4 shows an example light curve of one of the detected nova-
like systems. As expected these systems do not appear to show outbursts in the
WASP data and any with USNO-B r2 magnitudes brighter than 15th will have
been included in the main WASP archive. However, in some cases the USNO-B
r2 magnitude might be erroneously faint or the USNO observations may have been
taken during a low-state of the system allowing the detections to be included in
the orphans database. The light curves of detected dwarf nova outbursts found in
WASP are shown in Appendix A Figure A.1. They are ordered, as in Ritter and
Kolb, by orbital period. Of particular note is the outburst from HS 0218+3229
which was originally identied spectroscopically and was found to have an orbital
period of 428 minutes [138] but has never been seen in outburst before.
The ratios of the types of CVs observed are shown in Table 3.1. It appears
from this that WASP is most sensitive to U Gem systems with over a third of the
known systems detected by WASP. In contrast only 19% of SU Uma systems and
12% of WZ Sge systems are observed. The primary reason for this is likely to be
that WZ Sge systems in particular tend to have far less frequent outbursts than U
Gems so the chance of observing one during an outburst is far lower. Conversely
though it may be expected that for the same reason a larger proportion of WZ Sge
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systems remain undiscovered compared to U Gems (and may even dominate the
population if they represent the predicted 'period bounce' systems).
Precursor outbursts
In QZ Vir, AQ Eri and PU CMa it appears that we have detections of a precursor
outburst as well as the main superoutburst (see Figure 3.5). In each of these cases
the small normal outburst occurs within four day of the superoutburst, declining
only the night before the superoutburst begins to rise.
Observations of these precursor outbursts are unusual but have been made
in other systems such as T Leo [77]. However, they are predicted to occur before
all, or at least most, superoutbursts [161]. The theory is that the expansion of
the disc during outburst allows the gravitational inuence of the secondary to drive
the disc to become elliptical, provided the disc is suciently large, and trigger a
superoutburst.
The lack of optical observations is because it can be dicult or even impossi-
ble to distinguish between the normal outburst and the subsequent superoutburst[162].
For example, Voyager 2 UV observations of a superoutburst from VW Hyi found
only a 1.8 day gap between the peaks of the superoutburst and its precursor [124]. In
the optical the two outbursts were indistinguishable. While WASP may be unable
to provide light curves for precursor outbursts that are optically indistinguishable
from their superoutburst, the detailed early observations of superoutbursts should
allow WASP to identify any more distinct precursors. A systematic survey of early
outburst properties of dwarf nova, such as in this thesis, has not been carried out
before.
CVs observed in quiescence
In three of the systems shown in Figure A.1 (LX And, V893 Sco and PU CMa) we
appear to detect the system in quiescence as well as in outburst. This is because
while the quiescent system is too faint to be included in the main WASP database,
it not so faint that it can not be detected in good conditions. A light curve including
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Figure 3.3: Light curve of WASP detections of the nova eruption from V2467 Cyg.
Time is in days after JD 2453005.5.
Figure 3.4: Light curve of WASP detections of novalike system TW Pic. Time is in
days after JD 2453005.5.
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Figure 3.5: Light curves of WASP detections of precursor outbursts in systems QZ
Vir, AQ Eri and PU CMa. Time is in days after JD 2453005.5.
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Figure 3.6: Light curve of WASP detections of LX And including quiescent detec-
tions. Time is in days after JD 2453005.5.
quiescent detections of LX And is shown in Figure 3.6. V803 Cen appears to be
similar, however, the quiescent magnitudes of the system are too faint to be detected
even in good conditions. It is believed in this case that what is being observed
between outburst is likely to be several nearby stars that when combined are bright
enough to detect.
WZ Sge systems
It has been theorised that along with infrequent large amplitude superoutbursts,
WZ Sge systems may have more frequent shorter outburst. There have been some
claimed detections of these shorter outbursts [170] [71] but these have not been
conrmed. The WASP observations should be a good test of this as our extensive
coverage of some WZ Sge systems should mean we are in a good position to detect
outbursts of this nature.
WASP should be able to identify outbursts as short as an hour, however,
none of these theorised short outbursts are detected. Out of the 42 WZ Sge systems
in Ritter and Kolb only 5 have detections in WASP. In these systems the only
outbursts observed are the expected large amplitude super outbursts or small echo
outbursts following these. A full light curve of 1RXS J0232-3718 with these echo
outbursts is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Light curve of superoutburst and echo outbursts from 1RXS J0232-3718.
Time is in days after JD 2453005.5.
The fact that several supposedly less frequent superoutbursts are observed
but no normal outbursts suggests one of three possibilities. Firstly the small out-
bursts might be too faint to be observed by WASP. In 1RXS J0232-3718 echo out-
bursts were observed and reached 13th magnitude. This means that any normal
outbursts would need to be 2-3 magnitudes fainter than the echo outbursts to be
missed. Secondly the normal outbursts may be extremely infrequent. Given that
5 superoutbursts were identied this would imply that normal outburst must be at
least ve times less frequent (although these are small number statistics and the
longer, brighter superoutburst are far less likely to be missed by any breaks in the
WASP coverage). Thirdly these smaller outburst may not be a typical behaviour of
WZ Sge systems.
3.4.3 Analysis of light curves
With the high cadence coverage and high photometric accuracy of the WASP data
it should be possible to detect short period variability in these light curves (such as
the superhump or orbital periods). A zoomed in plot of one night's data from CSS
J1631+1031 is shown in Figure 3.8 where periodic oscillation do indeed appear to
present.
To measure periodic oscillations, such as this, the light curves for the CVs
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Figure 3.8: WASP light curve of one night of detections from an outburst of CSS
J1631+1031.
were analysed with Lomb Scargle periodograms on various subsets of the data. If
a dominant peak was found a sine wave and rst harmonic was then tted to the
data. From this the period and asymptotic standard errors could be calculated.
The ux values had the average ux for the night subtracted to negate any long
periods from the data associated with the shape of outburst light curve itself. An
example of the periodogram from TT Boo is shown in Figure 3.9. Not only is the
superhump period detected, 112.5 minutes (marked in blue), but it is even possible
to distinguish it from the known orbital period, 108.9 minutes (marked in red). The
WASP measured period of 112.2 minutes is just 0.3% oset from the correct value.
The overall results for the observed CVs are shown in Table 3.2. Example
folded light curves for some of these are also shown in Figure 3.10.
From the 82 Ritter and Kolb CVs with detected dwarf nova outbursts, peri-
odic oscillations were detected in 29 of them. Out of these, only GY Cnc was a U
Gem system. The oscillations resulted from eclipses but as only two were detected
on dierent nights it could only be shown to be consistent with the recorded orbital
period (see Figure 3.11). A further 27 appear to have detections of the superhump
period. SDSS J1656+2121 was of unknown type but also appears to show super-
humps suggesting it may be an SU UMa. For each of these the percentage oset
from the known orbital period was calculated. These osets are shown in Figure
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Known Known Period
Name Type Orbital Superhump Detected
Period Period by WASP
(minutes) (minutes) (minutes)
SDSS1627+12 SU UMa 149.8 158.4 158.40.8
YZ Cnc SU UMa 125.0 130.0 131.10.9
TU Crt SU UMa 118.2 122.8 123.00.1
CTCV0549-49 SU UMa 115.5 122.4 116.71.7
2QZ0219-30 SU UMa 113.0 116.9 114.21.7
TT Boo SU UMa 108.9 112.5 112.20.1
VW CrB SU UMa 102.1 105.0 105.00.1
V699 Oph SU UMa 98.5 101.1 94.80.3
TY Psc SU UMa 98.4 101.4 102.00.1
SDSS1100+13 SU UMa 95.0 97.3 97.00.2
1RXS0232-37 WZ Sge 93.2 95.3 96.10.1
ER UMa SU UMa 91.7 94.6 88.31.4
SDSS1656+21 DN 90.9 93.80.1
VY Aqr WZ Sge 90.9 93.1 92.80.1
CSS1631+10 SU UMa 90.4 92.3 92.00.1
HO Del SU UMa 90.3 92.7 93.81.0
SY Cap SU UMa 90.0 91.9 92.60.8
AQ Eri SU UMa 87.8 89.7 89.60.1
HS2219+1824 SU UMa 86.3 89.0 88.10.1
SDSS1502+33 SU UMa 84.8 86.8 87.01.4
QZ Vir SU UMa 84.7 87.0 86.20.4
RZ LMi SU UMa 84.1 85.5 84.51.8
PU CMa SU UMa 81.6 83.5 83.20.1
V455 And WZ Sge 81.1 82.4 81.70.5
V844 Her SU UMa 78.7 80.5 78.21.8
GW Lib WZ Sge 76.8 77.9 80.20.6
V485 Cen SU UMa 59.0 60.8 61.10.1
V803 Cen SU UMa 26.6 26.9 26.90.1
Table 3.2: A table of the detected periods from Ritter and Kolb CVs.
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Figure 3.9: A Lomb Scargle periodogram for TT Boo. The orbital period is marked
with a red line and the superhump period with a blue line.
3.12. From this gure it can be seen that the osets tend to increase with longer
periods. This is not surprising as longer periods would tend to mean fewer cycles
would be observed.
From the 51 systems without detected periods in the WASP data, 24 of
them are above the period gap (compared to only 1 with a detected period). This
is probably because these systems will not be of SU UMa type so will not show
superhumps. Orbital periods can be more dicult to identify unless the system is
eclipsing as with GY Cnc. This is especially problematic with the longer periods
of systems above the period gap as fewer complete cycles will have been observed.
Below the period gap 27 systems did not have a detected period. The reasons for
this could be either lack of data or only normal outbursts being detected.
The results of this analysis does not show anything unexpected although a
period for SDSS J1656+2121 was detected which may represent a superhump period.
What the results do demonstrate is that WASP is capable of producing scientically
valuable period analysis measurements for detected transients which is something
that many other competing transient surveys (such as Catalina Sky Survey [42]) are
lacking.
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TT Boo
V844 Her
SDSS J1627+1204
Figure 3.10: Folded light curves showing the superhump oscillations for TT Boo,
V844 Her and SDSS J1627+1204.
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Figure 3.11: Light curve of WASP detections of GY Cnc showing two eclipses. Time
is in days after JD 2453005.5.
Figure 3.12: Scatter plot of the percentage oset of the measured WASP period
from the orbital period against the orbital period in the Ritter and Kolb catalogue.
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3.5 Supernovae
3.5.1 Method for searching for optical detections of known super-
novae
As with the search for known cataclysmic variable detections described in Section
3.4, the method used was to carry out cone searches at the positions of known
events. The catalogue used was the Harvard list of Supernova [3]. Cone searches
were carried out with a radius of 70 arcseconds although to be considered as a
candidate at least one of the detections must be within 30 arcseconds. Furthermore,
at least one of the detections was required to be within 180 days (approximately 6
months) of the discovery date of the supernova.
The WASP data was searched for detections in the years 2004, 2006, 2007
and 2008. From the Harvard catalogue this gave 1916 prospective supernova to
search for although only 133 had peak magnitudes brighter than 16th.
3.5.2 Results of search
The cone searches produced 222 candidates which were looked at by hand. For each
of these candidates plots were made of the right ascension and declination of the
detections and of the light curve of these detections. Digital Sky Survey and WASP
images were also compared to help to understand their cause.
This analysis established that none of these candidates were caused by a
supernova. 178 of them were detections of the host galaxy, 6 more were chance
alignments with stars, 36 were chance alignments with spurious WASP detections
and 2 were caused by errors associated with the CCDs.
From considering the WASP coverage at the discovery date of the supernova
it appears that it was reasonable to expect WASP to be able to detect some of the
supernovae with concurrent WASP observations. Two of these, SN 2006be and SN
2007ap, are considered in more detail to understand why WASP failed to identify
them. SN 2006be had a peak observed magnitude of 15.4 and WASP observations
were concurrent with this. SN 2007ap had a peak observed magnitude of 15.5 with
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SN2006be
SN2007ap
Figure 3.13: Each row contains two WASP images (the rst being before the super-
nova and the second during it) and a DSS image of the host galaxy.
observations occurring within 24 hours of the discovery date. Figure 3.13 shows
WASP images of these systems before and during the supernova along with a Digital
Sky Survey image on the same scale.
It appears from these that the galaxies themselves were too bright to observe
the comparatively faint supernovae. The galaxies, which are resolved in the DSS
images, appear as point sources in WASP. It seems that for WASP to detect a
supernova not only must the supernova reach a peak magnitude brighter than 15th-
16th but the host galaxy must also be comparatively faint.
3.5.3 Supernova detected in the all-sky data
While carrying out a test search of the all-sky data, a known type II supernova (SN
2007od) was found to have detections in WASP. It was missed in the targeted search
as, since the all-sky data had not been fully processed, it was not included in the
cone search.
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Figure 3.14: WASP light curve of the supernova SN 2007od. WASP detections
are shown as black circles with limits for non-detections as arrows. The dotted
line marks the discovery date for the supernova. Time is plotted in days after JD
2453005.5.
Figure 3.15: Two WASP images (the rst before the supernova and the second
during) and a DSS image at the location of the supernova.
The light curve for the supernova is shown in Figure 3.14. The WASP data
actually predates the discovery date of the system (shown on the plot as dotted
line) by a few days. The supernova itself is believed to have occurred about a week
before this which is unfortunately during a period with no WASP observations.
There are no further detections after the last one shown on the plot as that was the
last observation of this eld during this observing season.
Figure 3.15 shows WASP images of the system both before and during the
outburst as well a DSS image of the same region of sky. Unlike the images shown
in Figure 3.13, the galaxy is far fainter and does not appear to be detectable in the
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WASP data. This meant that unlike in SN 2006be or SN 2007ap the supernova was
not masked by its host galaxy.
3.6 Gamma Ray Bursts
3.6.1 Method for searching for optical detections on known gamma
ray bursts
The WASP orphans database was searched at the positions of known outbursts
which had been observed with Swift's X-ray Telescope (XRT). XRT observations
were required because, unlike most gamma ray burst detectors, the XRT gives ex-
tremely precise measurements of position with errors of less than 5 arcseconds [28].
As a positive detection of a GRB could be a single detection point, too wide an error
radius would make it very dicult to distinguish between a genuine detection and
an error in the WASP pipeline. Considering GRBs up to the end of 2009 produced
a list of 373 targets. The WASP database was searched at these positions with
a radius of 30 arcseconds ( 2 pixels). Any remaining candidates with detections
within a week of the recorded outburst were then investigated in more detail.
3.6.2 Results of search
Out of the 373 GRBs, 68 had at least one orphan detection within 30 arcseconds.
Only 3 of these had detections within a week none of which appear to have been
caused by an optical ash from a GRB. The identication of these 3 candidates is
shown in Table 3.3. The brightest recorded gamma ray burst, GRB 080319B [129],
while bright enough to detect, was not in the footprint of WASP during 2008.
The chances of observing an optical outburst from a GRB were always low
because of their often faint magnitudes and extremely short duration so the results,
while disappointing, are not surprising. However, the test is relatively simple to
carry out and the results, if successful, could be very informative so it seems worth
while to rerun tests like this on WASP data as it comes in.
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GRB Separation Time oset Cause of detection
(arcsec) (hours)
GRB080310 17.0 27.1 Detections caused by nearby
bright star
GRB080307 12.1 158.8 Camera moved during exposure
causing double images (see Fig 3.16)
GRB070419A 13.9 11.6 Faint star detected
intermittently at position of GRB
Table 3.3: A table of the properties and causes of the 3 best GRB candidates
Figure 3.16: The WASP image for a spurious detection near GRB080307
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3.7 Targeted Search for New Transients in the WASP
data
3.7.1 Motivation
A full untargeted search of the database for transient phenomena is extremely chal-
lenging. However, a simpler intermediate step is to search at the positions of likely
transients based on a target list. As cataclysmic variable stars can be relatively
bright in X-rays we used two X-ray catalogues, the ROSAT bright source catalogue
[164] and the ROSAT faint source catalogue [165], as target lists. This search not
only identied several transient candidates but in the process of nding them sev-
eral techniques for automatically ltering out spurious detections were developed.
These techniques were then used for a full untargeted search as is described in the
following chapters.
3.7.2 Method
Cone searches were carried out at the positions of X-ray sources in selected regions of
the ROSAT faint source catalogue (between right ascensions of 0-135 and 150-360 in
the northern hemisphere) and at all positions in the ROSAT bright source catalogue.
These right ascensions were chosen to correspond with two observing opportunities
at the William Herschel Telescope in La Palma in June and September 2008. The
cone searches had radii of 140 arcseconds which was far larger than any of the oset
tests described below. This ensured that any relevant detections were identied.
The positions with detections were then analysed by the following three tests.
Oset from the target position
A simple test that was carried out on the candidates was to consider the oset
of the WASP data from the catalogue position. The osets of WASP detections
from the position of the transient are relatively small (13.4 arcseconds as is shown
in Section 3.3). Unfortunately the uncertainties in the ROSAT catalogues can be
quite large so this restriction in oset from the X-ray position could not be too
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Figure 3.17: Histograms showing the distribution of errors in position from the
ROSAT bright source catalogue (left) and ROSAT faint source catalogue (right).
The data to make these plots is from the whole of the sky for the bright source
catalogue and from the northern hemisphere with right ascensions of 150-300 for
the faint source catalogue.
tight. A histogram showing the range of these errors in both catalogues is shown in
Figure 3.17. From this a limit of 25 arcseconds was chosen for the ROSAT bright
source catalogue and 40 arcseconds for the ROSAT faint source catalogue. This was
implemented such that any candidate must have at least one detection within this
radius to be considered further. The following tests were than carried out on the
detections inside this radius.
Multiple detections on one night
A test was introduced that required at least three detections on one of the nights the
candidate was detected. This test was designed to remove any candidates caused by
chance alignments with spurious detections. These could be caused by errors in the
WASP pipeline (especially near the edge of the CCD) or satellites. Since it is unlikely
that an individual candidate would have 3 or more of these chance alignments on one
night it would only pass the test if there were detections of a genuine feature. This
could lead to very short duration transients, such as short duration ares or gamma
ray bursts, being rejected. However, longer duration events lasting for more than
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Figure 3.18: A scatter plot of the average nearest neighbour separation against
the number of detections for a test sample of constant stars. The 99th percentile
is marked with a black line and is the cut used for testing transient candidates.
Objects with larger separations than this are likely to be internal reections in the
WASP cameras, fast moving objects or faults with the CCD.
 30 minutes, such as dwarf novae, novae and supernovae, should not be aected
by this test.
Nearest neighbour test
To identify candidates caused by erroneous diuse features a test was introduced to
analyse how tightly clustered the detections were. Problems such as ghost images
(internal reections of bright stars in the WASP cameras), fast moving objects (such
as satellites or asteroids) and faults on the CCD could be found using this technique.
To achieve this, the median distance to the nearest other orphan detection was
calculated for each candidate. This statistic was expected to vary with the number
of detections. To nd how this should vary for detections of a genuine object a test
sample of 20000 USNO-B stars with r1 magnitudes between 15.00 and 15.01 was
identied. These magnitudes were chosen as they were too faint to be included in
the main WASP database but still bright enough to expect detections in the orphans
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database. The WASP orphans database was then searched at the positions of these
stars. Between 2 and 100 detections were then taken from each star to act as a
test sample for establishing the properties of a genuine object. The median nearest
neighbour distance was calculated for each of them and the results of this are shown
in Figure 3.18. A limit was determined to reject anything with a worse average
nearest neighbour separation than the 99th percentile for each value of number of
orphans per star. For candidates with more than 100 orphans the limit for 100 was
used.
3.7.3 Results of search
The results from the automated tests are summarised in Table 3.4. The remaining
candidates were then each individually examined to establish which were likely tran-
sient candidates. This was done in several ways. Firstly, the light curves for each
of these candidates were compared to the surrounding USNO-B stars to establish
whether they were detections of non-variable nearby stars. Furthermore, in some
cases, the shape of the light curve itself suggested a transient source. Secondly the
distribution of detections in right ascension and declination and in CCD coordinates
was considered to conrm it resembled a genuine non-moving object. Finally, raw
images were examined to conrm that there were no obvious issues.
A reduced list of likely transient candidates is shown in Table 3.5. Each
candidate is given a unique identier to keep track of it, WTC (WASP transient
candidate) followed by a number. Light curves for these candidates are shown in
Figure A.2 in Appendix A. From the light curves, WTC001, WTC007 and WTC034
standout as being clear dwarf nova candidates and WTC017, WTC019, WTC021,
WTC026, WTC029, WTC030 and WTC031 appear to be are star candidates. Low
resolution optical spectra were taken of several of these using the William Herschel
Telescope (see Section 5.2). From this WTC017 and WTC019 were conrmed to be
are stars and WTC001, WTC006 and WTC028 were conrmed to be CVs. These
spectra are discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.3.
The unclassied candidates could represent cataclysmic variables which have
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ROSAT bright ROSAT faint
source catalogue source catalogue
Number of positions 18,806 40,682
Number of positions with orphan
detections within 140 arcseconds 5,407 22,831
Number that passed oset test 2,942 8,125
Number that passed three
detections on one night test 1,298 3,423
Number that passed average
nearest neighbour test 1,726 3,445
Number of candidates 1,149 2,740
Table 3.4: A table showing the number candidates that passed the various automatic
tests.
less distinctive light curves, pulsating variable stars such as Miras, long duration
ares or non-physical false detections. Three of these candidates have matching
stars in 2MASS [147]. For WTC025 the j-k colour of 1.63 supports the possible
classication as a pulsating variable star whereas for WTC005 and WTC010 the j-k
colours of 0.60 and 1.14 are less conclusive.
3.7.4 Summary
From this targeted search for new transient phenomena 5 new cataclysmic variable
candidates were identied (3 later conrmed spectroscopically) along with 7 new
are star candidates (2 later conrmed spectroscopically) and 11 new transient
candidates of unknown type.
Perhaps even more importantly than these candidates, the large data sets
meant it was necessary to develop methods to identify candidate transients from
spurious detections. These methods are essential for carrying out an untargeted
search because of the large number of spurious detections. In particular, a modied
version of the average nearest neighbour test developed in Section 3.7.2 was used
later in the untargeted search algorithm (see Section 4.9).
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WASP Right Declination ROSAT Transient
name Ascension catalogue type
WTC001 00 15 38 +26 36 57 faint CV*
WTC005 01 26 17 +30 27 52 faint Unknown
WTC006 01 33 09 +38 32 18 faint CV*
WTC007 02 32 38 -37 17 55 bright CV
WTC008 04 25 38 +32 44 51 faint Unknown
WTC010 05 10 20 +27 14 03 bright Unknown
WTC011 07 04 02 +37 35 14 faint Unknown
WTC013 10 59 38 +20 58 20 faint Unknown
WTC017 13 23 54 +26 51 20 faint Flare*
WTC019 14 29 03 +46 45 38 faint Flare*
WTC020 14 33 00 +17 04 23 faint Unknown
WTC021 15 08 05 +39 58 54 faint Flare
WTC022 15 10 18 +33 22 04 faint Unknown
WTC025 17 15 28 +54 25 09 bright Unknown
WTC026 17 35 30 +34 32 13 faint Flare
WTC027 17 42 43 +21 37 31 bright Unknown
WTC028 17 48 28 +50 50 40 faint CV*
WTC029 17 55 04 +24 00 43 faint Flare
WTC030 17 55 31 +54 11 25 faint Flare
WTC031 18 02 05 +39 34 49 faint Flare
WTC032 18 04 02 +54 10 14 faint Spurious
WTC033 18 10 06 +34 29 55 faint Unknown
WTC034 20 56 52 -30 14 39 bright CV
WTC036 22 15 31 -28 32 03 bright Unknown
Table 3.5: A table showing the candidates identied by the targeted searches at
the positions of ROSAT bright source and ROSAT faint source catalogue positions.
Transient types marked with a * have been conrmed spectroscopically.
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Chapter 4
An Untargeted Search for
Transient Phenomena
The next step to nd transient events in the WASP data is to use a search algorithm
to identify candidates without an initial target list. The primary diculty this
presents is that the algorithm must lter out the various types of spurious detections
(see Sections 4.1). As the vast majority of detections in the orphans are spurious
or detections of unwanted non-variable objects, developing an algorithm to remove
these but identify the comparatively small number of genuine detections is extremely
challenging. The algorithm developed to achieve this is described in Section 4.2.
4.1 Origin of False Positives
There are a wide variety of sources of unwanted orphan detections. These include
genuine detections of non transient phenomena, such as constant stars and asteroids,
and failures of the cameras or pipeline, such as detections caused by features on the
CCD and internal reections of bright stars causing ghost images. Some of the more
general data quality issues are highlighted in Section 2.7.
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4.1.1 Constant stars appearing as transients
A large proportion of the orphan clusters appear to be constant stars (non-variable
stars detected in the orphans database). Constant star detections should be matched
with the USNO-B catalogue in the WASP pipeline so ideally should not be detected
as orphans. However, there are several ways that a constant star could be identi-
ed as an orphan. In some cases their catalogued value may be erroneously faint
and hence they were detected but not identied. When the WASP data is cross-
correlated with the USNO-B catalogue it matches stars with r2 magnitudes brighter
than 15th. This means that if the USNO-B r2 magnitude is incorrect, or indeed if
that magnitude is missing, the detections will not be matched and will be identied
as orphans.
Constant stars that are slightly fainter than 15th magnitude may also be
detected when observing conditions are good and again these will appear as orphans.
In a large number of the WASP elds there was also a pipeline error where some areas
of the WASP eld were not cross-correlated with the correct region of the USNO-B
catalogue. This meant that all detections of constant stars in these regions were
considered orphans.
Constant stars could also be included in the orphans database if the focus
were suciently poor. In these cases the detections could overspill the aperture
used to measure the ux from a catalogued stars. This would allow some of the
detections to be suciently far from the star's catalogued location for them to be
identied as orphans.
These constant stars can pose a further problem if they are on the threshold
of detection as the phase of the moon changes the background light levels and hence
they may not be detected around full moon (see Figure 4.1). This 28 day variability
can make their light curves appear transient. This eect can also occur if a star is
near the edge of a eld. This is because the pointing of the cameras can change
signicantly over an observing season which moves stars out of the eld-of-view.
Clusters caused in these ways can be dicult to identify. They are genuine
detections so are in many ways similar to a candidate transient and, as described
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Figure 4.1: Light curve of a faint star detected as orphans by WASP when the moon
is not full. Time is in days after JD 2453005.5.
above, can appear to have transient properties. Therefore to identify them it is
necessary to compare the positions of the orphans to catalogues of known stars. An
automatic system to do this is described in Section 4.7.
4.1.2 Asteroids
Asteroids can also be found in the orphans database. On an individual night the
detections appear to move across the sky producing an elongated cluster of orphans
(see Figure 4.2). Over longer periods the path of the asteroids across the eld can
be seen as a trail of these clusters. These should be removed by the search algorithm
developed by Neil Parley (see Section 2.5) so should not eect transient searches.
4.1.3 Satellites
Satellites are regularly detected by WASP and can cause problems with both large
numbers of single, uncorroborated detections and genuine detected objects gaining
extra, high ux detections. An example of a satellite trail observed by WASP can
be seen in Figure 4.3. A satellite is normally only observed in one image but in
that image can be detected many times. These detections can occur when the
satellite passes in front of a faint source, with statistical variations in ux or when
the satellite gets brighter, if it is rotating. As satellites move quickly it is unlikely
to form a cluster of detections since each individual detection is normally at a large
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Figure 4.2: Right ascension and declination scatter plot of an asteroid detected by
WASP over three nights. Each cluster is shown in a dierent colour.
distance from the previous one. The other problem caused by satellites, high ux
single detections in existing clusters, can be addressed by simply ensuring that any
tests done on the clusters are robust with respect to outliers without conrmation
from a second detection.
4.1.4 Ghost images
Internal reections in the WASP lenses can cause light from bright objects to be
reected back onto the wrong part of the CCD. The pointing of the WASP telescope
changes slightly during the night which causes this reection to move. This means
that, when looking at WASP images, the stars can be seen to move in one direction
across the CCD and the ghost image can be seen to move in the other. This can
be seen in Figure 4.4 which shows two WASP images taken on the same night. The
ghost image (circled in red) has moved in the opposite direction to the background
stars relative to a bad pixel (a xed point on the CCD). This large movement
each night means an individual ghost image produces a very large diuse cluster.
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Figure 4.3: A satellite in a WASP image.
Figure 4.4: Two WASP images taken on the same night containing a bad pixel
(circled in green) and a ghost image (circle in red).
An example of this is shown in Figure 4.5. Because of their extreme nature these
clusters are comparatively easy to identify either by their high separation between
detections or by their large size. A test to automatically remove the diuse clusters
caused by ghost images is described in Section 4.9.
4.1.5 Statistical uctuations of the background
Statistical uctuations in the background can cause single spurious detections. These,
and other sources of uncorroborated detections, form a signicant part of the or-
phans database, as shown in Figure 4.6. As can be seen from the cumulative his-
togram on the right, over 80% of clusters contain only one, uncorroborated, orphan.
This large proportion of single orphan clusters means that it important that an
orphan is conrmed by a second or third detection before it can believed.
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Figure 4.5: Right ascension and declination scatter plot of orphans caused by a
ghost image.
Figure 4.6: The left plot shows a histogram of the number of orphans per cluster for
a typical eld. The right plot is the same data shown on a cumulative histogram.
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Figure 4.7: On the left is a right ascension and declination scatter plot of orphan
detections of the Andromeda Galaxy. On the right is a WASP image of the corre-
sponding region of sky.
4.1.6 CCD features
Faults on individual pixels on the CCD or errors in readout can produce either false
detections or non-detections of real objects. Non detections are cased by bad pixels
on the CCDs (such as in Figure 4.4). These are a relatively minor problem as, like
ghost images, the drift of the observed eld in sky coordinates means that that the
pixel will not cover the same object for more than one or two images. In contrast hot
pixels can cause false detections. In these cases the right ascension and declination
can be seen to change while the CCD coordinates stay the same.
4.1.7 Extended objects
The WASP pipeline was not designed to analyse extended objects so large, nearby
galaxies are often not matched with catalogues and appear in the orphans database.
They can produce large regions of orphan detections as the pipeline identies brighter
parts of their structure as point detections and these can change with focus and
background light levels. An example of one of these is shown in Figure 4.7.
Galaxies that are not resolved by WASP can also cause problems as again
their USNO-B magnitudes (where they are resolved) may not match what is de-
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tected by WASP. This can cause clusters similar to what would be expected from a
catalogue error as described in Section 4.1.1.
4.2 An Overview of the Automated Search Algorithm
In order to identify candidate transient events it was necessary to develop a search
algorithm capable of dealing with orphans caused by each of the problems described
in Section 4.1. The semi-targeted search (described in Section 3.7) was a useful test
of some of the subroutines that were required. However, as it was no longer possible
to search at known positions, other methods of testing the data had to be developed
and the algorithm had to produce far fewer false positives.
An ow diagram of the search algorithm is shown in Figure 4.8. The asteroid
matching and preclustering tests are carried out on the individual orphans. They are
described in more detail in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The orphans are then clustered
using the clustering algorithm described in Section 2.4.2 with some modications
described in Section 4.6. In the post-clustering section, these clusters are in turn
tested for with respect to known nearby bright stars in USNO-B, the full width half
maximum of the detections and the tightness of clustering. These tests are described
in more detail in Sections 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Finally, tests are applied to remove any
cases where the search algorithm has failed and an anomalously large number of
candidates have been found (see Section 4.10). The algorithm then outputs a list of
candidates that have passed all of these tests.
4.3 Remaining Asteroids
As described in Section 2.5, detections of asteroids should have already been re-
moved. However, a test search of the orphans database revealed that not all moving
objects were removed. By cross-correlating with Harvard's catalogue of known aster-
oids it was found that these corresponded to bright known asteroids. An example of
these detections can be seen in Figure 4.9 where detections associated with asteroids
are shown in green and other orphan detections are shown in red.
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Figure 4.8: A ow chart for the automated search algorithm. The percentages
rejected at each stage were calculated from the search results in Section 4.13.
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Figure 4.9: Right ascension and declination of detections in a large region of sky.
Detections caused by asteroids are in green with other detections in red.
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In investigating this, a bug was found in the orphans archive where some
asteroid detections were not being matched with the corresponding orphans. While
most of the asteroid detections were removed by this correction a proportion from
2006 and 2007 still remained. The reason for these remaining, and the lack of
asteroids in the 2004 data, was that the asteroid matching code had used a 60
arcsecond search radius in 2004 but was then reduced to 30 arcseconds for later
years. While errors in the WASP data are normally smaller than this, errors in
the positions of the known asteroids meant some detections were over 30 arcseconds
from their catalogued position. To account for this Neil Parley increased the asteroid
search radius to 45 arcseconds.
4.4 Removal of Bad Images
Bad images can be identied by an anomalously high number of orphans (see Section
2.7). However, a simple cut of rejecting images with more than a set number of
orphans in them is not exible enough to deal with data from dierent elds and
dierent years. The reason for this is that, due to a known bug in the WASP
pipeline, regions of some elds are not matched with the USNO-B catalogue. This
typically occurs at the edge of the eld and is due to the observed area being larger
than expected because the camera drifted across the sky over the season. This
results in all detections in these regions being classed as orphans. An example of
this can be seen in Figure 4.10.
When this issue occurs the number of detections classed as orphans in any
image is increased enormously. This means that in elds where there are large re-
gions with this problem a signicant number of images are rejected for having too
many orphans. While the USNO-B matching may have failed in the WASP pipeline,
the detections themselves should still be accurate so should not be rejected. Increas-
ing the cut to accommodate for this problem would result in a lack of sensitivity for
bad images when this issue did not occur.
To solve this and make the cut value sensitive to the features of the eld,
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plot of the right ascension and declination of orphan detections
for one eld. Regions cross-correlated with USNO-B are highlighted in blue and
unmatched regions in red.
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of the number of orphans per image for a eld without any
cross-correlation errors.
the cut is set so that the top one percent of images from each eld are rejected.
This will avoid any elds losing large numbers of images unnecessarily while still
rejecting data from outlier images. This cut will only be applied when an image has
more than 1000 orphans. This minimum value was determined by looking at the
number of orphans per image in elds where the catalogue matching problem did
not occur. The results from one of these elds is shown in Figure 4.11. Only images
to the right of the red line will be considered for rejection. From this it is clear that
the vast majority of images should not be aected by the cut.
4.5 Auto-correlation Test
To remove single erroneous orphans caused by problems such as satellites and back-
ground errors, a test was added to ensure that each orphan was corroborated before
being considered further. Any real transient object lasting for longer than about
an hour should be detected several times (depending on the cadence of the eld) at
the same position in orphans database. An orphan was judged to be at the same
position as another if it was within 15 arcseconds of it. This value was chosen as it
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was the maximum oset for two orphans in the same cluster determined in Section
3.7.2 and slightly larger than the astrometric precision determined in Section 3.3.
Any orphan that was not corroborated in this way by two other orphans from the
same night's data was rejected.
4.6 Clustering of the Orphans
The orphan detections that passed the above tests were clustered using Richard
West's clustering algorithm described in Section 2.4.2. However, some modications
were made to avoid over clustering.
This can occur if two sources of orphan detections are too close to each
other as they are then combined as one object in the clustering stage of the search
algorithm. This can cause problems as the tests described below can be ineective
in dealing with clusters that comprise of more than one source. For example, two
constant stars at large separations from each other may not be identied by the
constant star tests if they are grouped as one cluster. In cases like this the cluster
position can be oset from the catalogued star positions meaning that they are not
matched. While some over clustering is inevitable, it is desirable to keep it to a
minimum to reduce the number of erroneous candidates.
The default bin size of the clustering program was set to 30 arcseconds.
This was reduced for the search algorithm to 15 arcseconds to match the orphan
corroboration test described in Section 4.5. This means that only detections close
enough to corroborate each other are guaranteed to be clustered together.
4.7 USNO-B Cross-correlation Test
The majority of clusters from the orphans database are caused by non-varying con-
stant stars (see Section 4.1.1). There are several ways that detections of these stars
can be included in the orphans database. Erroneous magnitudes (specically the
r2 magnitude) in the USNO-B catalogue can lead to the WASP pipeline failing to
identify the star, faint stars near WASP's threshold of detection can be seen in good
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observing conditions, very bright stars can cause detections at large osets and stars
that are too close on the WASP CCDs can merge together. Any test for removing
these must be robust enough to remove almost all clusters caused by any of these
eects.
4.7.1 Flux-magnitude relation for detected USNO-B stars
The most obvious orphan property that is likely to be related to the magnitude of a
corresponding constant star is the measured ux. In considering this it was possible
to utilise the non-USNO matched regions to produce a sample of clusters caused by
stars with USNO-B magnitudes brighter than 15th. Figure 4.12 shows a scatter plot
of the mean WASP ux of a cluster against the USNO-B magnitudes for stars within
60 arcseconds. There is a clear linear feature in each of the plots where the cluster's
mean ux decreases for fainter magnitudes. This feature represents detections in
WASP of constant stars and hence indicates the ux-magnitude relation in WASP
data. Also noticeable in the bottom left plot (the r2 magnitude plot) is a particularly
dense region of detections on this feature between 15th and 16th magnitudes. This
represents the stars that were too faint to be included in the WASP catalogue but
bright enough to be detected. The green line shows the revised cut that varies with
the ux of the cluster. Orphan detections to the left of the line are considered to
be associated with a constant star. The gradient of the green line was determined
as -0.4 to correspond with the ux-magnitude relation:
log10F /  2
5
m
Where F is the detected ux and m is the apparent magnitude.
The position of the line was chosen such that all detections that appear to
be associated with the linear feature were to the left of the line and hence in the
rejection region.
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Figure 4.12: Scatter plots of measured WASP ux against USNO-B magnitude.
The four plots each correspond to a dierent USNO-B magnitude (r1 in the top left,
r2 bottom left, b1 top right and b2 bottom right). The green line marks the new
rejection criteria.
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Figure 4.13: A histogram of the separation of constant stars from their correspond-
ing clusters. SW0933+4730 143 is shown in red, SW1522+3000 144 in green and
SW2215+1711 142 in blue. The histogram on the right has been adjusted to account
for the changing area at dierent radii and put on a log scale.
4.7.2 WASP osets from USNO-B positions
With this ux-magnitude relation established it was important to determine the
radius around a cluster for which this cut needs to be applied. Figure 4.13 shows
histograms of the number of associated constant stars at dierent radii for three
example elds known to have catalogue matching problems. A constant star was
considered to be associated with the cluster if it's mean ux was in the rejection
region of the ux-magnitude plot (as shown in Figure 4.12) and if it was the closest
star to the cluster to do this (up to a maximum separation of 60 arcseconds). There
are two sources of noise in this plot. Firstly, chance alignments can occur through
errors in USNO-B or for particularly faint constant stars. Secondly, the histogram
favours matches at higher radii due to the area for chance alignments to occur being
far larger. This second source of noise is corrected for in the second histogram in
Figure 4.13 by scaling the counts to adjust for this increased area.
From these histograms it can be seen that there is a clear peak of matches
centered at a separation of 0 arcseconds with a tail decreasing into the noise at
approximately 20 arcseconds. In elds SW1522+3000 144 and SW2215+1711 142
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Figure 4.14: Scatter plots of the measured WASP ux against the USNO-B r2
magnitude. The plot in green is for stars within 5 arcseconds of the cluster, red for
stars between 5 and 20 arcseconds and blue for stars between 25 and 40 arcseconds.
there also appears to be a \bump\ at around 30 arcseconds. This is considered
further below.
To establish whether the peak, tail or bump occupy dierent areas of the ux-
magnitude plot this was replotted with these dierent features shown in dierent
colours (see Figure 4.14). The plot shows that while the linear ux-magnitude
feature becomes less prominent at large radii compared to the noise (the detections to
the right of the plot), there is no fundamental change in this relationship. However,
there do not appear to be any stars in the bump fainter than 15th magnitude.
From Figure 4.13 it appears that the majority of detections of constant stars
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Figure 4.15: Scatter plot of the position of the orphans that make up the 30 arcsec-
ond feature. The left plot corresponds to the eld SW2215+1711 142 and the right
corresponds to SW1522+3000 144.
match closely with their known positions. The main peak and its tail can be en-
compassed by a 20 arcsecond search radius. However, the increase in the number of
matches at around 30 arcseconds in elds SW1522+3000 144 and SW2215+1711 142
does not appear to correspond with this.
To further complicate this, Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 indicate that the 30
arcsecond bumps in dierent elds do not have consistent properties. Figure 4.15
shows the right ascension and declination of the matches in the 30 arcsecond bump
for each eld. The matches in eld SW2215+1711 142 seem to be spread evenly
across it whereas in SW1522+3000 144 they are concentrated to one side.
A vector plot of the average osets for these elds is shown in Figure 4.16.
There is no clear systematic oset in SW2215+1711 142 but there is in SW1522+3000 144
(in the area aected by the 30 arcsecond feature). Lastly, Figure 4.17 shows scatter
plots of the mean full width half maximum from the WASP images against the mean
detected ux. In this plot detections of clusters matching USNO-B stars within 20
arcseconds are shown in red and clusters from the 30 arcsecond feature are shown
in green. From eld SW2215+1711 142 the 30 arcsecond bump seems to corre-
spond to clusters with extremely large full width half maximum values whereas in
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Figure 4.16: Vector plots of the osets of the orphan clusters with their correspond-
ing USNO-B stars. The green circles indicate where there were too few clusters to
determine an average vector. The blue arrows correspond to when the length of
the vector has exceeded the maximum being plotted. The left plot is from the eld
SW2215+1711 142 and the right plot SW1522+3000 144.
SW1522+3000 144 there is a far less clear distinction.
This suggests that in elds such as SW2215+1711 142 detections in the 30
arcsecond bump occur in blurred images. Blurring alone though would be expected
to produce a broader central peak rather than a secondary peak at 30 arcseconds.
However, if the star is brighter than 15th magnitude then it would have been in-
cluded in the main WASP archive. This would mean that detections within 30
arcseconds of it will be in the main archive and not in the orphans. The only mea-
surements classied as orphans would be a small number that had overspilled the
30 arcsecond search cone forming one or two clusters in a circle around the star. An
example of this is shown in Figure 4.18.
From examining the raw images it can be seen that a similar eect is also
occurring in SW1522+3000 144 (see Figure 4.19). The image is extremely badly
blurred with the orphans being detected in a brighter region on the edge of the
doughnut. It appears that the pipeline only identied part of the doughnut as the
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Figure 4.17: Scatter plot of measured full width half maximum against mea-
sured ux for the three example elds (SW0933+4730 143 at the top, on the left
SW2215+1711 142 and on the right SW1522+3000 144). The green points highlight
clusters from the 30 arcsecond feature.
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Figure 4.18: Right ascension and declination of orphan detections (in red) caused by
a blurred bright star (marked by a blue star) overspilling from the main catalogue.
The central circle has a radius of 30 arcseconds.
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Figure 4.19: An image from a WASP camera with severe focus problems.
object so the full width half maximum remained relatively small despite the severe
blurring.
Combining this information from these and other elds a new cut for reject-
ing candidates associated with detectable USNO-B stars was introduced. In the
new cut any candidate with a USNO-B star within 20 arcseconds that fails the
ux-magnitude limit (determined in section 4.7.1) for half or more of the USNO-B
magnitudes available, will be rejected. Furthermore, the cluster will also be rejected
if a star that fails the ux-magnitude limit with an r2 magnitude brighter than
15th is within 40 arcseconds of the cluster. The USNO-B r2 magnitude of 15th was
chosen as this was the cut-o that was used to determine whether a star would be
included in the main WASP archive.
4.7.3 Merged detections of multiple USNO-B stars
By examining some of the remaining transient candidates it was discovered that
in some cases constant stars were still causing unwanted detections. This occurred
when two stars approximately 40 arcseconds apart were being detected as a merged
single cluster directly between them. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.20.
Their osets from the center of the detections are larger than 20 arcseconds so the
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Figure 4.20: A plot of orphan detection positions (in red) in relation to the position
of two detectable constant stars (marked by blue stars)
20 arcsecond cut fails to remove them and their USNO-B r2 magnitudes are fainter
than 15th so the 40 arcsecond cut also fails to reject them.
From a test sample the star's osets from the cluster center was found to
be between 20 and 27 arcseconds. To remove these false positives a new cut was
added to reject clusters with two stars between 20 and 30 arcseconds of the cluster
position. Again these stars would be required to fail the magnitude limits described
in Section 4.7.1.
4.8 Full Width Half Maximum Test
In cases where the images are extremely badly blurred false transients can be de-
tected. These can be caused by bright stars being identied at the wrong position
or by pipeline errors caused by trying to measure what are eectively resolved ob-
jects. Even when genuine transient events are detected, the poor image quality and
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unreliable positions make it extremely dicult to conrm the source position and
whether it was genuine on not. This makes candidates identied from extremely
blurred images both unreliable and dicult to follow up. The full width half maxi-
mum data provides a means of identifying candidates with this problem (see Section
2.7).
Constant stars identied by the method in Section 4.7.1 were used as a test
set for the properties of the full width half maximum of genuine detections. From
Figure 4.17 it can be seen that the average full width half maximum of detected
constant stars increases with ux up to a limit that is dependent on the properties of
the eld. However, in none of the cases (or in other tested elds) does the constant
star feature rise above a full width half maximum of 4 pixels. This indicates that
this value could be used as a limit where sources with a larger median full width
half maximum could be rejected for having too blurred images.
4.9 Nearest Neighbour Test
The average nearest neighbour test in the targeted search (see Section 3.7.2) proved
to be an eective means of rejecting diuse clusters. However, the choice of sample in
determining the values for the limit was susceptible to noise from chance alignments
and the limit itself became ineective in cases where there were more than 100
detections.
To improve on this a new sample was found by again considering the clusters
that were matched with stars using the 20 arcsecond test described in Section 4.7.
These were plotted on a log-log plot of number of detections against median nearest
neighbour distance. These points are shown in red in Figure 4.21 for an example
eld. Also shown on the plot is a blue line marking out the original limit, blue
crosses showing candidate transients in the eld (determined by using the USNO-B
cross-correlation tests from Section 4.7 only) and red stars marking the positions of
detections of known CVs in the WASP orphans database. This plot indicates that
genuine detections fall largely in a diuse diagonal feature. This feature appears to
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Figure 4.21: Scatter plot of the average nearest neighbour separation against the
number of detections of an object. The red dots represent detections of constant
stars, the stars mark positions of known CVs detected in WASP and the blue crosses
are candidate transient events. The blue line marks the original rejection criteria
whereas the green line represents the improved version.
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be linear in the log-log plot and shows an inverse relationship between number of
detections and median nearest neighbour separation.
From this a new limit was determined following the green line marked on
the plot. The gradient and position of the line were chosen to be parallel to the
diagonal constant star feature and to allow any clusters that were in this feature to
pass the test. While a few of the known CVs are still rejected by this, the number of
candidates transients in the rejection area is disproportionately high. This increased
ratio between candidates and conrmed transients suggests that while it is possible
for genuine detections to fall in the rejection zone the likelihood of false candidates
is far higher.
Overall, this new cut causes the rejection of 6 out of 72 clusters caused by
known dwarf novae (8%). However, this small reduction of the completeness of the
WASP sample is oset by the large reduction in the number of candidates identied
by the search algorithm. Out of the 27 candidates identied in the example eld
by the USNO-B cross-correlation tests (marked as blue crosses on Figure 4.21), 14
(52%) are rejected by the nearest neighbour test.
4.10 Multiple Candidates on One Night
In some cases errors in the WASP data can cause large numbers of false detections
on individual nights. These detections are normally removed by the 'bad image'
test described in Section 4.4. However, erroneous candidates can still survive this
test in several ways. Firstly, if the problem occurs in too many images (more than
one percent) then only the worst will be removed. Secondly, if in some images the
problem of the data not being matched with the USNO-B catalogue is unusually
severe, the images with false detections may not be in the top one percent and
therefore may not be rejected. Finally, if the false detections are isolated to a small
region of the chip its eects may not be noticeable when considering the entire
image.
To deal with candidates caused by errors of this nature, a test was added to
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the algorithm to count the number of single night candidates (candidates that only
have detections on that night) for each night of observations. If on any given night
there are four or more single night candidates then they are all rejected as false. Due
to the large number of nights of observations in a given eld and the comparatively
small number of candidates, it is unlikely that that many genuine candidates would
fall on the same night. The choice of placing the cut at four candidates was based on
this number being far larger than would be expected to be on one night by chance.
In some cases more serious problems can occur in an individual eld leading
to these false candidates appearing on more than one night. From a test sample of
typical elds these cases seemed unusual and since this would cast into doubt any
candidates from theses elds it was decided to not use any where this had occurred.
A cut-o of 50 candidates was determined by these samples to be reasonable as it
was far larger than a typical eld without any systematic problems. Fields with
more candidates than this were rejected in their entirety.
4.11 Summary of the Search Algorithm
Based on the work described in this chapter the nal cuts for the search algorithm
were set as follows.
Pre-clustering
1. Orphans with less than two other corroborating detections within 15 arcsec-
onds on the same night are agged out and not included in the clustering
stage.
2. All orphans from the top one percent of images with the most orphans are
rejected unless the number of detections in the image is less than 1000.
Clustering
1. The observed sky is divided into 15 arcsecond bins in right ascension and
declination.
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2. Neighbouring bins containing detections are connected.
3. Orphans in connected bins are grouped as a cluster.
Post-clustering
1. Clusters within 20 arcseconds of a detectable USNO-B star are rejected. A star
is determined to be detectable if the median observed ux (f) is faint enough
to obey the relation shown below for half or more of the available USNO-B
magnitudes. If the USNO-B magnitude (m) is a red magnitude c=16 and if it
is a blue magnitude c=17.
f < 100:4(c m)
2. Clusters with two detectable USNO-B catalogued stars between 20 and 30
arcseconds of the cluster position are rejected.
3. Clusters within 40 arcseconds of a detectable USNO-B star with R2 magnitude
brighter than 15th are rejected.
4. If the median full width half maximum of a cluster is greater than 4 pixels it
is rejected.
5. A cluster is rejected if it's average nearest neighbour distance (A) is greater
than a limit determined by the number of detections (N):
A > 10 2:7825 0:5519log10N
Candidate identication
1. Nights with 4 or more single night candidates were rejected.
2. Fields with 50 or more candidates were rejected.
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4.12 Method for Eyeballing Automatically Identied Can-
didates
Each of the automatically identied candidates was examined individually to estab-
lish whether it appeared to represent a detection of a real transient event and, in
other cases, establish the source of the detections. For each candidate there were
several steps that could be taken to achieve this.
Firstly the light curve, sky coordinates and CCD coordinates were examined.
The light curve could indicate a strong transient candidate if a clear rise and de-
cline could be seen over several nights. Failing that it indicated whether the cluster
represented a persistent detection of many nights or whether it occurred on a far
shorter time scale. Scattered detections from the cluster and around it in sky co-
ordinates indicated a ghost image (these often also had a distinctive shape in CCD
coordinates) or an error with the background subtraction in that image. A rela-
tively large scatter with an unusually high full width half maximum (greater than
3.25 pixels) indicated a blurred image. The cluster was expected to move each night
with respect to the CCD coordinates so any unusual movement compared to other
stars on the chip could indicate a feature on the CCD.
Secondly the cluster was cross-correlated with numerous catalogues includ-
ing USNO-A [105], USNO-B [106], 2MASS [147], the Ritter and Kolb cataclysmic
variables catalogue [136], the Downes cataclysmic variable catalogue [41], AAVSO
[1] and the SIMBAD catalogue. A match with a known transient clearly indicated a
genuine detection. By comparing USNO-A, USNO-B and 2MASS it was possible to
establish if the USNO-B magnitudes were erroneous causing the USNO-B matching
section of the search algorithm to fail. An extremely bright star nearby or a crowded
eld could also cause detections.
Finally, a selection of WASP images were examined for each remaining can-
didate. These could be used to identify asteroids, blurred images or more unusual
problems such as those described in Section 2.7.3. Each candidate was then given a
classication based on the results of this analysis.
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Figure 4.22: A plot of the sky coverage of the WASP planet elds in galactic coordi-
nates as of March 2011. The colours represent the average number of observations
for that region of sky with a key for this on the right.
4.13 Search Algorithm Output Results
The search algorithm was run on all planet eld data from both WASP north and
WASP south for the years 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008. For a eld to be searched it
was required that it had at least 500 observations. In 2004 only WASP north was
operational and with only ve cameras. The results of the search algorithm and
eyeballing for WASP north are in Section 4.13.1 and for WASP south are in Section
4.13.2.
Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 show the sky coverage of the WASP obser-
vatories each year for WASP north and WASP south. Figure 4.22 shows the sky
coverage of WASP in galactic coordinates. It can be seen from these plots that the
galactic plane has very little coverage. As described in Chapter 2, this is because of
overcrowding in these elds. It can also be seen that there is only limited overlap
between the footprints of WASP north and WASP south. The only overlap is due
to the northern hemisphere observations of WASP south in 2006. This means that
only a small number of transients are expected to be independently identied by
both WASP north and WASP south.
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Figure 4.23: A plot of the sky coverage for WASP planet elds in right ascension
and declination for the 2004 season. The colours represent the average number of
observations for that region of sky with a key for this on the right.
4.13.1 Results from the northern hemisphere planet elds
The results of the search algorithm for the 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008 planet elds
observed by WASP north are shown in Table 4.1. A breakdown of the results of a
manual examination of the candidates produced by the search algorithm is shown
in Table 4.2. WASP north was only operating in a limited capacity in a prototype
phase in 2004 so there are some dierences in the numbers of results from that year.
Other than this there are several points to note from the tables. Firstly it
appears that the 2006 data contains a comparatively large number of clusters that
fail the average nearest neighbour test (described in Section 4.9). In 2006 43.3%
of clusters failed this test compared to 16.4%, 10.9% and 20.1% in 2004, 2007 and
2008 respectively.
It also appears that, from 2006, the number of clusters that are automatically
identied as candidates increases each year (0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% successively).
However, this increase does not appear to correspond to an increase in transients
detected suggesting instead that changes in the observing strategy (such as observing
dierent areas of sky or taking double images at each pointing) may have made the
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Figure 4.24: Plots of the sky coverage for WASP planet elds in right ascension
and declination for the 2006 season. The top plot shows the sky coverage of WASP
north and the bottom plot shows the sky coverage of WASP south. The colours
represent the average number of observations for that region of sky with a key for
this on the right.
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Figure 4.25: Plots of the sky coverage for WASP planet elds in right ascension
and declination for the 2007 season. The top plot shows the sky coverage of WASP
north and the bottom plot shows the sky coverage of WASP south. The colours
represent the average number of observations for that region of sky with a key for
this on the right.
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Figure 4.26: Plots of the sky coverage for WASP planet elds in right ascension
and declination for the 2008 season. The top plot shows the sky coverage of WASP
north and the bottom plot shows the sky coverage of WASP south. The colours
represent the average number of observations for that region of sky with a key for
this on the right.
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search algorithm slightly less eective in later years.
The majority of false positives were caused by a four distinct sources. 30.76%
were large or diuse clusters in right ascension and declination. The majority of
these were likely to be ghost images although some may have been associated with
poor focus or a moving object. 17.14% were caused by erroneous magnitudes in
USNO-B causing the cross-correlation test described in Section 4.7 to fail. 16.4%
were caused by a cluster of closely grouped faint stars appearing as a single source
in the WASP images. Finally 10.01% were false detections associated with severe
blurring in the WASP images.
9.11% of the automatically identied candidates were found to either be
known optical transients or strong candidate detections.
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4.13.2 Results from the southern hemisphere planet elds
The results of the search algorithm for the 2006, 2007 and 2008 planet elds observed
by WASP south are shown in Table 4.3. A breakdown of the results of a manual
examination of the 3937 candidates produced by the search algorithm is shown in
Table 4.4.
The data from WASP south shows some signicantly dierent properties to
WASP north. WASP north seems to have more of a problem with bad images.
0.7% of images are rejected in the north because of this compared to only 0.2%
in the south. This results in more orphans passing to the clustering stage in the
south (95.9%) compared to the north (92.6%). It also appears that more clusters
are rejected by the 40 arcsecond USNO-B cut (Section 4.7) in the north (79.1%)
than in the south (58.5%). In contrast though the southern data has more of a
problem with too many candidates on a given night and in a given eld (8.5% and
2.4% compared to 1.7% and 0.1% respectively). More clusters are automatically
identied as candidates in the south (0.4% compared to 0.2%) but no individual
year has a higher percentage than the 2004 test year with 0.6%.
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Chapter 5
Transient Classication
From the search described in Chapter 4, 1234 clusters were classied as candidate
transients. Counting only the unique candidates (see Tables 4.2 and 4.4) and al-
lowing for the small region of overlap between WASP north and WASP south, this
corresponded to 810 separate objects. 545 of these corresponded to known astronom-
ical phenomena. Section 5.1 describes the methods used to classify the remaining
265 transient candidates. The nature of a number of these were conrmed with
spectroscopic observations described in Section 5.2. An overview of the results of
the classication is described in Section 5.3 with a more detailed analysis carried
out in Chapter 7.
5.1 Method for Classication of Transient Candidates
The new candidate transients were classied as cataclysmic variables, stellar ares
or pulsating variables by considering the properties of their light curves (duration
and shape), the magnitudes of any matching USNO-B [106] or 2MASS [147] stars
and the properties of any corresponding phenomena in SIMBAD. Candidates that
did not clearly fall into one of these categories are listed as unknown transients (see
Section 5.1.4). The possibility that one of the candidate transients represents a rarer
phenomena such as a nova or a gamma ray burst is discussed in Sections 7.4 to 7.8.
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5.1.1 Cataclysmic Variable Candidates
For a transient candidate to be classied as a cataclysmic variable it was required
that the outburst should be visible in the WASP images for at least two nights
but no more than fty. The amplitude of the outburst was required to be more
than approximately 1.5 magnitudes although anything larger than 10 magnitudes
would strongly suggest a nova. This corresponds to the parameter space shown in
Figure 1.13. With the exception of faint outbursts at the limit of detection, it was
required that after a short rise the outburst was seen to be declining in brightness.
Where more complete data was available the shape of the decline was checked to
be consistent with a dwarf nova outburst. In some cases superhumps were detected
which were used to conrm the nature of the candidate.
5.1.2 Flare Star Candidates
A candidate was classied a are star candidate if the outburst duration was less
than two hours and if an optical counterpart was present in 2MASS and USNO-B.
In some cases the eld had shorter coverage than this or a change of pointing moved
the candidate out of the eld of view. In these cases the candidate was classied as
unknown as it was not possible to conrm the duration of the outburst.
5.1.3 Pulsating Variable Candidates
Candidates were classied as pulsating variable candidates if their light curves were
consistent with slow, smooth oscillations in brightness and if there was a correspond-
ing bright star in USNO-B. In some cases the detections were recorded in the main
WASP archive as well as the orphans so this was checked when considering possible
pulsating variable candidates.
5.1.4 Candidates of Unknown Classication
For some candidates there was not suciently strong evidence to identify them as
any of these candidates. A large proportion of these are transients that appear
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throughout one night of coverage but don't appear either in the data or in the raw
images on subsequent nights. Many of these may be short dwarf nova outbursts.
However, it is also possible that some may represent stellar ares where the cov-
erage during the night was too short to observe the decline. The longer duration
candidates could be pulsating variables with insucient coverage. Finally, several
candidates appear from their detections to be short transients without counterparts.
However, the raw image data was not available meaning asteroids or pipeline failures
could not be ruled out.
5.2 Spectral Observations of Transient Candidates
Spectra of transient candidates were taken using the ISIS instrument on the William
Herschel Telescope in La Palma in June and September 2008. The gratings used in
the two arms of the spectrograph were R316R and R300B with central wavelengths
of 6450 A and 4253 A and a 2x2 binning. Before observing approximately 20 bias
frames and 20 at eld exposures were taken for each arm. Arc line exposures were
taken between targets. A further 20 bias frames and 20 at eld exposures were
taken for each arm at the end of the night weather permitting.
To reduce the spectra the STARLINK package FIGARO was used to calcu-
late the average nightly bias and at-eld frames. The spectra were then extracted
using the PAMELA software [100]. Copper-argon arc lamp exposures were used to
establish the wavelength scale. Finally, the spectra were normalised to the contin-
uum level by using a spline t.
A list of the observations taken can be found in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The
targets selected for observation were found from the targeted X-ray search (see
Section 3.7) and by using a prototype version of the untargeted search algorithm
(see Chapter 4). They were chosen to represent the best transient candidates visible
during the observing period.
The targets observed in June 2008 (listed in Table 5.1) were found using the
targeted method described in Section 3.7. As this process was less rened than for
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Date Identication UT Exp. time (s) Spectra
04/06/2008 WTC014i 21:46 1800 Featureless star
WTC015i 22:34 1800 Featureless star
WTC017i 23:19 1800 Flare star
WTC019i 00:08 900 Flare star
WTC019i 00:23 900
WTC023i 00:45 1800 Featureless star
WTC028i 01:37 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC041i 02:25 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC041i 02:55 1800
WTC041i 03:29 1800
WTC030i 04:07 1800 Too faint
WTC027i 04:45 1800 Featureless star
Table 5.1: A list of observations taken in June 2008. After the name of the ob-
ject in column two the roman numeral indicates which matching USNO-B star was
observed. The numbering is in ascending order from nearest to furthest.
transient searches in later chapters, the false positive rate can be seen to be relatively
high with 4 targets showing no signs of variability from their spectra. The targets
observed in September 2008 (listed in Table 5.2) were found using the untargeted
search described in Chapter 4 and had only two false positives over the three nights
of observations.
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Date Identication UT Exp. time (s) Spectra
28/09/2008 WTC065i 22:59 900 Cataclysmic variable
WTC065i 23:15 900
WTC068i 00:36 300 Possible cataclysmic variable
WTC068i 00:41 300
WTC068i 00:48 900
WTC068ii 01:10 900 Featureless star
WTC039i 01:33 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC001i 02:42 600 Cataclysmic variable
WTC001i 02:53 600
WTC041i 03:11 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC041i 03:41 1800
WTC048i 04:21 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC051i 05:12 1800 Flare star
WTC058i 05:52 600 Pulsating variable
WTC058i 06:07 60
WTC061i 06:10 300 Pulsating variable
WTC061i 06:20 30
29/09/2008 WTC045i 03:19 60 Flare star
WTC045i 03:20 300
WTC045i 03:26 600
WTC050i 03:46 240 Flare star
WTC057i 04:01 600 Flare star
WTC057iii 04:17 600 Featureless star
WTC006i 04:33 1800 Cataclysmic variable
WTC054i 05:13 889 Observations incomplete
30/09/2008 WTC067ii 20:27 900 Featureless star
WTC067i 20:50 440 Featureless star
WTC067iii 21:01 300 Featureless star
WTC067iv 21:10 240 Featureless star
WTC069i 21:51 1800 Featureless star
WTC038i 22:43 300 Observations incomplete
Table 5.2: A list of observations taken in September 2008. After the name of the
object in column two the roman numeral indicates which matching USNO-B star
was observed. The numbering is in ascending order from nearest to furthest.
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5.3 Classication of Candidate Transients Identied by
Search Algorithm
Of the 810 unique candidate transient identied, 545 correspond to known astro-
nomical phenomena. Of these, 61 are known cataclysmic variable stars, 2 are known
are stars, 472 are known variable stars and 10 are other known transients (includ-
ing nova eruptions from V2467 Cyg and N LMC 2009 which are discussed in more
detail in Section 7.4).
The remaining 265 objects represent new transient candidates. As described
in Section 5.1, these candidates were given provisional classications of the type of
object they are likely to represent. They were divided into 3 types; cataclysmic
variable systems (38 candidates), are stars (136 candidates) and pulsating variable
stars (60 candidates) with the classication of the remaining 31 systems unknown.
These three distinct populations of transients can be seen in the reduced proper
motion-colour plot shown in Figure 5.1. Known systems are marked with circles
and new candidates with crosses. Pulsating variable stars are shown in blue, are
stars in yellow, cataclysmic variables in red and transients of uncertain type in
green. The reduced proper motion (H) can be calculated from the proper motion
in arcseconds per year () and the apparent magnitude (m) using the formula:
H = m+ 5 + 5log()
The proper motion was taken from the matching star in the USNO-B cat-
alogue. Errors on this were typically less than 30 marcsec. The reduced proper
motion is approximately proportional to absolute magnitude so can be used as a
proxy for it when distances (and hence absolute magnitudes) are not available [141].
Hence the reduced proper motion against colour plots shown in Figure 5.1 separates
the dierent types of stars in a similar way to the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.
Coordinates and WASP identiers of the new transient candidates can be
found in Appendix B along with a measurement of the superhump/orbital period
(when available) for cataclysmic variable candidates. Positions are typically accurate
to within 13.4 arcseconds (see Section 3.3). The results from each of these transient
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Figure 5.1: Reduced proper motion scatter plot of transients observed with WASP.
CVs are marked in red, are stars in yellow, pulsating variable stars in blue and un-
determined transients in green. Known systems observed by WASP are marked with
a circle and new discoveries are marked with a cross. The reduced proper motion
and colour values are calculated from matching stars in the 2MASS catalogue.
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types, along with the possibility of detections of rarer phenomena, is considered in
more detail in Chapter 7.
Plots showing the candidates which were not given a provisional classication
are shown in Figure C.4 with their positions listed in Table B.4. All of these systems
appear from their light curves at least roughly consistent with one of the three
classications considered above so a rarer transient type is unlikely. This is re-
enforced by their positions on Figure 5.1 where the majority of unknown transients
appear to be nearby M-dwarfs from their colours. This would indicate either a long
duration are or a short dwarf nova outburst.
Figure 5.2 shows the position on the sky of the unknown transient candi-
dates. These can be compared to Figures 7.13 and 7.14 for the dwarf nova sky
distribution, Figure 7.22 for the are star distribution and Figure 7.35 for the pul-
sating variables. The sky coverage of WASP is shown in Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 and
4.26.The unknown transient candidates appear relatively evenly distributed across
the sky suggesting the majority are from either a nearby or extragalactic source.
This would again be consistent with are stars and dwarf nova causing a large
number of them.
A further considerations is that many are not classied because of issues in
the data suggesting instead that there may be a signicantly higher false positive
rate amongst this class of transient candidate than the others.
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Figure 5.2: Plots of the sky distribution of unknown transient events in right ascen-
sion and declination and galactic coordinates. New transient candidates of unknown
type are marked with red circles. All other detected transients are marked with black
crosses.
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Chapter 6
Eciency and Completeness of
the WASP Survey
In a large scale automated search, such as described in this thesis, it is inevitable
that a proportion of the candidates produced will be false positives and that some
of the genuine transients will be rejected. In determining the types of tests and the
strictness of the cuts described in Chapter 4 a balance had to be found between
ensuring that enough false positives were rejected (the eciency) and that as many
genuine transients as possible were identied (the completeness). In this Chapter
the eciency and completeness of the untargeted search algorithm is analysed and
discussed.
6.1 Eciency
The search of the WASP orphans data for the years 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2008
(see Section 4.13) produced 1,827,244,864 orphans. The initial pre-clustering tests
rejected 6.2% of these detections leaving 1,714,489,499 to be clustered. This pro-
duced 4,460,422 separate clusters. The post-clustering tests rejected 99.76% of these
leaving 10,911 to be examined by hand.
As is discussed in Section 4.13, the majority of these automatically identied
candidates were spurious or unwanted, non-transient detections. However, 909 of
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these clusters (8.3%) were found to correspond to known variable sources. The
majority of these known variable sources were pulsating variable stars (797 clusters)
such as Miras and semi-regular variables. 95 of the clusters were caused by known
cataclysmic variables and 17 were caused by other known variable sources such as
novae.
Of the remaining clusters identied by the search algorithm 325 (3.0%) were,
on closer examination, found to be candidate discoveries of new transients. A de-
tailed description of this can be found in Sections 4.12 and 5.1. From the spectral
follow-up observations described in Section 5.2 it appears that the vast majority of
candidates identied by this method are genuine transient phenomena.
If the known transient detections are combined with the new candidate de-
tections it implies that the automated search algorithm has an eciency of 11.3%.
While this may seem low it should be viewed in the context of the fact that 99.76% of
clusters were rejected by the algorithm. The false positives are caused by a wide va-
riety sources (see Section 4.13) so any further tests would risk signicantly reducing
the completeness of the sample.
6.2 Completeness
6.2.1 Ritter and Kolb Dwarf Novae
The completeness of the sample of dwarf novae detected by WASP can be considered
in several ways. Firstly, what proportion of systems in regions of the sky observed
by WASP were actually detected in outburst. Secondly, of these systems, what
proportion would be identied by the untargeted search algorithm.
To test this the sample of Ritter and Kolb dwarf novae identied in Section
3.4 was used. The Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] contains 436 systems thought to
show dwarf nova outbursts. By carrying out cone searches at the positions of these
systems (see Sections 3.4.1) orphan detections of outbursts from 82 systems were
found.
To establish the number of observations taken at the position of each cata-
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No. of observations No. of CVs No. of CVs detected
0 66 0 (0%)
1 - 500 54 4 (7%)
500 - 10,000 138 28 (20%)
>10,000 178 50 (28%)
Table 6.1: A table showing the proportion of cataclysmic variables detected in
outburst by WASP for various amounts of coverage.
clysmic variable the main WASP archive was searched with a radius of 0.1 degrees.
The nearest seven detected stars were then taken and the median number of obser-
vations was used as an indication of the coverage for that region of sky. A region of
sky was considered to be in the footprint of WASP if there were 500 observations or
more before the end of the 2008 observing season. This was chosen to correspond
to the requirement for a eld to be observed 500 times for it to be searched with
the untargeted search algorithm (see Section 4.13).
The numbers of CVs identied with a given number of observations are listed
in Table 6.1. If the results for all systems with more than 500 observations are
combined it is found that 78 of the 316 systems are detected (25%).
This calculation does not account for dierences between the Ritter and Kolb
sample and the sample of new CVs that WASP has discovered. For example, it is
likely that the newly discovered systems will, on average, outburst less frequently
hence making them more dicult to nd and explaining why they were not already
included in Ritter and Kolb. This would make the actual ratio of systems detected
lower.
The second consideration for the completeness of the dwarf nova sample
discovered by WASP is the number of systems identied by the search algorithm.
The post-clustering cuts described in Section 4.11 were tested on a sample of the
Ritter and Kolb CVs which were known to have outbursts that had been detected
by WASP. Out of 72 clusters in this test sample the search algorithm successfully
identied 40 as transient candidates (equivalent to 56%). A breakdown of the results
is shown in Table 6.2.
While the number of rejections from this sample is high this is in part because
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Failed 20 arcsecond test for constant stars 20 out of 72
Failed 30 arcsecond test for pairs of constant stars 0 out of 72
Failed 40 arcsecond test for constant stars 8 out of 72
Failed full width half-maximum test 3 out of 72
Failed average separation from nearest neighbour test 6 out of 72
Number of clusters identied as candidates 40
Table 6.2: A table showing the number of clusters caused by conrmed CV outbursts
rejected by each test.
there are several brighter systems where the CV itself causes the rejection. Under
good conditions these could be detected in quiescence so the rejection is correct.
Types of systems like this are unlikely to be undiscovered so represent little loss in
terms of discovering new transients. These account for 4 of the rejected clusters.
A further 15 clusters have been rejected because the USNO-B catalogued
magnitudes were too bright. A likely cause of this would be if the system were in
outburst when the USNO-B magnitudes were measured. Again, systems like this
are likely to have already been discovered since for USNO-B and WASP to have
detected them in outburst it is probable that they outburst quite frequently.
If these cases are discounted the search algorithm is found to successfully
identify 76% of the remaining clusters caused by known CVs. The remaining 24%,
although clustered, failed one or more of the post-clustering tests. As can be seen
from Figure 4.21, four of the CVs failed the average nearest neighbour test and the
majority of the remaining clusters were rejected because of chance alignments with
bright stars (particularly with the 40 arcsecond USNO cross-correlation test).
6.2.2 Classication of Known Transients
A further consideration is what proportion of dwarf novae detected as transients are
correctly classied as dwarf novae and what proportion are classied as being from
an uncertain source. To test this the 94 detected clusters associated with known
cataclysmic variable systems were classied according to the criteria described in
Section 5.1.
From examining the light curves and corresponding USNO-B stars 78 of the
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clusters were classied as dwarf nova candidates. Another 4 single night candidates
were classied as dwarf novae when the raw images were examined. A further 3 single
night outbursts matched other dwarf nova candidates so could also be classied as
such. This left 9 clusters caused by known dwarf novae that would have been
classied as unknown transient candidates.
This implies that the classication system catagorises 90% of clusters caused
by dwarf novae correctly. If actual candidates rather than clusters are considered,
53 out of 62 would be identied (85%).
6.2.3 Previously Identied Candidates
The X-ray targeted search (described in Section 3.7) discovered ve dwarf nova
candidates. All of these were identied as candidate transients by the automated
untargeted search algorithm (described in Chapter 4). However, the subsequent
classication of them was dierent. One was again identied as a dwarf nova candi-
date, another was identied as a candidate of uncertain type and three more were
subsequently found by other surveys (such as the Catalina Sky Survey) so were
classied as known dwarf novae.
Four cataclysmic variable candidates were identied by a prototype of the
untargeted search (WTC039, WTC041, WTC065 and WTC068). Of these three
were identied as dwarf novae by the nal search algorithm but one failed two of
the tests so was not identied (the nearest neighbour separation test described in
Section 4.9 and the USNO-B cross-correlation test described in Section 4.7).
6.2.4 Completeness for Other Phenomena
The completeness for other transient types is far less certain since a large test sample
of detections (similar to Ritter and Kolb for dwarf novae) is not available. Most
of the transient candidates that are not dwarf novae are likely to be stellar ares
or pulsating variables. The completeness for these is expected to be extremely
low. As is discussed in Section 1.6, the relatively low amplitude of variability for
most pulsating variables and the high probability of the USNO-B observations being
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taken during a high state means that most would not be expected to pass the USNO
cross-correlation test described in Section 4.7.
Low amplitude ares could also fail to be identied for this reason. The
typically very short duration is likely to exacerbate this as WASP is unlikely to get
the required three detections. Of the seven ares identied by the X-ray targeted
search for candidate transients (see Section 3.7) only two were identied by the
untargeted search algorithm which further highlights how incomplete the identied
sample is.
For rarer phenomena such as gamma ray bursts, novae and supernovae the
lack of or very small test sample of detected known outbursts and the complicated
selection eects mean that it is very dicult to establish the completeness of the
WASP sample.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Cataclysmic Variables
7.1.1 Candidate cataclysmic variable stars identied
From the nal untargeted search of the WASP orphans database 54 transients be-
lieved to be associated with new cataclysmic variables were identied. These corre-
sponded to 38 separate systems which are listed in Table B.1. Also included in this
table are periods that were identied in the WASP data. The method used to do this
was the same as in Section 3.4.3. Of the 38 new cataclysmic variable candidates 14
were found to have periods in the WASP data with most of the remaining systems
having insucient data on individual nights to condently establish a period.
7.1.2 Analysis of light curves
The light curves for the new cataclysmic variable candidates identied in the WASP
data are shown in Figure C.1 in Appendix C. Of particular note are the extremely
long outbursts seen in WTC126 and WTC150. From Figure 7.4, which shows a
histogram of the duration of outbursts observed in WASP, these two can clearly
be seen to be outliers with WTC126 lasting longer than any outburst of a known
CV detected by WASP. It is possible that outbursts with light curves such as these
are caused by fast or recurrent nova (see Section 7.4). However, the detection of
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Figure 7.1: A histogram showing the period distribution of cataclysmic variable
systems that display dwarf nova outbursts. Known periods of Ritter and Kolb CVs
[136] are shown in grey. WASP measurements of known CVs are shown in blue.
WASP measurements of new CV candidates are shown as a red outline.
a period of 88 minutes in WTC126 suggests instead that this system is of WZ Sge
type which can also have extremely large outbursts.
WTC179 should also be highlighted as interesting. From the WASP data
the system was found to have an orbital period of 540 minutes and, unusually, was
found to be eclipsing. This system is discussed more in Section 7.1.5.
A histogram showing the distribution of detected periods in both known and
unknown systems is shown in Figure 7.1. Known orbital periods of dwarf novae
from the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] are plotted in grey. WASP measurement
of the periods in known systems are shown in blue. Periods from new cataclysmic
variable candidates are shown as a red outline. A caveat that should be noted is that
for the periods measured by WASP it was not known whether these were orbital or
superhump periods. However, this is unlikely to make a dierence of more than a
few percent.
With the small number of new systems with measured periods it is dicult to
draw any strong conclusions about the period distribution we are detecting. What
can be seen is that all but one of the new cataclysmic variables and all of the known
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systems with periods in WASP are below the period gap. This is not surprising and
is likely to be due to a selection eect in nding the period. CVs below the gap are
likely to display superoutburst with superhump periods that are easier to detect.
Furthermore CVs above the gap can have periods longer than a night of WASP
coverage making the period far more dicult to identify. WTC179 is the exception
because it is an eclipsing system making the orbital period far more pronounced.
From the even distribution of periods below the gap the data suggests that
the sample of CVs being discovered by WASP is not radically dierent to what
has already been found. Signicantly there seems to be no evidence of a spike of
rarely outbursting systems at the period minimum which is predicted by current
theories [83] and was found by SDSS [48]. This is perhaps not very surprising as
the majority of known systems were, as with the WASP sample, identied by the
detection of an outburst. However, unlike current outburst selected samples, such
as the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136], WASP has identied a uniformly selected
sample of dwarf novae. This makes the WASP sample useful for testing population
models and space density estimates.
7.1.3 Spectra of candidate systems
Spectra were taken of cataclysmic variable star candidates identied by the targeted
search described in Section 3.7 and the untargeted search described in Section 4.2.
Naturally this had some overlap with the candidates identied by the nal version of
the search algorithm (specically WTC039, WTC041 and WTC068). As described
in Section 5.2, the spectra were taken using the ISIS instrument on the William
Herschel Telescope in La Palma in June and September 2008. The gratings used in
the two arms of the spectrograph were R316R and R300B with central wavelengths
of 6450 A and 4253 A. Bias and at eld corrections were applied to the data. The
spectra from ve untargeted systems are shown in Figure 7.2 and from three X-ray
selected candidates (see Section 3.7) in Figure 7.3.
The Balmer emission lines in each of these spectra suggests that their identi-
cation as cataclysmic variables was correct. There appears to be broad absorption
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Figure 7.2: Spectra taken at the William Herschel Telescope of new cataclysmic
variable candidates during quiescence. Candidates were identied by a prototype
version of the untargeted search algorithm (see Chapter 4).
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Figure 7.2 continued: Spectra taken at the William Herschel Telescope of new
cataclysmic variable candidates during quiescence. Candidates were identied by a
prototype version of the untargeted search algorithm (see Chapter 4).
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Figure 7.3: Spectra taken at the William Herschel Telescope of new cataclysmic
variable candidates during quiescence. Candidates were identied by searching at
the positions of known X-ray sources (see Section 3.7).
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lines around some of the emission lines in WTC041 and WTC065 which would rep-
resent a detection of the white dwarf indicating the disc does not dominate the
spectra. The observed period for WTC065 of 111 minutes is consistent with this.
In WTC048 the absorption lines are far more pronounced suggesting that this could
be a low accretion rate system with a period close to the minimum. It can be seen
that none of the X-ray selected systems (shown in Figure 7.3) display any indication
of the white dwarf suggesting a higher accretion rate. This is not surprising as to
be a strong X-ray source, it is likely the system would have a higher accretion rate.
The double peaked H lines in WTC039 and WTC048 suggest they are relatively
high inclination systems.
WTC068 should be singled out in particular as its spectrum is signicantly
dierent to the others. It looks like a late type star but there is no indication of
the white dwarf at the blue end of the spectrum. This is discussed more in Section
7.1.5.
7.1.4 Outburst properties of cataclysmic variable candidates
A histogram comparing the observed outburst durations of known cataclysmic vari-
able systems detected in WASP to new candidates is shown in Figure 7.4. Known
systems are shown in grey, candidate cataclysmic variables as a red outline and
unclassied new candidate transients as a green outline. The two longest duration
candidate cataclysmic variables appear to be outliers from the main population.
These are discussed in more detail in Section 7.1.2 and are considered as possible
nova candidates in Section 7.4. The long duration known system is PY Per and is a
Z Cam system that appears to have been detected in standstill. The long duration
unknown transient is likely to be a variable star although the WASP coverage is not
complete enough to be certain.
The two populations of known and new cataclysmic variable stars appear
quite similar in this plot. However, there is a lack of new cataclysmic variable
systems with short outbursts when compared to the known systems. This is likely
to be due to a selection eect rather than the new candidates representing a dierent
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Figure 7.4: A histogram of the duration of the longest observed outburst for each
object in the WASP data. The grey shows known dwarf novae, the red new candidate
dwarf novae and the green undetermined new transients.
sample of the CV population. When classifying the transients with a type it was
dicult to do this with any certainty if there was only one night's worth of data
meaning a large number of these would be classied as unknown. This would not
only explain the lack of new short duration dwarf nova outbursts but also, at least
partially, account for the large number of unknown transients with outbursts lasting
for two days or less as many will be CVs.
A histogram showing the ratio of time each object is detected in outburst
against the number of nights observed (an estimate of the duty cycle) is shown in
Figure 7.5. As before known CVs are shown in grey, new candidate CVs as a red
outline and new unclassied candidates as a green outline. The most noticeable
feature of this is that there appear to be more known CVs in outburst for 5% -10%
of the time they are observed when compared to the new candidates. If this is
analysed with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test it gives a probability of less than 0.001
that these two samples are consistent. This is likely to represent a selection eect in
the currently known population as CVs that regularly go into outburst are far more
likely to have already been discovered. While WASP is also somewhat susceptible to
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Figure 7.5: A histogram of the ratio of the time detected compared to when the
region of sky was observed by WASP. Known CVs are shown in grey, new candidate
CVs are shown in red and new undetermined transients are shown in green.
this selection eect it still appears to be more complete than the current population
sample.
Figure 7.6 shows the amplitude of observed dwarf nova outbursts with respect
to the corresponding USNO-A r magnitude (in red) and USNO-A b magnitude (in
blue). The peak magnitudes were calibrated using the known peak magnitudes of
dwarf novae in the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136]. This was done by converting
the peak WASP ux values (f) to magnitudes (m) using the formula:
m =  2:5 log10( f1;000;000)
The average oset from the Ritter and Kolb peak V-band apparent magni-
tude of outburst was then calculated and this correction was applied to the calculated
magnitudes of all dwarf nova outbursts detected by WASP. The advantage of this
method is that, by comparing the WASP magnitudes to magnitudes from known
dwarf novae, the calculated V-band magnitude should be correct despite the WASP
cameras spanning several dierent colour bands.
The two largest outbursts from known CVs were caused by a superoutburst
from the WZ Sge system V455 And and an error in the WASP pipeline causing
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Figure 7.6: Histograms showing the amplitude of the dwarf nova outbursts observed
by WASP. The left is with respect to USNO-A b magnitude, the right is with respect
to USNO-A r magnitude. The dotted lines mark known systems and the solid line
new outbursts from new candidate systems.
detections of an outburst in SS Cyg to be given ux values that were too large. If
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is carried out to compare the blue amplitudes of the
known cataclysmic variables with those of the new candidate systems it is found
that there is only a probability of 0.001 that two samples could be consistent. As
both the known and new sample were found by the WASP search algorithm, it
does not seem possible for a selection eect in WASP to cause this discrepancy.
This therefore suggests that the new cataclysmic variable systems that WASP is
discovering form a sample of systems with larger amplitude outbursts that have
previously been missed.
7.1.5 Exceptional cataclysmic variable candidates
WTC126
WTC126 is the largest amplitude dwarf nova candidate found in the WASP data (8.6
magnitudes relative to USNO-A b). This is within the limits of a fast or recurrent
nova however the measured superhump period of 88 minutes suggests that it is a
WZ Sge system. Using this measurement of the superhump period (Psh) the orbital
period (Porb) can be estimated using the formula [48]:
Porb = 0:9162  Psh + 5:39
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Figure 7.7: Light curve of cataclysmic variable candidate WTC126. Time in days
after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP
ux units. Red dots mark detections and blue dots at zero ux mark observations.
Figure 7.8: Light curve of cataclysmic variable candidate WTC150. Time in days
after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP
ux units. Red dots mark detections and blue dots at zero ux mark observations.
This gives an orbital period of 86 minutes indicating that the candidate is
either a low accretion rate system about to hit the period minimum or is a period
bounce system.
The light curve shown in Figure 7.7 is interesting as after the huge superout-
burst it appears that a series of echo outbursts are also detected. These were also
found on the known dwarf nova 1RXS J0232-3718 (see Section 3.4.2).
WTC150
Like WTC126, WTC150 show an unusually long duration and large amplitude out-
burst (6.9 magnitudes relative to USNO-A b). Unlike WTC126 a superhump period
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Figure 7.9: A folded light curve for WTC179. Flux on the y-axis represents the
oset from the average ux for that night.
was not found. The nightly coverage for WTC150 was shorter than WTC126 al-
though a strong short period should still have been identied. However, a nova
would have to have an unusually small amplitude to account for WTC150 suggest-
ing that a superoutburst from a dwarf nova is still likely to be the source. The light
curve of WTC150 is shown in Figure 7.8. On nights 1242 and 1244 there are several
detections signicantly brighter than expected. These appear to be caused by an
error in the WASP pipeline at the end of the night.
WTC179
WTC179 is unusual as it appears to be an extremely long period eclipsing CV
(540 minutes). A folded light curve of the WASP data is shown in Figure 7.9, a
periodogram is shown in Figure 7.11 and the light curves from each night aligned in
phase are shown in Figure 7.10. WTC179 has one of the longest periods known in an
eclipsing dwarf nova system. The only ones known with longer orbital periods are
CXOGlb J0024-7204 with a period of 1597 minutes and V1129 Cen with a period
of 1286 minutes (although the classication of V1129 Cen has not been conrmed).
Other than GY Hya with a period of 500 minutes no other eclipsing CVs with
conrmed dwarf nova outbursts are known to have an orbital period of more than
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Figure 7.10: Light curves from each night of observation of WTC179. The phase
of the measured period is shown on the x-axis and the oset of the ux from the
nightly average is shown on the y-axis.
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Figure 7.11: A periodogram of L-statistic [39] against period for WTC179 with the
period 540 minutes marked in red
Figure 7.12: Light curve of cataclysmic variable candidate WTC179. Time in days
after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP
ux units. Red dots mark detections and blue dots at zero ux mark observations.
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7 hours [136].
Follow up observations will be required to establish more detailed proper-
ties of the system as the eclipses that were measured were during outburst. Radial
velocity measurements could be used to establish the mass ratio and detailed obser-
vations of the eclipses could be used to measure the radius of the white dwarf. Using
eclipse mapping it may even be possible to establish the temperature of dierent
parts of the disc.
WTC179 is also unusual for its slow rising light curve (see Figure 7.12). This
combined with it being an eclipsing system with an extremely long period makes it
a high priority candidate for follow-up observations to conrm its nature.
WTC068
From the light curve (a 5 day outburst with a 3.6 magnitude amplitude) WTC068
appears to be a cataclysmic variable candidate. The broad H-alpha lines in the
spectrum (see Figure 5.1) appear to supports this. However, no white dwarf features
are visible. While these could be masked by a red giant (if it were a symbiotic star
for example), the measured reduced proper motion of 6.4 and 2MASS J-K value of
0.68 implies that the M-star must be a dwarf (see Figure 5.1) which eliminates the
possibility of it being a symbiotic system. The broad H-alpha lines are dicult to
explain without an accretion disc which leaves several remaining possibilities.
Firstly it could be a dwarf nova with an extremely cool, and hence faint, white
dwarf. This would account for the lack of white dwarf features in the spectrum.
However, the system would need to be in an extremely unusual state for the white
dwarf to have become so cool. This could only happen if accretion had only recently
started after a very extended period of detached evolution.
Alternatively, the system could be a black hole or neutron star binary. How-
ever, outbursts from these are normally longer and would have made the system
extremely bright in the X-rays so should have been detected.
Another possibility is that the star is a young T Tauri and the outburst
represents an accretion disc instability. Although these stars can be brighter than
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older M-stars, and hence further away, the observed proper motion is still consistent.
Disc outbursts have been observed in young FU Ori systems (see Section 1.5.7)
although these last for decades rather than days. However, only a relatively small
number of FU Ori stars are known and, as they are discovered by their outburst,
they have rarely been monitored in quiescence so it is far from certain that they do
not have shorter outbursts that have been missed.
Further observations of this system will be required to fully understand its
nature. Radial velocity measurements should be able to determine which of these
possibilities is consistent. No radial velocity would support the non-binary T Tauri
possibility whereas detection of a radial velocity could indicate a dwarf nova or black
hole binary if it is large enough.
7.1.6 Sky distribution of cataclysmic variable candidates
The right ascension and declination distribution of the CV candidates is shown in
Figure 7.13. New candidates are shown in red (circles on the scatter plot), known
CVs found in the WASP data are shown in blue (squares on the scatter plot) and all
dwarf novae in the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] are shown as a grey background
in the histograms and green crosses in the scatter plot. These can be compared to
the WASP sky coverage plots shown in Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26. While there
does not appear to be any dierence in right ascension, there is a clear discrepancy in
declination. 69% of known systems are in the northern hemisphere. This dierence
is not just seen in the systems observed by WASP but is also in all of the known
dwarf nova systems (67% of Ritter and Kolb dwarf nova systems are in the northern
hemisphere). This suggests that our knowledge of the CV population is signicantly
more complete in the northern hemisphere. This is re-enforced by the fact that far
more new dwarf novae were discovered in the southern hemisphere.
A scatter plot of the galactic coordinates of the candidates is shown in Figure
7.14. The WASP sky coverage in galactic coordinates is shown in Figure 4.22. There
appears to be some dierence in galactic longitude. However, this is likely to be
an artifact of the less complete sample of CVs in the southern hemisphere. This
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Figure 7.13: The top plot shows the distribution of CVs in right ascension and
declination. New candidates are shown in red, known systems detected by WASP
are shown in blue and all dwarf novae in the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] are
shown as green crosses. The bottom two histograms show the right ascension and
declination distributions of these systems. In these plots the Ritter and Kolb dwarf
novae are shown in grey.
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Figure 7.14: The top plot shows the distribution of CVs in galactic coordinates.
New candidates are shown in red, known systems detected by WASP are shown
in blue and all dwarf novae in the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] are shown as
green crosses. The bottom two histograms show the galactic latitude and longitude
distributions of theses systems. In these plots the Ritter and Kolb dwarf novae are
shown in grey.
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Figure 7.15: A weighted histogram of the number of dwarf novae at each galactic
latitude. The weighting accounts for the changing sky area with latitude. Known
dwarf novae from the Ritter and Kolb catalogue [136] are shown in grey and dwarf
nova detected by WASP are shown in red.
appears to be conrmed if both the known and new systems observed by WASP are
considered as the combined distribution is more even. In galactic latitude there is a
peak in the Ritter and Kolb population at zero. This is likely to indicate that these
systems are being found at distances similar to or further than the scale height of
the galactic disc. This is not seen in the systems observed by WASP with peaks at
either side of it instead. This is because WASP does not observe in the plane so can
not discover systems with those galactic latitudes. However, the two small peaks
represent the remnants of this feature as they are as close to the galactic plane as
possible before the WASP coverage becomes too incomplete. A weighted version
of this plot to account for changing area at dierent galactic latitudes in shown in
Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.17: Distances to VY Aqr, Yz Cnc and HV Vir were from [156] and to U
Gem and SS Cyg were from [60].
7.1.7 Distance estimates to cataclysmic variable candidates
For the CVs with observed orbital periods it was possible to use a relation between
orbital period and peak absolute magnitude of outbursts to estimate the distance
to the system [113]. This relation is:
Mmax = 5:74  0:259Porb
The orbital period (Porb) is in hours and the peak absolute magnitude in the
V-band (Mmax) is for a system in normal outburst. To convert this into a distance
the apparent magnitude observed can be used in the following equation:
mmax =Mmax + 5(log10(d)  1)
Apparent magnitude (mmax) is calculated from the peak WASP ux values
(which were calibrated using outbursts from known systems). Distance (d) is in
parsecs. In order to correct for the inclination of the system (i) a correction is
needed for the absolute magnitude [166]:
M =  2:5log((1 + 32cos(i))cos(i))
As the orbital inclination is not known for the new systems an average in-
clination of 57 degrees was assumed. The errors were determined purely on the
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uncertainty of the inclination and were set to include 68% of systems with a random
orientation. The results of this are listed in Table 7.1 and plotted in Figure 7.16.
New candidates are shown in red, known systems with observed periods are shown
in blue and all Ritter and Kolb dwarf novae are shown in grey with their orbital
period and peak outburst magnitude taken from catalogued values [136]. The black
line is for a 15th magnitude outburst and represents the limit for what WASP would
be expected to detect. It can be seen that all the new CVs are within about 600
parsecs apart from WTC179 at 1000 parsecs. This shows that, at high galactic
latitudes, WASP should detect outbursts form most dwarf novae in the galactic disc
if the sky is observed for long enough.
There are several reasons for uncertainty in the calculated distance. Firstly,
as already discussed, the orbital inclination is not known (the errors on the plot are
based entirely on this uncertainty). Secondly, it is not always known whether the
outburst observed was from a normal outburst or superoutburst. However, from
Figure 7.17 it appears that the WASP distances are representative of the actual
values. The plot compares the known distances of several systems from parallax
measurements to the WASP values. As before the WASP errors are based on the
orbital inclination alone. Ideally the systems would fall on the one to one line shown
in grey but, while this is not the case, it is encouraging to see that in all cases, with
the exception of SS Cyg, the known value is within the estimated WASP errors.
Using the galactic latitude of the systems and the estimated distance it was
possible to calculate the height of the system above the galactic plane. The results
of this are shown in Figure 7.18. As before new candidate systems are shown in
red, known systems observed by WASP are shown in blue and Ritter and Kolb
dwarf novae are shown in grey. From this it appears that all the newly discovered
systems seem to lie within about 500 parsecs of the galactic plane which is also
true for most known systems. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 7.19 which
shows a histogram of the height above the galactic plane with a clear spike at low
separations. In this plot dwarf novae from the Ritter and Kolb catalogue are shown
in grey and all dwarf novae identied in the WASP data are shown in red.
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Figure 7.19: A histogram of the estimated oset from the galactic plane for known
dwarf nova systems (shown in grey) and dwarf novae identied by WASP (shown in
red).
By using these measured heights the space density of dwarf novae identied
by the search algorithm was estimated. Galactic latitudes of less than 20were not
included as these regions had poor WASP coverage. The volumes of space being
observed by WASP at dierent heights were estimated by calculating the volume of
a cone directed toward a galactic latitude of 90and limited by a galactic latitude
of 20. For a chosen range of heights above the galactic plane, the number of
dwarf novae contained in this range and at higher galactic latitudes than 20was
determined. The volume of space being searched was calculated by subtracting the
volume of a cone with an axis of the lower limit of the height above the plane from
the volume of a cone with an axis of the upper limit. The number of detected dwarf
novae was then divided by this volume to get the observed space density. The results
are this are shown in Figure 7.20.
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WASP name Period (min) Distance (pc) Height above the
galactic plane (pc)
WTC009 83.40.1 310 -185
WTC034 108.90.1 288 -181
WTC109 101.20.3 527 196
WTC125 136.30.3 525 -453
WTC126 87.70.1 112 -99
WTC144 80.00.1 448 413
WTC151 134.60.1 424 183
WTC158 90.50.4 556 -522
WTC175 131.20.2 387 117
WTC179 539.70.6 978 531
WTC182 120.10.7 188 78
119.90.1 183 76
119.01.3 208 87
WTC198 95.00.2 378 -102
WTC313 134.60.1 546 -379
134.50.1 508 -352
WTC322 107.70.1 431 239
Table 7.1: A table of the estimated distances of new candidate cataclysmic variables
discovered by WASP.
Figure 7.20: A histogram showing the space density of dwarf novae detected by
WASP at dierent heights above the galactic plane. Areas with a galactic latitude
of less than 20were not included as the WASP coverage was too infrequent.
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7.1.8 The cataclysmic variable population
From these results it appears that in most respects the new candidates discovered
are similar to the population already known. However, selection eects in the known
population in sky distribution (see Section 7.1.6) and duty cycle (see Section 7.1.4)
were uncovered. This suggests that, in these respects at least, the WASP sample is
more complete. A slightly larger amplitude of outburst was also found (see Section
7.1.4) which suggests that WASP may be sensitive to lower accretion rate systems.
These tend to have larger, less frequent outbursts and because of their longer recur-
rence times can easily be missed by non-systematic surveys. However we, like many
other surveys, do not detect the spike in systems at the period minimum. As was
discussed in Section 1.5.2, this may be because these systems only have extremely
rare outbursts if they have any at all [83].
If a project such as this is run over a longer period it may be possible to get a
far clearer understanding of the population of cataclysmic variables. From the four
years of data we only detected 12% of known WZ Sge systems compared to 19% of
SU Umas and 35% of U Gems (see Section 3.4). Over a longer period of observations
outbursts would be expected from almost all of these systems allowing for a far less
biased sample of CVs and, if WZ Sge or similar rare outbursting systems do make
up part of the period bounce population, the spike at minimum periods may become
visible. A wide-eld survey, such as WASP, is ideally suited to do this. Furthermore,
Section 7.1.7 demonstrates that the depth WASP reaches is ideal for discovering CVs
by their outburst alone. The scale heights of the galactic thin and thick discs are
300pc and 900pc respectively [74]. Given this and the distance estimates in this
section, it is apparent that WASP is already detecting CVs up to twice the scale
height above the galactic plane.
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Figure 7.21: Example light curves of candidate ares detected in WASP. Time in
minutes after the start of the are is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the
y-axis in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations
are marked with blue dots at zero ux.
7.2 Flare Stars
7.2.1 Candidate are stars identied
136 new candidate are stars were identied from 150 clusters in the WASP orphans
database. These are listed in Table B.3 in Appendix B and their light curves are
plotted in Figure C.3 in Appendix C. A selection of example light curves from some
of the most interesting ares are shown in Figure 7.21.
The distribution of the new are star candidates on the sky is shown in
Figure 7.22 and can be compared to the WASP sky coverage in Figures 4.23, 4.24,
4.25 and 4.26. They appear to be evenly distributed across the sky which would
support the hypothesis that the progenitor stars are nearby. This would negate any
eects that could be caused by large galactic structure.
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Figure 7.22: Plots of the sky distribution of are star candidates in right ascension
and declination and galactic coordinates. New are star candidates are marked with
red circles. All other detected transients are marked with black crosses.
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Figure 7.23: Spectra taken at the William Herschel Telescope of are star candidates.
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7.2.2 Spectra of candidate systems
Spectra were taken of are star candidates identied by a prototype version of the
untargeted search algorithm described in Section 4.2. Of the four systems observed
WTC045, WTC050 and WTC057 were also independently identied by the nal
search algorithm. As described in Section 5.2, the spectra were taken using the
ISIS instrument on the William Herschel Telescope in La Palma in September 2008.
The gratings used were R316R and R300B with central wavelengths of 6450 and
4253 A. The spectra are shown in Figure 7.23. The H alpha emission line and red
spectra indicate an active M-star. This M-type classication can also be seen for all
of the are candidates in their position on the reduced proper motion colour plot
(see Figure 5.1). This re-enforces the classication of these transients as ares.
The spectral types of the candidates were established by measuring the ratio
of the depth of the Titanium oxide absorption feature between 7140A and 7190A to
the average ux in the band 7450A and 7550A. This was then compared to recorded
values to determine the spectral type [23]. The spectral type of WTC045 was found
to be M6.5, WTC050 was M4, WTC051 was M7 and WTC057 was M5.
7.2.3 Properties of are stars discovered
A histogram of the amplitudes of the ares detected by WASP is shown in Figure
7.24. The quiescent magnitudes used were from the NOMAD catalogue [178]. From
this histogram it can be seen that WASP is detecting huge amplitude ares. The
lack of smaller ares is due to a selection eect in the automated search algorithm.
The algorithm is far more sensitive to large amplitude changes as otherwise the
candidate could be rejected when cross-correlated with USNO-B (see Section 4.7).
Figure 7.25 shows a histogram of the are durations as recorded by the WASP
observatories. As we are unable to detect the star when it is not aring this can only
be a lower limit for the actual are duration. What can be seen from this histogram
is that again the sample of are candidates is dominated by selection eects. The
longest duration are is 97 minutes. However, the majority are far shorter with 71%
shorter than 20 minutes. Under normal conditions WASP has a cadence of about
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Figure 7.24: A histogram of the amplitudes of the observed ares (in an estimation
of the V-band).
15 minutes (see Section 2.1) and, in order to be considered, WASP must detect it
at least 3 times. This requires the are to last at least 30 minutes (or 15 if pairs
of observations are being taken). This indicates that most of the ares that were
identied were only found by the search algorithm because of an unusually high
cadence in the WASP data. This could have occurred if, for example, the other
elds scheduled to be observed were too close to the moon.
7.2.4 Distances to are stars
To estimate the distance to the are stars discovered by WASP (and hence calculate
the energy, see Section 7.2.5) it was necessary to use a model to predict the absolute
magnitude of the star from its colours. The colour V-J was found from the corre-
sponding sources in the 2MASS [147] and NOMAD [178] catalogues (if a NOMAD
magnitude was not available an average of the USNO-B r2 and b2 magnitudes was
used as an approximation). This was compared to the Barae model for low-mass
stars [15] to nd the absolute magnitude of the star in the J-band (MJ). The Barae
model was chosen as are stars are expected to be of late spectral type so it should
be representative of the stars that WASP detected ares in. The relation for V-J
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Figure 7.25: A histogram of the observed durations of candidate ares detected in
the WASP data.
(see Figure 7.26) was chosen as the equation for nding MJ in any other colour
was either degenerate (such as with H-K) or reliant on very accurate measurements
of colour (such as with J-K). A correction was applied to the model to make it's
magnitudes comparable to 2MASS magnitudes [30].
The specic model chosen (shown as a red line in Figure 7.26) was with solar
metallicity, an initial helium mass fraction of 0.275 (average for the model) and an
age of 2 Gyr. The eect of reducing the metallicity to [M/H]=-0.5 is shown in green
on the plot (the line shows the relation for stars 2 Gyrs old). As can be seen in the
plot, the change in metallicity has a comparatively minor eect on the curve with
the dierence typically far less than a magnitude in MJ . An increase in the initial
helium mass fraction to 0.282 is shown in blue on the plot. This clearly has a far
more signicant eect, however, since most of the candidates have V-J values far
larger than the most extreme values of this model it appears that for many (if not
all) of the candidates considered this model is not correct. However, the eect of
age presents more of a problem.
Models with solar metallicity and an initial helium mass fraction of 0.275 are
shown in black. The black lines from top to bottom mark out the models for stars
of ages 0.002 Gyr, 0.005 Gyr, 0.01 Gyr, 0.02 Gyr, 0.05 Gyr, 0.1 Gyr and 1 Gyr with
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Figure 7.26: A plot of absolute magnitude against colour for the Barae model for
low mass stars [15]. Stars with solar metallicity and an initial helium fraction of
0.275 are shown in black on the plot (with the red line marking out the model for
stars 2 Gyrs old). Stars with metallicity of [M/H]=-0.5 are shown in green with the
solid line marking out stars that are 2 Gyrs old. The models for stars with an initial
helium mass fraction of 0.282 are shown in blue.
the red line marking the chosen age of 2 Gyr. After that the model remains almost
static as the stars have reached the main sequence. The 2 Gyr age was chosen as it
was representative of an M-star for the vast majority of its lifetime. Furthermore,
from previous surveys for activity in M-dwarfs [145] it was found that young active
systems on the main sequence would be of a similar age and activity would continue
for 6-7 Gyr. If this estimate of age were to be incorrect, and the star were to actually
be younger, the absolute magnitude would be brighter than estimated and hence
the distance and energy values calculated below would be underestimating the real
value.
From the V-J colour of the corresponding star it was then possible to use this
model to calculate the expected absolute J-band magnitude (and also the eective
temperature of the star). A test for this was to compare the spectral type from
the spectra in Section 7.2.2 to the spectral type from the model. For WTC045 and
WTC051 the spectra gave classications of M6.5 and M7 whereas the model gave
M7 for both. For WTC057 the spectra was of type M5 whereas the model was
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Figure 7.27: A histogram of the estimated distances to the WASP are star candi-
dates (not including the exceptionally energetic are from WTC101 at 1956pc).
M4. Using the absolute magnitude (MJ) from the model and the apparent J-band
magnitude from 2MASS (mJ) the distance (d) to the are star could be estimated
using the equation:
d = 10 10mJ MJ5
A histogram of these distance is shown in Figure 7.27. From this it can be
seen that most are stars are within 100 parsecs indicating that they are intrinsically
very faint as would be expected from late type dwarf stars.
7.2.5 Energies of detected ares
Using these estimated distances and the ux measurements of the are from the
WASP data, it was possible to calculate a lower limit for the are energy in the
observed band. Since the WASP cameras are centered on the V-band this was used
to make the estimate. More detail on the WASP passband can be found in Don
Pollacco's paper on the WASP cameras [125].
The measured peak WASP ux in WASP ux units (fwasp) corresponds to
a peak observed magnitude (mwasp) in an approximation of the V-band according
to the formula:
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mwasp =  2:5 log10( fwasp1;000;000)
This in turn can be converted into a ux with units of erg cm2 s 1 A 1 using
the formula:
m1  m2 =  2:5 log10(f1f2 )
Where m1 is mwasp and m2 is zero. f2 is the absolute spectral irradience for
a magnitude 0 star and, in the V-band, has a value of 3:64 10 9 erg cm 2s 1A 1
[179]. f1 is the required ux in units of erg cm
2 s 1 A 1. The peak power of the
are (Ppeak) is then given by:
Ppeak = f1  4d2 4
Where, as before, d is distance but in units of centimeters instead of parsecs
and 4 is the full width half maximum of the V-band which is 890A[179].
Finally, the total energy of the are in the V-band (EV ) can be calculated
using the area under the observed light curve (A):
EV =
PpeakA
fwasp
However, for some of the detected ares these calculations were not possible
because the WASP pipeline had not been able to accurately establish a ux.
The estimated V-band energies plotted against the eective temperature
from the Barae model are shown in Figure 7.28 and as a histogram in Figure
7.29. Other than WTC101 all of the candidate ares fall between eective temper-
atures of 2400K and 4000K suggesting that they are M type stars or young brown
dwarfs. The are energies range from 2:8 1032erg to 9:5 1034erg in the V-band
alone indicating that WASP has identied the most energetic ares ever detected
on UV Ceti stars. Some of the largest comparable ares include a 7 magnitude are
from an M4 star observed by Bond in 1976 releasing approximately 4  1035erg in
total across all bands [54]. The largest M-star are observed by WASP is already
a quarter of this in the V-band alone. A are was observed on an M3 star which
released 2:3 1034erg in the V-band and even more than this in the U-band [115].
More recently, a are with an optical amplitude of 6 magnitudes was seen on an M8
dwarf [151]. It was found to release 3 1032erg in the V-band.
Even though WASP preferentially selects extreme ares, the sample still
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Figure 7.28: A scatter plot of the energy of the observed are against the eective
temperature of the progenitor star for the new are candidates. Several of the most
interesting ares are highlighted in red.
Figure 7.29: A histogram of the energies of the ares discovered by WASP.
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Figure 7.30: A histogram of the number of candidate ares observed on each are
star candidate.
indicates that across the whole sky these events must occur fairly regularly, especially
since WASP is not ideally suited to detecting them because of their extremely short
duration. Previous surveys have been biased against detecting these ares since
they require long duration coverage of the sky with a high cadence. Most previous
surveys have instead limited themselves to monitoring a small number of known
are stars [103].
7.2.6 Flare rates and frequency
It is dicult to make any statements on the rates of ares across the sky as the short
durations (shown in Figure 7.25) means that most are only discovered if WASP is
observing an area of sky with unusually high cadence. The fact that WASP detected
any at all implies that, across the whole sky, they must be fairly common.
The frequency of high energy ares is indicated by the number of times more
than one are is detected on a are star candidate. To test this the positions of
the are star candidates were searched again using the cone search algorithm (see
Section 2.4.1). A search radius of 20 arcseconds was used with detections from the
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2004 to 2008 seasons being considered. Flares were only counted as separate if they
occurred on dierent nights. To improve the sensitivity of the search to extremely
short duration ares, only a single detection was required to identify a are.
Out of the 136 are star candidates 37 showed more than one are. A
histogram of the number of ares observed on each candidate is shown in Figure
7.30. To test the number of these ares caused by chance alignments with spurious
detections four sets of identical searches were carried out at osets from the are
star positions of 2 arcminutes. These were found to have detections at 29, 26, 23
and 21 positions. If an average of 25 is taken, this would suggest that genuine repeat
ares are seen on 12 of the are star candidates.
7.2.7 Exceptional ares
Several of the are star candidates have already been noted as low mass stars in other
surveys and hence there are more accurate spectral types available. These include
an M3 type for WTC216 [27], M3.5 type for WTC088 [134], M4 type for WTC127
[96], WTC222 [168] and WTC244 [85], M4.5 type for WTC314 [134] and M8 type
for WTC051 [12] and WTC232 [35]. Furthermore, WTC216 was also identied as
a T Tauri star. Some of the more unusual ares detected by WASP are discussed
in more detail below.
WTC232: A cool M8 dwarf
WTC232 is the coolest are star discovered by our survey with an estimated eective
temperature of 2463K suggesting it is an M8 type star. This has been conrmed
independently in the 2MU2 survey using 2MASS [35]. WTC232 showed the largest
amplitude are (7.65 magnitudes in the V-band) but this more reects how faint the
star is in quiescence. This can be seen in the estimated total energy of 4:171032erg
which, while still large, is one of the least energetic ares observed by WASP. Large
ares have been seen on late M stars before such as a 6 magnitude are in the UV
(only 2.7 magnitudes in R) on an M9 star [137] and a 6 magnitude are (in the
optical) on an M8 star releasing 3 1032erg in the V-band [151]. However, the are
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seen on WTC232 is clearly the largest are ever seen on an M8 star.
WTC216: A large are on a T Tauri star
WTC216 was independently identied as a T Tauri star in the Orion OB1 associa-
tion [27]. The star was classied as M3 (compared to M5 by the Barae model) and
the age of the cluster is  4  6Myr. This is clearly far younger than the model as-
sumed indicating a signicantly brighter absolute magnitude and hence a far greater
distance. The distance to the Orion OB1 association is 440pc (compared to 63pc
by the model) which leads to a corrected are energy estimate of 2:34  1035erg.
Young systems, such as this one, are often seen to be active especially if they are
still being formed from an accretion disc so are activity is to be expected. However,
the are observed by WASP is far more energetic than has been detected in the past
and, with the corrected distance, is even more energetic than the other M-star ares
observed.
WTC300: A are on a young M-star
WTC300 was independently identied as a member of the Upper Sco OB association
indicating an age of only 5 Myr [95]. A corresponding 2.67 magnitude are was
observed in the WASP data. As the star is still young, the Barae model will again
underestimate the distance and hence the energy. The distance to the Upper Sco
OB association is 1452 pc. This gives a corrected are energy of 2:65  1034erg,
approximately an order of magnitude larger than if the star had been on the main
sequence.
WTC201 and WTC292: Flares on M0 stars
The two hottest M-type stars in the sample are WTC201 and WTC292. With
estimated eective temperatures of 3853K and 3992K respectively they are both
classied as belonging to the spectral class M0 (it is possible that they could be
lower mass stars which are pre-main sequence). Their are amplitudes are 3.3 and
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1.5 in the V-band with energies of 9:45 1034erg and 1:41 1034erg indicating that
they are also some of the most energetic ares observed.
These ares are interesting as they represent the limit of what was found
by WASP. None of these giant ares were found in earlier spectral types (with the
exception of WTC101 which is discussed below) and few were found at these tem-
peratures. Furthermore, the energies of these ares suggest that they are probably
the largest ares ever seen on an M-dwarf.
It should be noted though that the durations of both of these ares are
very short (9.3 and 4.5 minutes for WTC201 and WTC292 respectively). Under
normal operation these ares would have been missed as they would not have had
the required 3 observations. This suggests that large numbers of ares have been
rejected by the search algorithm which means giant ares in late K-type stars or
earlier could have been missed. However, as there is no evidence of a correlation
between duration and temperature for later spectral types, it would be surprising
not to see any longer duration outburst.
WTC101: A super are on a G5 star?
WTC101 is a clear outlier in Figure 7.28 and corresponds to a G5 star from the
Barae model with an estimated energy of 1:580:051037erg. However, this esti-
mation of the are energy is based on the assumption that the normal contribution
of ux from the star is insignicant. With an amplitude of 2.32 magnitudes this is
no longer correct which suggests this may be an overestimate of the energy by 12
percent.
The corresponding object in 2MASS has j, h and k magnitudes of 14.81,
14.43 and 14.39 respectively. In USNO-B the object has a b2 magnitude of 16.4
and r2 magnitude of 15.4. These are both consistent with the spectral classication
determined by the Barae model and there are no other nearby catalogued stars that
could represent the source. This suggests one of three possibilities; the transient is
a genuine super are from a solar type star, the transient is real but unrelated to
the G5 star or the transient is spurious.
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If the are is from a G5 star it would represent one of the largest are of its
type ever seen. The spectral type suggests that it could be a RS CVn type system
(see Section 1.5.1) but while these systems can show large ares the 1:58 1037erg
seen from the V-band alone would still represent by far the largest are ever observed
[57]. The only comparable are is a 2 1038erg (in the V-band) are seen on a G1
star in 1899 [143] which it has been speculated was caused by its interaction with
a giant planet in close orbit [139]. Similarities can also be seen in the duration
of the ares with the 1899 are lasting between 17 and 367 minutes and WTC101
lasting 69 minutes. A are like this might have signicant implications for life on
other planets. At a distance of 1 AU a are of this type could cause glacial melting,
temporary heating of the atmosphere and extensive depletion of the ozone layer
[143]. This depletion of the ozone layer would in turn leave the surface of the planet
open to ultraviolet irradiation which could cause global extinctions.
An alternative possibility is that the transient represents an unrelated object
that is coincidently close to a G5 star on the sky. The separation between the centre
of the transient detections and the position of the 2MASS star is 8 arcseconds. This
is comparatively large for a genuine transient associated with an object although it
is less than one pixel and is not as large as some conrmed associations (see Section
3.3 for a detailed analysis of WASP osets from known star positions). The most
obvious source of a short transient with no visible progenitor would be a gamma
ray burst. As was discussed in Section 1.5.5, it is feasible for WASP to detect
one of these. No corresponding GRB candidate was identied by Swift (or the
InterPlanetary Network) but with Swift's limited sky coverage it could easily have
been missed in the gamma rays. The problem that this presents is that, without
gamma ray observations, conrming its nature is extremely dicult.
The nal possibility is that the transient is not genuine and is caused by a
fault in the WASP observations. The coverage for the night is very patchy making
it dicult to establish the nature of the transient with any certainty and the detec-
tions are within 15 pixels of the edge of the CCD where problems can often occur.
Furthermore, as can be seen from the raw images in Figure 7.31, it looks like there
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Figure 7.31: WASP images 226200612171918520, 226200612172026510 and
226200612172210060 of the are candidate WTC101. The images were taken at
the start of the are, the end of the are and shortly after the last WASP detection
respectively.
might be slight movement of the centre of the detection. The candidate also appears
slightly blurred, although this could be due to it being a particularly blue source.
However, from the non-detection image the source does not appear to move in the
way expected for an asteroid or a ghost image. The only other possibility is that an
unusual edge eect has occurred. In most cases with spurious detections near the
edge of a chip the candidate is not visible in the raw images so an eect such as this
is without known president in the WASP data.
A spectrum of the corresponding 2MASS star could shed some light on the
source of the transient as an active star would point towards a are origin. If
a supernova was found in deep observations at the position of the transient, the
gamma ray burst possibility would be favoured. However, this transient was detected
in 2006 making it unlikely that a supernova could be identied at this late stage.
Alternatively, the detection of a corresponding host galaxy at the correct position
could provide some evidence to suggest a GRB origin.
7.2.8 Discussion of are star candidates
The ares found in the WASP survey are clearly some of the most energetic ever
observed. One of the previous largest ares known in a normal UV Ceti system was
Bond's 1976 are with an estimated total energy of 4 1035erg [54]. Several of the
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ares discovered by WASP are comparable to this in the V-band alone. While RS
CVn systems have been seen to have slightly larger ares than this, the spectral types
of the WASP candidates suggest that these are, with the exception of WTC101, M-
type stars or later.
The extreme ares were detected both in fully convective stars (later types
than M3) and in stars with a radiative core. As with other activity surveys [145], no
transition between these states can be seen. This indicates that the magnetic eld
being generated in convective stars must still be quite large and also suggests that
stars with only a relatively small radiative core may already have their magnetic
eld generated by the convective layer alone since otherwise the transition should
be visible. Only two M8 dwarfs were found to have ares and no stars of later type
than these were identied. This suggests that there is an abrupt drop in activity
after this which matches with the ndings of other work in the eld [145] [104]. The
implication of this is that if brown dwarfs have extreme ares as is seen in M type
stars, they must occur while the star is still very young and comparatively hot or
extremely infrequently.
To further test this, cone searches (as described in Section 3.2) were carried
out at the positions of 801 known L and T dwarfs from Chris Gelino's online archive
[4]. 87 of the cone searches had a single detection within 20 arcseconds. Conrming
the nature of these was dicult because of the lack of corroborating detections.
However, four other sets of cone searches were carried out with 1 degree osets from
the brown dwarf positions to determine the number of matches by chance alignments.
From these there were 66, 88, 72 and 64 matches with only one detection suggesting
that, while 87 matches is fairly high, it is consistent with no genuine are detections.
A further 72 of the cone searches had 2 or more detections within 20 arc-
seconds but all but one of these were established to be spurious (primarily ghost
images or nearby bright stars). A two detection are was found on SSSPM J0306-
3648 which was classied as L0 from infrared observations but only M8 from the
optical [94]. The fact that the only are detected was on an M8/L0 star (one of the
earliest type stars on the list) further reinforces the result that there appears to be
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Figure 7.32: A scatter plot of the energy of the observed are against the absolute
bolometric magnitude of the progenitor star for the new are candidates. A one to
one relationship between luminosity and are energy is shown as a dotted line.
a sharp drop in activity in stars of later spectral type than M8.
A scatter plot of the absolute bolometric magnitude (from the Barae model)
against the total are energy in the V-band is shown in Figure 7.32. It appears from
this that the most energetic ares are only seen on the most luminous stars and the
least energetic ares on the faintest. The dearth of less energetic ares on bright
stars can be understood as a selection eect in the WASP data. Less energetic,
and hence fainter, ares would only cause a relatively small change in brightness on
the most luminous host stars. These would then be unlikely to pass the USNO-B
comparison tests (see Section 4.7) so would be automatically rejected. On fainter
stars the ares would make a bigger dierence so would not be rejected. However,
the lack of high energy ares on fainter stars does not appear to be caused by a
selection eect so may represent a genuine relationship between the luminosity of
the star and the maximum are energy available.
Several unusual ares were also identied. WTC232 was found to be a cool
M8 dwarf indicating that stars fairly close to the hydrogen burning limit can show
huge ares. WTC101 also oers several intriguing possibilities including a huge are
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Figure 7.33: Example light curves of pulsating variable star candidates. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Red dots mark detections and blue dots at zero ux mark
observations.
on a G-type star and a detection of a gamma ray burst. Unfortunately a spurious
source cannot be ruled out by the WASP data.
The fact that these extreme ares have been missed previously despite their
seemingly high sky frequency emphasises the importance of high cadence surveys
such as WASP and, in fact, suggests that even higher cadence wide-eld surveys
may be necessary to understand populations of short transients such as these.
7.3 Pulsating Variable Stars
The new candidate pulsating variable stars are listed in Table B.2 in Appendix B.
60 new pulsating variable stars were identied causing 88 clusters in the processed
elds. From the light curves of these systems (see Figure C.2 in Appendix C or
selected examples in Figure 7.33) it appears that they are mostly Miras or semi-
regular variables with large amplitudes and periods of several months. This is
not surprising as these types of variable stars are fairly common and their large
amplitudes make them easy to identify as transients in the WASP data (see Section
1.6). Out of the 472 known pulsating variable stars 407 were Miras with most of
the remainder being semi-regular variables.
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Figure 7.34: Light curve of known cephid variable star WY Sco. Time in days after
JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux
units. Red dots mark detections and blue dots at zero ux mark observations.
An interesting exception was WY Sco (a cephid variable) which was detected
in the 2007 and 2008 WASP south data. A light curve for this system is shown in
Figure 7.34. Systems with small amplitude oscillations such as this would normally
be rejected by the USNO-B cross-correlation test described in Section 4.7 as, because
of inaccuracies in USNO-B, the test is not very sensitive to small deviations in
expected brightness. WY Sco appears to have passed the test because of unusually
faint magnitudes in USNO-B.
7.3.1 Comparison to known populations
To establish whether the new pulsating variable star candidates represent a dierent
population from known systems a scatter plot was made of their galactic coordinates.
This is shown in Figure 7.35 with known systems detected by WASP marked as
hollow circles and new pulsating variable star candidates marked as black diamonds.
From this it can be seen that, although the WASP coverage is somewhat uneven (see
Figure 4.22), there is no obvious dierence in the distribution of the two populations.
Figure 7.36 shows the peak magnitudes of known Mira variable stars from
the General Catalogue of Variable Stars [142] (in blue). This is compared to the
known pulsating variables detected by WASP (in green) and the new candidate pul-
sating variables (in red). The new candidates have slightly fainter peak magnitudes
than the known miras that were detected suggesting that, as expected, the known
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Figure 7.35: A scatter plot showing the galactic coordinates of known pulsating
variable stars (marked with hollow circles) and new candidate pulsating variables
(marked with black diamonds) that were identied in the WASP orphans database.
population is less complete at fainter magnitudes.
From these plots, the similarity of the light curves in Figure C.2 to known
pulsating variables detected in WASP and their distribution on the reduced proper
motion plot shown in Figure 5.1, it does not appear that WASP is sampling a
dierent population.
7.3.2 Distance estimates to pulsating variable candidates
The pulsation period (P ) of a Mira variable star is related to its mean absolute
magnitude in the k-band (MK) by the equation [45]:
MK =  3:47logP + 0:91
Using this and the recorded apparent magnitude in the k-band from the
corresponding 2MASS object, it should be possible to estimate the distance to Mira
variable stars detected by WASP. Figure 7.37 shows the estimated distances to the
pulsating variable candidates detected by WASP using this method. The extremely
large distances suggest that they could be used to probe the structure of the Galaxy
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Figure 7.36: A histogram of the peak apparent magnitude of Mira variable stars.
Known Miras from the General Catalogue of Variable Stars are shown in blue, known
pulsating variables detected by WASP are in green and new candidate pulsating
variables are in red.
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Figure 7.37: Estimated distances to pulsating variable star candidates for a given
2MASS k-band magnitude.
and, in particular, the halo. However, these distance come with several caveats.
Firstly, due to the comparatively short duration of coverage it was not possible in
most cases to calculate the period of oscillation. The range of values for the distance
on Figure 7.37 represents a the range of typical periods for Miras from 100 days
to 500 days. Secondly the apparent magnitude from 2MASS may not correspond
to the mean so may be incorrect by up to several magnitudes. Thirdly, although
most of the pulsating variable candidates are likely to be Miras the dierent types
of known pulsating variables detected suggests that some may not be. Finally, the
sample selected by WASP is likely to be incomplete and signicantly eected by
selection eects as WASP is insensitive to lower amplitude variables (see Section
1.6).
7.3.3 Rarer phenomena
An important consideration is whether any of the pulsating variable star candidates
actually represent a long duration transient such as a supernova or nova. From the
light curves (see Figure C.2) there are no strong candidates although in some cases,
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such as WTC213, a declining supernova or slow nova can not be ruled out. Many,
however, oscillate in brightness over multiple seasons indicating that their classica-
tion is fairly secure. Furthermore, all the candidates match relatively bright sources
in 2MASS and USNO-B which would imply too small an amplitude of outburst to
be a nova or supernova.
From the reduced proper motion scatter plot (Figure 5.1) two candidates in
particular stand out from the other pulsating variables. WTC227 with a reduced
proper motion of 0.9 and 2MASS J-K magnitude of 1.0 has a slowly declining light
curve in Figure 7.33. However, its position in Figure 5.1 does contain other known
pulsating variables. WTC100 appears more promising with a reduced proper motion
of 6.3 and a 2MASS J-K magnitude of 0.7. It stands out noticeably from other known
pulsating variables and its light curve in Figure 7.33 is ambiguous. It is possible
that this system could be a CV displaying a normal outburst with a slow rise.
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7.4 Novae
While none of the candidate transients were identied as probable novae it is possible
that one of the cataclysmic variable or pulsating variable star candidates has been
misclassied. This problem can be seen in Figure 7.38 where WASP light curves
from two known novae (at the top) are plotted next to the two longest duration
cataclysmic variable candidates. The light curves of the two new candidates appear
similar to the known recurrent nova LMC 1971b. The amplitude of WTC150 (6.9
magnitudes) is a bit too small for a typical nova although, unusually for a super-
outburst from a dwarf nova, there is no sign of a superhump period. However, an
outburst of 8.6 magnitudes for WTC126 is consistent with a fast or recurrent nova.
However, these light curves and amplitudes are also consistent with a dwarf nova
superoutburst, specically from a WZ Sge type system. Furthermore, a period of
88 minutes was found in the light curve of WTC126 suggesting that it is almost
certainly a dwarf nova.
It is also possible that one of the pulsating variable star candidates could
be a slower type of nova similar to V2467 Cyg shown in the top left of Figure
7.38. However, this seems unlikely as the candidates all have fairly bright optical
counterparts implying quite a small amplitude if the host star has been correctly
identied.
Overall, it seems that, while a detection of a nova can not be ruled out, it
is unlikely that any new cases have been found in the data. The reason for this is
likely to lie in the observing strategy. To avoid images becoming too overcrowded
WASP has not been observing in the galactic plane. Unfortunately this is where
the majority of novae are likely to be found. Unlike dwarf novae, these systems
are suciently bright that discoveries tend to be at further distances. For high
galactic latitudes there is a comparatively small volume of space that forms part
of the galactic plane so the chances of a nova being found there is correspondingly
reduced. However, as two known novae were identied, in the future a new nova
may yet be found. It is also possible that, if further years are searched, novae from
the halo or intergalactic novae could be found (see Section 1.5.3).
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7.5 Supernovae
From the candidates identied, it seems that WASP has not detected any previously
unknown supernovae. This is not surprising as, from the targeted search for known
supernovae (see Section 3.5), it was clear that WASP was often unable to distinguish
them from their host galaxy. The only exception to this, SN2007od, occurred in a
particularly faint galaxy. This problem, combined with the relatively shallow depth
of the WASP cameras, means that WASP is only capable of identifying a small
subset of the supernovae that occur. The initial shock breakout could be slightly
brighter but this would still be dicult to distinguish from the host galaxy and, as
described in Section 1.5.4, could be very short depending on the type of star [43].
As a known supernova was identied in the all-sky data it is possible that
unknown supernovae may also be found in the unsearched all-sky data or indeed in
any future data taken by WASP observatories. However, it must be acknowledged
that, as discussed in Section 1.6, WASP is not well suited to identifying this type of
transient compared to other surveys such as the Palomar Transient Factory.
7.6 Gamma Ray Bursts
There do not appear to be any strong gamma ray burst candidates in the WASP
data. The optical light curve from a gamma ray burst could resemble a are star.
However, apart from WTC101 all of the are star candidates are associated with
M-type stars (see Section 7.2). While WTC101 is a possible gamma ray burst
candidate it is also coincident with a G-star (which have been known to show ares
with similar properties to WTC101 [54]). Furthermore, the WASP coverage on that
night was patchy and the quality of the detections was relatively low meaning a
non-physical source could not be ruled out.
Several of the short unclassied candidates do not have counterparts in
USNO-B or 2MASS (specically WTC081, WTC224, WTC265 and WTC294).
However, two of these candidates are found very close to the edge of the CCD
and it is not clear whether the transient would have been visible for a lot longer if it
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had been in the centre of the image. In the other cases the images were corrupted
so it was not possible to check for any issues. These problems suggest that these
candidates may be caused by some error in the hardware or software rather than by
genuine transient phenomena, such as gamma ray bursts.
Without strong candidates the question is whether it was reasonable to ex-
pect WASP to detect one. An expected number can be estimated from the sample
of gamma ray bursts discovered by Swift. Swift has a sky coverage of 1.4 steradians
[18] which implies that 11% of the sky is covered by it. From Figure 1.9 it can be
seen that there are 5 gamma ray burst that are bright enough (15th magnitude or
brighter) and last long enough enough at this magnitude (at least approximately
20 minutes) for WASP to detect and identify them. These were discovered between
the 5th of April 2005 and the 24th of April 2009. Extrapolating from this implies
that over the 1481 days there will have been approximately 44 gamma ray bursts
across the whole sky that WASP could potentially identify. Each WASP camera has
a sky coverage of 61 sq. degrees [33] and in 2008 867,432 pairs of images were taken.
Combining the rate from Swift with the sky coverage of WASP gives an expected
rate of 0.4 gamma ray burst a year. This expected rate does not account for any
overlap in WASP elds or changes in the WASP cadence. In contrast, it also does
not account for any orphan afterglows that would not be detectable in gamma rays
so would be missed by Swift. However, it should give an indication of the number
of gamma ray bursts that WASP could identify.
With three years of complete coverage and one further year with only ve
cameras it would be expected that WASP should identify 1.3 gamma ray bursts in
the data that has been searched. While it is a little disappointing that no strong
candidates were identied, the number is suciently small that it is not too surpris-
ing. What this does show though is the potential that WASP has for identifying
optical counterparts of gamma ray bursts and, if further years are searched, it seems
likely that a gamma ray burst could be detected.
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Figure 7.39: An example light curve of a microlensing candidate in data from the
OGLE project [173].
7.7 Gravitational Microlensing
No strong microlensing candidates were identied. However, if the microlensing
event could only be observed at maximum brightness it could resemble one of the
unclassied one day transient candidates. A long duration microlensing event (such
as the OGLE microlensing candidate shown in Figure 7.39) could resemble a variable
star in the WASP data where only part of one cycle is seen. Furthermore, the light
curve can appear even more complicated if the lensing object is part of a binary.
Therefore a microlensing detection cannot be ruled out and should be considered as
a candidate if the spectra of a source reveals no activity.
7.8 Tidal Disruption of a Star by a Supermassive Black
Hole
As with supernovae, it does not appear that any tidal disruption events were iden-
tied by the WASP search. This is not surprising since, as was discussed in Section
1.5.9, these events are quite infrequent and may not occur at all in many galaxies.
Even when they do occur the amplitude of the increase in brightness of the galaxy
could be relatively small (especially in the case of red giant stars [153]). A solar
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type star disrupted by a black hole of 106   107 solar masses would peak at 10-60%
of the luminosity of the bulge of the host galaxy in the V-band.
As was discussed in Sections 1.6 and 3.5 the WASP telescopes can struggle to
identify supernovae if the host galaxy is comparatively bright. This equally applies
to tidal disruption events implying that even if a suciently bright event occurred
in our eld-of-view WASP still may not be able to distinguish it from the galaxy.
However, the possibility of detecting these in the WASP data in the future cannot
be ruled out. As was seen in the case of the known supernova identied in the all-
sky data (see Section 3.5.3), favourable circumstances such as fainter host galaxies
can improve the chances of an event being detected. In particular this means that
WASP may still be sensitive to lower mass black holes in dwarf galaxies.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Results
In this thesis an untargeted search for transient candidates has been carried out
using the Wide Angle Search for Planets (WASP) observatories. Unlike other wide-
eld surveys of this type, the WASP observations were taken with a high cadence
allowing short time scale variations and outbursts to be identied. Overall, 44 new
cataclysmic variable candidates, 144 new extreme are candidates, 63 new pulsating
variable star candidates and 57 transients of unknown type were found.
The sample of new cataclysmic variables (see Section 7.1) showed many sim-
ilarities with the current population but also uncovered several selection eects in
sky distribution (see Section 7.1.6) and duty cycle (see Section 7.1.4). However, as
with many other surveys, we found no evidence of a large number of systems at
short orbital periods as predicted by population models. Of particular note were
two candidate WZ Sge type systems (WTC126 and WTC150) with one showing a
period of 88 minutes. Another unusual candidate was WTC179 which, with a period
of 540 minutes, was found to be eclipsing and is a strong candidate for follow up ob-
servations. Radial velocity measurements of this system could be used to establish
the mass ratio and detailed observations of the eclipses could be used to measure
the radius of the white dwarf. WTC068 was particularly unusual as the spectrum
seemed to suggest an unusually cool white dwarf or, alternatively, a dierent type
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of object that showed dwarf nova like outbursts. From known samples of CVs (see
Section 3.4) there was extensive coverage of echo outbursts in 1RXS J0232-3718 and
precursor outbursts in QZ Vir, AQ Eri and PU CMa. These precursor outbursts
in particular are interesting as they are easily missed since they require relatively
high cadence observations of the early outburst. While WASP has not discovered
as many CVs as projects such as Catalina, the high cadence coverage has allowed
the measurement of short duration variations such as pre-cursor outbursts and the
superhump period.
The sample of are stars discovered was particularly interesting as WASP
found a large number of extremely energetic ares (see Section 7.2). These represent
some of the largest ares ever observed (up to 1035erg in the V-band) and, with the
search algorithm's limitations in identifying such short transients, it implies that
these events must occur relatively often across the whole sky. The lack of observed
ares on stars of spectral type M9 or later suggests that extreme ares are either
far rarer or do not occur at all on brown dwarfs. Several particularly interesting
ares include one are on an ultra-cool dwarf of spectral type M8 (WTC232) and
an extremely energetic candidate are (1037erg in the V-band) on a G-type star
(WTC101). These high energy ares have not been seen in other transient sur-
veys because WASP's extremely high-cadence is essential for detecting these short
duration events.
For nova, two known systems were identied as well as a new candidate
(WTC150) if it is not a dwarf nova (see Section 7.4). For supernova, a known
system was found in the all-sky data and the WASP detections even pre-dated its
discovery (see Section 3.5). However, no new candidates were identied (see Section
7.5). A targeted search at the positions of known gamma ray burst was carried out
(see Section 3.6) but no matches were found. The full untargeted search resulted
in the candidate WTC101 where a gamma ray burst origin is one of the possible
explanations for it (see Section 7.6). It is clearly feasible for WASP to detect these
events and the high cadence makes it possible to gather multiple detections on
outbursts.
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Most of the 57 unclassied candidates are unlikely to represent any exotic
phenomena. Instead it appears that many are single night outbursts from dwarf
novae or long duration ares. Several also appear to be pulsating variable stars
although there is insucient coverage to be sure.
8.2 Future Work
There is still great scope for future work on this and similar projects. As is discussed
in Section 7.1.8, observations of the sky over a longer baseline could be used to estab-
lish the properties of the predicted minimum period spike of cataclysmic variables
which is key to understanding binary evolution. Despite the expected large num-
bers it is not currently known what outburst amplitude or frequency these systems
have. Furthermore, if their accretion rate is suciently low, detections of outbursts
might be the only eective way to identify them as their colours would look similar
to detached binaries. A long baseline survey could place limits on the numbers of
these systems and their accretion rates.
For are stars a higher cadence survey or, alternatively, a modication to the
search algorithm allowing candidates with only two detections to pass, could make
it possible to estimate the rates of these highly energetic ares. The current system
is not sensitive enough to transient events lasting less that  15 minutes for this to
be achieved. This is essential, not only for understanding the energies available for
ares, but also for understanding the false positives that giant ares will cause in
deeper optical searches for gamma ray bursts (such as with LSST).
The early detections of supernova 2007od suggests that WASP may in the
future observe the initial stages of shock breakout in a supernova allowing for the
properties of the progenitor to be established. One possible method to increase
the survey area would be to apply a modied version of the search algorithm (see
Section 4.11) to the all-sky data. This will pose problems with false positives,
because the number of required detections will have to drop to two each night,
but would dramatically increase the number of long duration (two or more nights)
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transients, such as supernova, discovered.
For gamma ray bursts, it seems that a continuation of the search over other
years has good prospects of optically detecting one of these phenomena. In Section
7.6 it was estimated that over a survey period of about 3 years a detectable gamma
ray burst should occur in the WASP eld-of-view.
A further improvement would be to adapt the search algorithm to work in
real time. This would allow follow-up observations to happen immediately which
would make it possible to gather more detailed information on outbursts and rule out
false positives. This could be particularly useful for infrequent or single occurrence
events such as gamma ray bursts, WZ Sge superoutbursts, nova and supernova.
Although it may seem that surveys such as WASP will rapidly be made
obsolete by projects such as Pan-STARRS, PTF and, in the future, LSST (see
Section 1.3), they do not operate in the same parameter space. While they observe
far deeper (26th magnitude for Pan-STARRS and 27.5th for LSST), they do not oer
the same continuous, high cadence coverage WASP does. Furthermore, they may
not be as sensitive to the brightest examples of each transient class. For example,
the LSST CCDS saturate at 16th magnitude which is the faintest that WASP can
observe. Bright transients, such as those found by WASP, are the easiest to follow up
and hence can lead to the greatest steps forward in understanding these phenomena.
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Appendix A
Light Curves of Transients
Identied by the Targeted
Search
This appendix contains light curves of all dwarf nova outbursts of Ritter and Kolb
cataclysmic variables detected between 2004 and 2008 (see Section 3.4) and candi-
date transient objects identied by the X-ray selected targeted search (see Section
3.7).
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Figure A.1: Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in days after JD
2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux units.
214
Figure A.1 ii (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
215
Figure A.1 iii (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
216
Figure A.1 iv (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
217
Figure A.1 v (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
218
Figure A.1 vi (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
219
Figure A.1 vii (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
220
Figure A.1 viii (continued): Light curves of known CVs detected in WASP. Time
in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units.
221
Figure A.2: Light curves of transient candidates found in the WASP data at the
position of known X-ray sources. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the
x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux units.
222
Figure A.2 continued: Light curves of transient candidates found in the WASP data
at the position of known X-ray sources. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted
on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure A.2 continued: Light curves of transient candidates found in the WASP data
at the position of known X-ray sources. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted
on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Appendix B
Transients Identied by the
Untargeted Search
This appendix contain tables listing the WASP name, eld, season of discovery, right
ascension and declination of candidate transients discovered in Chapter 7. The can-
didates are divided into 4 tables, rstly cataclysmic variable stars (see Table B.1),
next pulsating variable star candidates (see Table B.2), then are star candidates
(see Table B.3) and nally transient candidates where it was not possible to deter-
mine a classication (see Table B.4).
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228
WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC073 SW0344+3944 105 2004n 03 51 57.9 +39 09 44
WTC074 SW0343+3126 102 2004n 03 52 36.5 +33 55 52
WTC075 SW0417+2326 104 2004n 04 31 20.7 +26 58 45
WTC076 SW0516+3126 103 2004n 05 05 26.5 +31 29 47
WTC077 SW0517+2326 104 2004n 05 24 28.0 +21 25 13
WTC078 SW0516+3126 103 2004n 05 26 32.9 +35 11 31
WTC079 SW0538+3135 143 2006n 05 48 07.9 +32 48 57
SW0543+3126 102 2004n
WTC080 SW0543+3126 102 2004n 05 49 05.0 +32 24 51
WTC082 SW1444+3944 105 2004n 15 04 55.2 +35 47 53
WTC086 SW2046+2445 105 2004n 20 30 46.5 +26 00 39
WTC087 SW2045+1628 102 2004n 20 44 10.2 +20 22 49
WTC089 SW2114+1628 103 2004n 21 22 03.6 +19 52 50
WTC099 SW0520+4007 142 2007n 05 27 47.7 +43 24 22
SW0541+3924 148 2006n
WTC100 SW1722+3000 144 2006n 17 28 55.4 +32 30 53
WTC104 SW0926-3537 222 2006s 09 09 23.2 -39 13 25
SW0926-3537 222 2007s
SW0925-4259 228 2006s
WTC105 SW0925-4259 228 2006s 09 29 20.4 -42 01 54
WTC106 SW1002-4234 227 2006s 10 13 20.7 -43 33 04
SW1002-4234 227 2007s
WTC108 SW1347-3523 221 2006s 13 57 30.3 -35 53 56
SW1347-3523 221 2008s
SW1347-3523 221 2007s
WTC110 SW1426-3537 222 2006s 14 11 30.2 -38 51 48
SW1426-3537 222 2008s
WTC113 SW1502-4234 227 2007s 15 15 33.1 -46 28 26
SW1502-4234 227 2006s
WTC114 SW1541-3537 222 2008s 15 36 45.6 -31 12 12
SW1542-2801 223 2006s
SW1542-2801 223 2008s
WTC115 SW1541-3537 222 2006s 15 47 28.7 -32 25 44
WTC116 SW1541-3537 222 2006s 15 52 22.4 -35 19 04
WTC117 SW1617-3523 221 2007s 16 09 39.8 -35 02 02
SW1617-3523 221 2006s
Table B.2: A table showing the candidate pulsating variable stars identied by the
untargeted search algorithm.
229
WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC119 SW1617-3523 221 2006s 16 26 26.1 -34 35 55
WTC120 SW1920-2801 223 2006s 19 15 48.3 -29 46 31
SW1920-2801 223 2007s
WTC121 SW1918-3537 222 2006s 19 36 42.8 -34 33 28
SW1954-3523 221 2006s
WTC124 SW2229-2032 226 2006s 22 31 45.1 -23 32 46
SW2229-2032 226 2007s
WTC132 SW0233+4730 143 2007n 02 52 22.7 +48 39 52
WTC136 SW0524+5221 145 2007n 05 12 25.3 +49 12 02
WTC153 SW2138+4028 141 2007n 21 41 55.0 +42 45 07
WTC154 SW2335+5520 148 2007n 23 23 09.2 +52 50 13
WTC172 SW0925-4259 228 2007s 09 37 43.1 -43 22 51
WTC174 SW1002-2822 224 2008s 09 46 47.1 -28 41 18
SW0927-2801 223 2008s
SW0927-2801 223 2007s
WTC189 SW1502-3523 221 2008s 15 11 18.7 -39 04 00
SW1502-3523 221 2007s
SW1502-4234 227 2007s
SW1502-4234 227 2008s
WTC191 SW1617-3523 221 2008s 16 10 20.1 -35 45 11
SW1617-3523 221 2007s
WTC192 SW1615-2026 225 2007s 16 12 20.8 -19 49 54
SW1615-2026 225 2008s
WTC193 SW1617-2822 224 2008s 16 24 21.6 -32 01 56
SW1617-2822 224 2007s
SW1617-3523 221 2008s
SW1617-3523 221 2007s
WTC194 SW1617-2822 224 2007s 16 26 41.9 -29 57 19
WTC195 SW1617-3523 221 2007s 16 30 27.3 -35 15 31
WTC196 SW1617-3523 221 2008s 16 34 36.1 -38 49 03
SW1617-3523 221 2007s
WTC197 SW1617-3523 221 2007s 16 35 38.6 -34 54 02
WTC199 SW1954-3523 221 2007s 19 36 15.7 -34 31 10
SW1954-3523 221 2008s
WTC208 SW0148+0558 143 2008n 02 00 56.0 +09 45 33
SW0146+1313 148 2008n
Table B.2 continued: A table showing the candidate pulsating variable stars identi-
ed by the untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC213 SW0520+1409 145 2008n 05 12 23.5 +12 50 32
WTC227 SW1441+0129 141 2008n 14 29 21.2 +01 27 11
WTC249 SW0316+0312 225 2008s 03 08 17.3 +05 50 18
WTC255 SW0447+0314 226 2008s 04 33 16.8 +07 40 53
WTC271 SW0637-4438 225 2008s 07 03 35.2 -40 47 46
WTC273 SW1040-4259 228 2008s 10 22 56.6 -44 11 38
WTC275 SW1040-4259 228 2008s 10 55 14.9 -46 42 28
WTC280 SW1117-4234 227 2008s 11 32 29.2 -45 57 03
WTC288 SW1345-1858 228 2008s 13 47 19.8 -17 53 54
WTC290 SW1429-2032 226 2008s 14 37 29.1 -20 19 42
WTC298 SW1617-2822 224 2008s 16 05 57.1 -27 47 32
WTC303 SW1617-2822 224 2008s 16 24 20.2 -28 37 03
WTC304 SW1617-3523 221 2008s 16 25 59.1 -37 25 37
WTC305 SW1617-2822 224 2008s 16 26 30.4 -29 07 31
WTC306 SW1617-1815 227 2008s 16 28 32.2 -19 59 40
WTC307 SW1617-3523 221 2008s 16 33 53.6 -33 56 14
Table B.2 continued: A table showing the candidate pulsating variable stars identi-
ed by the untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC017 SW1317+2350 142 2007n 13 23 53.9 +26 51 19
WTC019 SW1420+4323 145 2007n 14 29 03.4 +46 45 35
WTC040 SW0044+2127 101 2004n 00 37 40.6 +19 43 39
WTC045 SW0212+1734 146 2006n 01 58 15.7 +18 07 13
WTC051 SW0244+2427 101 2004n 02 53 20.7 +27 13 37
WTC057 SW0342+2432 141 2006n 03 41 25.7 +23 15 34
WTC066 SW2052+0236 147 2006n 20 55 18.3 +02 37 40
WTC084 SW1744+3944 105 2004n 17 47 37.9 +36 52 22
WTC088 SW2115+0828 104 2004n 21 03 59.7 +12 18 56
WTC091 SW0238+3135 143 2006n 02 58 46.9 +33 24 14
WTC093 SW2211+1035 146 2006n 22 06 19.1 +09 34 07
WTC096 SW0618+3625 145 2006n 06 34 17.1 +39 00 12
SW0641+3924 148 2006n
WTC097 SW0018+3625 145 2006n 00 38 00.8 +40 26 21
WTC098 SW2221+2302 144 2006n 22 30 44.1 +22 45 46
WTC101 SW0444-2032 226 2006s 04 38 43.6 -24 43 39
WTC122 SW2030-2026 225 2006s 20 34 48.1 -20 44 39
WTC123 SW2229-2032 226 2006s 22 24 57.7 -22 49 45
WTC127 SW2300-2026 225 2006s 22 53 49.7 -17 21 31
WTC128 SW2302-2822 224 2006s 23 14 21.7 -30 13 23
WTC130 SW2340-4259 228 2006s 23 58 15.4 -39 35 33
SW0017-4234 227 2006s
WTC133 SW0324+5221 145 2007n 03 41 42.5 +51 44 50
WTC134 SW0414+3332 146 2007n 04 17 40.5 +31 57 33
WTC135 SW0514+3332 146 2007n 05 07 14.2 +37 30 40
WTC139 SW0918+3625 145 2007n 09 01 28.8 +38 32 58
WTC140 SW1038+3135 143 2007n 10 54 28.9 +35 16 38
WTC141 SW1118+3625 145 2007n 11 18 04.9 +36 41 55
WTC142 SW1122+3000 144 2007n 11 22 53.9 +32 41 26
WTC143 SW1138+3134 143 2007n 11 29 39.2 +31 39 45
WTC145 SW1341+3117 141 2007n 13 52 08.8 +29 53 16
WTC146 SW1518+3625 145 2007n 15 24 36.0 +35 25 53
WTC147 SW1633+4730 143 2007n 17 00 10.3 +43 50 28
WTC148 SW1728+4555 144 2007n 17 16 53.7 +43 45 52
WTC149 SW1720+3947 142 2007n 17 28 10.1 +39 39 38
Table B.3: A table showing the candidate are stars identied by the untargeted
search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC156 SW0017-2822 224 2007s 00 21 18.0 -31 43 25
SW0017-3523 221 2007s
WTC160 SW0247-3523 221 2007s 02 30 26.4 -34 26 03
WTC161 SW0247-3523 221 2007s 02 37 51.0 -35 34 53
WTC162 SW0247-3523 221 2007s 03 02 28.0 -32 57 02
WTC163 SW0326-3537 222 2007s 03 32 08.3 -34 13 16
WTC164 SW0329-2032 226 2007s 03 39 38.3 -23 48 17
WTC167 SW0517-2822 224 2007s 05 19 25.9 -28 11 07
WTC170 SW0556-3537 222 2007s 06 10 41.2 -34 11 08
WTC171 SW0632-3523 221 2007s 06 19 03.6 -32 06 31
WTC176 SW1002-2822 224 2007s 10 07 59.4 -27 44 44
WTC178 SW1044-2032 226 2007s 10 48 19.8 -22 50 11
WTC183 SW1312-2801 223 2007s 13 19 19.6 -27 09 48
WTC185 SW1426-3537 222 2007s 14 35 25.8 -38 42 21
WTC186 SW1502-3523 221 2007s 14 54 04.1 -36 06 12
WTC187 SW1502-3523 221 2007s 14 54 49.1 -36 27 48
WTC188 SW1500-2026 225 2007s 15 10 11.5 -20 12 41
WTC190 SW1541-3537 222 2007s 15 53 43.9 -32 12 35
WTC200 SW2032-2822 224 2007s 20 24 07.4 -27 36 55
WTC201 SW2147-3523 221 2007s 22 00 22.6 -34 27 38
WTC202 SW2229-2032 226 2007s 22 23 43.0 -19 26 48
WTC203 SW2302-4234 227 2007s 22 50 26.8 -43 16 13
WTC205 SW2344-2032 226 2007s 23 38 42.6 -20 29 37
WTC206 SW2344-2032 226 2007s 23 48 03.0 -22 31 31
WTC207 SW0120+1409 145 2008n 01 04 28.3 +13 37 15
WTC209 SW0418+0759 144 2008n 04 19 53.5 +06 17 22
WTC210 SW0456-1016 147 2008n 04 53 27.5 -12 49 28
WTC211 SW0520+1409 145 2008n 05 09 26.2 +17 24 23
WTC212 SW0517+0028 142 2008n 05 10 08.3 +00 46 33
SW0516+0312 225 2008s
WTC214 SW0508-0745 146 2008n 05 22 10.7 -03 36 55
WTC215 SW0517+0028 142 2008n 05 27 44.2 +00 07 16
SW0516+0312 225 2008s
WTC216 SW0517-0028 142 2008n 05 31 12.0 -01 50 56
WTC218 SW0733+4730 143 2008n 07 40 34.7 +44 18 35
Table B.3 continued: A table showing the candidate are stars identied by the
untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC219 SW0733+4730 143 2008n 07 44 45.0 +50 17 21
SW0724+5221 145 2008n
WTC220 SW0831+5229 145 2008n 08 20 54.8 +54 22 18
WTC221 SW0824+5221 145 2008n 08 44 12.6 +50 28 36
WTC222 SW0922+3920 142 2008n 09 22 09.3 +40 55 33
WTC225 SW1117-0028 142 2008n 11 29 31.1 -02 44 09
WTC226 SW1208-0745 146 2008n 12 22 48.8 -02 05 37
WTC228 SW1735+4020 141 2008n 17 25 08.5 +42 30 24
SW1722+3937 142 2008n
WTC229 SW1725+5456 148 2008n 17 29 05.1 +58 58 36
WTC230 SW1725+5456 148 2008n 17 29 44.9 +56 31 39
SW1731+5229 145 2008n
WTC231 SW1734+4719 143 2008n 17 50 12.9 +44 24 03
WTC232 SW1901+5318 143 2008n 18 52 16.5 +52 57 15
SW1831+5229 145 2008n
WTC233 SW1901+5318 143 2008n 19 15 40.7 +54 47 11
WTC234 SW1901+5318 143 2008n 19 20 26.6 +49 50 51
WTC235 SW2119+1342 145 2008n 21 08 26.2 +10 46 40
WTC236 SW2139+1610 148 2008n 22 02 15.0 +20 36 07
WTC237 SW2245-0345 223 2008s 22 50 33.6 -05 59 26
SW2256-1017 147 2008n
WTC238 SW2341+0129 141 2008n 23 32 43.8 +01 33 20
SW2347+0314 226 2008s
WTC239 SW0017-1814 227 2008s 00 13 48.6 -18 43 02
WTC240 SW0017-0452 224 2008s 00 14 33.9 -05 11 23
WTC241 SW0015+0312 225 2008s 00 22 47.6 +05 57 13
WTC242 SW0044-1138 222 2008s 00 45 59.0 -07 37 32
WTC243 SW0045-1858 228 2008s 00 48 21.1 -17 40 49
WTC244 SW0047+0313 226 2008s 00 58 47.8 +01 10 15
WTC245 SW0045-0345 223 2008s 00 58 59.9 -00 18 02
WTC246 SW0114-1205 221 2008s 01 03 21.0 -08 34 30
WTC247 SW0217-0453 224 2008s 02 05 04.3 -06 53 27
WTC248 SW0247+0314 226 2008s 02 51 54.6 +07 03 08
WTC250 SW0317-0453 224 2008s 03 28 20.0 -07 46 57
SW0314-1206 221 2008s
SW0344-1137 222 2008s
Table B.3 continued: A table showing the candidate are stars identied by the
untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC252 SW0417-1814 227 2008s 04 14 22.1 -19 10 21
WTC253 SW0414-1205 221 2008s 04 17 18.1 -08 02 53
WTC254 SW0415+0312 225 2008s 04 28 10.8 +04 03 33
WTC256 SW0444-1137 222 2008s 04 40 05.6 -09 41 16
WTC258 SW0445-2842 226 2008s 04 53 37.7 -28 35 31
WTC259 SW0446-1858 228 2008s 04 54 48.8 -18 38 47
WTC260 SW0438-5053 228 2008s 04 54 53.1 -47 47 12
WTC261 SW0517-1814 227 2008s 05 09 11.5 -19 53 47
WTC262 SW0545-5926 222 2008s 05 22 21.0 -57 54 50
WTC263 SW0517-1814 227 2008s 05 32 26.4 -14 30 56
WTC266 SW0643-5954 221 2008s 06 30 00.6 -57 07 59
WTC267 SW0637-4438 225 2008s 06 30 57.4 -46 31 09
WTC268 SW0637-4438 225 2008s 06 33 00.5 -47 32 12
WTC269 SW0643-5954 221 2008s 06 37 36.2 -56 06 59
WTC270 SW0637-4438 225 2008s 07 02 36.6 -43 26 58
WTC272 SW1000-2026 225 2008s 10 06 03.6 -20 36 55
WTC274 SW1042-2801 223 2008s 10 52 00.8 -26 35 02
WTC277 SW1117-3523 221 2008s 11 09 49.9 -38 28 07
SW1117-4234 227 2008s
WTC279 SW1117-3523 221 2008s 11 30 18.9 -35 00 15
WTC281 SW1157-2801 223 2008s 11 50 27.9 -25 04 05
WTC283 SW1317-0453 224 2008s 13 19 56.3 -01 58 49
WTC284 SW1311-3537 222 2008s 13 21 09.7 -36 00 01
WTC286 SW1347-4234 227 2008s 13 40 01.6 -43 48 57
WTC289 SW1425-4259 228 2008s 14 21 55.2 -41 41 32
WTC292 SW1502-4234 227 2008s 14 42 51.5 -40 28 40
WTC293 SW1447+0314 226 2008s 14 52 42.6 +02 47 25
WTC295 SW1516+0312 225 2008s 15 05 37.2 +04 41 11
WTC296 SW1545-1859 228 2008s 15 31 08.0 -15 07 18
WTC299 SW1615-2026 225 2008s 16 06 51.9 -24 26 20
WTC300 SW1615-2026 225 2008s 16 08 46.1 -22 46 53
WTC301 SW1617-0453 224 2008s 16 10 19.9 -07 32 18
WTC302 SW1617-1815 227 2008s 16 13 06.4 -20 18 37
WTC308 SW1617-2822 224 2008s 16 34 35.0 -26 58 03
WTC309 SW2041-4441 226 2008s 20 48 56.9 -41 02 04
WTC310 SW2045-1858 228 2008s 20 55 08.7 -15 03 33
Table B.3 continued: A table showing the candidate are stars identied by the
untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC312 SW2129-5240 224 2008s 21 30 09.3 -55 02 53
WTC314 SW2145-0345 223 2008s 21 55 17.4 -00 45 51
WTC315 SW2129-5240 224 2008s 21 56 56.9 -53 06 19
WTC316 SW2245-1858 228 2008s 22 29 17.7 -15 42 31
WTC317 SW2247+0314 226 2008s 22 33 16.0 +06 05 36
WTC318 SW2245-0345 223 2008s 22 35 26.7 -01 44 11
WTC319 SW2247+0314 226 2008s 22 51 24.5 +03 29 33
WTC320 SW2347+0314 226 2008s 23 31 52.2 +03 30 23
Table B.3 continued: A table showing the candidate are stars identied by the
untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP name WASP eld Season Right Ascension Declination
WTC028 SW1731+5229 145 2008n 17 48 27.8 +50 50 39
WTC064 SW0541+3924 148 2006n 05 38 07.5 +36 03 41
WTC072 SW0217+2326 104 2004n 02 06 28.8 +23 02 35
WTC081 SW1342+4642 105 2004n 13 37 25.1 +43 11 20
WTC083 SW1741+4024 101 2004n 17 27 57.9 +38 00 20
SW1722+3937 142 2008n
WTC085 SW1739+4723 102 2004n 18 02 22.6 +45 52 46
WTC092 SW0642+2432 141 2006n 06 32 12.9 +50 50 38
WTC094 SW0039+2836 143 2006n 00 56 18.6 +36 03 41
WTC107 SW1347-4234 227 2006s 13 41 48.3 +23 02 34
WTC118 SW1617-3523 221 2006s 16 09 48.8 +43 11 19
SW1617-3523 221 2008s
SW1617-3523 221 2007s
WTC129 SW2341-3537 222 2006s 23 28 28.8 +45 52 46
WTC131 SW0028+4554 144 2007n 00 16 49.7 +25 36 21
WTC138 SW0624+5221 145 2007n 06 21 49.6 +28 48 20
WTC155 SW2333+4730 143 2007n 23 57 13.4 -44 55 00
WTC159 SW0247-4234 227 2007s 02 28 14.4 -39 11 13
WTC165 SW0402-2822 224 2007s 03 43 09.4 -39 11 16
WTC168 SW0517-3523 221 2007s 05 25 58.3 -39 11 16
WTC184 SW1347-3523 221 2007s 14 00 40.9 -34 10 05
WTC217 SW0733+4730 143 2008n 07 34 42.7 +45 15 41
WTC223 SW0914+3332 146 2008n 09 29 12.7 +37 44 11
WTC224 SW0931+5229 145 2008n 09 54 52.3 +55 35 37
WTC251 SW0417-0452 224 2008s 03 59 58.8 -05 12 36
SW0345-0345 223 2008s
WTC264 SW0525-5006 227 2008s 05 32 36.5 -50 13 03
WTC265 SW0557-4439 226 2008s 06 15 33.3 -46 36 08
WTC276 SW1041-3537 222 2008s 10 56 39.2 -31 22 07
WTC278 SW1117-3523 221 2008s 11 28 15.2 -34 48 08
WTC285 SW1314-2032 226 2008s 13 24 40.1 -19 51 26
WTC291 SW1426-3537 222 2008s 14 39 15.5 -35 27 10
WTC294 SW1447+0314 226 2008s 14 57 44.1 +01 05 07
WTC297 SW1617-0453 224 2008s 16 03 03.3 -05 07 18
WTC321 SW2347+0314 226 2008s 23 38 34.0 +06 24 54
Table B.4: A table showing the candidate transients of uncertain type identied by
the untargeted search algorithm.
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WASP Amplitude Eective Distance Peak power Total
name (V-band) temp (K) (pc) (ergs 1) energy (erg)
WTC017 4.75 2807 26 1.371030 4.861032
WTC019 3.25 3189 35 3.901030 3.491033
WTC040 3.09 3424 168 1.641031 2.291034
WTC051 6.02 2824 28 4.851030 1.341033
WTC084 3.85 2872 19 9.021029 4.671032
WTC088 2.65 3302 45 4.741030 4.771033
WTC091 3.72 3264 49 9.771030 9.311033
WTC093 3.55 2851 29 6.001029 5.581032
WTC096 3.94 3311 61 1.651031 7.081033
WTC097 2.75 3188 29 2.451030 9.091032
WTC098 3.83 3089 50 3.521030 8.401032
WTC101 2.32 5606 1956 4.931033 1.581037
WTC122 4.44 3344 148 3.281031 1.541034
WTC123 2.97 3637 233 6.291031 6.851034
WTC127 1.22 3169 26 5.261029 3.921032
WTC128 5.31 3158 72 2.111031 1.221034
WTC130 3.36 3044 31 1.721030 1.471033
3.48 3044 31 1.931030 1.611033
WTC133 3.04 3153 36 2.541030 3.221033
WTC134 3.43 3304 64 9.801030 2.411034
WTC135 3.1 3058 14 1.481030 8.851032
WTC139 2.45 3432 87 9.651030 5.971033
WTC140 3.91 3081 26 3.611030 1.551033
WTC142 4.05 3263 40 1.321031 4.881033
WTC145 4.02 3168 82 6.941030 2.891033
WTC146 2.73 3211 55 2.771030 1.581033
WTC148 2.89 3432 145 1.451031 1.451033
WTC156 3.02 3418 89 1.481031 3.551033
3.22 3418 89 1.781031 5.691033
WTC160 3.06 3023 37 1.141030 3.841032
WTC161 2.67 3441 60 1.271031 7.051033
WTC162 4.06 3183 28 7.921030 2.301033
WTC163 2.41 3216 40 2.141030 2.051033
WTC164 2.34 3153 52 1.341030 5.431032
WTC167 2.81 2942 23 5.401029 2.811032
Table B.5: A table listing the calculated properties of the candidate are stars and
the energies of the observed ares.
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WASP Amplitude Eective Distance Peak power Total
name (V-band) temp (K) (pc) (ergs 1) energy (erg)
WTC170 3.67 3484 194 4.541031 3.931034
WTC171 2.19 3185 45 1.431030 2.201033
WTC183 1.97 3234 37 1.601030 5.311032
WTC185 2.92 3011 23 9.301029 6.311032
WTC186 2.91 3011 17 9.211029 1.591033
WTC187 1.8 3550 66 1.311031 1.091034
WTC190 3.46 3195 38 4.921030 4.581033
WTC201 3.34 3853 522 2.061032 9.451034
WTC202 2.84 3152 40 2.091030 9.681032
WTC203 4.48 2895 47 1.861030 2.111033
WTC205 4.76 2882 33 2.211030 1.661033
WTC207 5.04 2829 39 2.051030 3.091032
WTC209 4.05 3027 43 2.921030 3.131033
WTC210 3.1 3146 50 2.571030 1.261033
WTC211 3.32 2985 19 1.151030 5.171032
WTC212 4.41 2998 33 3.381030 2.631033
WTC215 3.48 3437 168 2.591031 1.141034
3.33 3437 168 2.261031 8.251033
WTC216 4.04 3105 64 4.751030 4.821033
WTC218 3.25 3349 103 1.121031 7.241033
WTC219 5.39 2943 38 5.861030 4.941033
6.1 2943 38 1.131031 6.551033
WTC220 1.95 3469 106 8.221030 5.241033
WTC221 3.47 3209 62 5.431030 3.041033
WTC222 4.26 2813 28 9.011029 1.371033
WTC225 3.7 3334 66 1.541031 6.441033
WTC228 3.87 3223 47 8.541030 4.191033
4.55 3223 47 1.601031 8.191033
WTC229 3.79 2984 46 1.751030 4.971032
WTC230 5.15 2880 36 3.121030 1.281033
WTC232 7.65 2463 29 1.941030 4.171032
WTC233 4.71 3350 95 4.401031 2.181034
WTC234 4.03 2919 36 1.441030 1.481033
WTC235 2.91 3292 35 5.581030 1.751033
WTC236 4.67 2908 16 2.431030 7.321032
Table B.5 continued: A table listing the calculated properties of the candidate are
stars and the energies of the observed ares.
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WASP Amplitude Eective Distance Peak power Total
name (V-band) temp (K) (pc) (ergs 1) energy (erg)
WTC237 3.33 3005 28 1.311030 6.911032
3.38 3005 28 1.371030 2.761032
WTC238 3.88 3376 121 2.431031 1.281034
WTC239 2.96 3219 38 3.631030 1.571033
WTC240 4 3314 96 1.771031 6.951033
WTC241 2.78 2925 24 4.711029 1.061033
WTC242 5.7 2833 70 3.881030 1.701033
WTC244 2.64 3244 63 3.171030 2.481033
WTC245 2.62 3191 37 2.221030 1.691033
WTC246 2.97 3035 51 1.141030 5.091032
WTC248 3.55 2876 32 6.981029 3.741032
WTC250 4.14 2939 40 1.811030 1.431033
4.37 2939 40 2.241030 2.521033
4.39 2939 40 2.271030 3.251033
WTC252 3.03 3122 31 2.071030 2.141033
WTC253 3.12 3194 44 3.561030 8.951032
WTC254 3.08 3309 58 7.361030 1.311034
WTC256 1.95 3269 46 1.991030 8.261032
WTC258 3.85 3067 11 3.131030 1.971033
WTC259 2.36 3335 56 4.521030 9.661032
WTC260 4.31 3063 73 4.661030 1.091033
WTC261 2.6 3278 46 3.841030 1.471033
WTC262 5.18 3089 52 1.231031 6.471033
WTC263 2.22 3266 43 2.501030 1.921033
WTC266 4.8 3405 146 6.991031 3.941034
WTC267 3.17 3138 51 2.611030 3.171032
WTC268 6.54 2739 50 4.491030 8.721032
WTC269 3.25 3317 46 9.071030 2.911033
WTC272 2.8 3259 36 4.051030 1.861033
WTC277 2.84 3435 43 1.421031 2.771034
2.83 3435 43 1.401031 2.791034
WTC283 2.25 3383 66 5.701030 4.211033
WTC284 4.55 2915 29 2.261030 5.391032
WTC286 3.59 3203 18 5.801030 3.001033
WTC289 2.51 3369 33 6.571030 4.061033
Table B.5 continued: A table listing the calculated properties of the candidate are
stars and the energies of the observed ares.
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WASP Amplitude Eective Distance Peak power Total
name (V-band) temp (K) (pc) (ergs 1) energy (erg)
WTC292 1.46 3992 132 5.661031 1.411034
WTC293 3.94 3079 41 3.661030 6.791032
WTC295 6.16 2822 81 5.501030 4.181033
WTC296 4.24 3572 582 1.401032 1.601034
WTC299 3.15 3416 46 1.641031 1.181034
WTC300 2.67 3307 47 5.001030 2.791033
WTC301 2.39 3128 36 1.191030 1.011033
WTC308 2.79 2980 21 6.741029 6.271032
WTC314 2.73 3157 24 1.961030 7.951032
WTC315 2.97 3238 71 4.121030 1.751033
WTC318 2.18 3256 32 2.251030 1.571033
WTC320 3.94 3106 67 4.361030 4.571033
Table B.5 continued: A table listing the calculated properties of the candidate are
stars and the energies of the observed ares.
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Appendix C
Light Curves of Candidate
Transients Identied by the
Unargeted Search
This appendix contains light curves of the candidate dwarf novae, pulsating variables
and ares discovered in the orphans data as described in Chapter 7. The data plotted
is from the orphans database only (some of the pulsating variable star candidates
have detections in the main WASP archive as well as in the orphans).
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Figure C.1: Light curves of candidate CVs detected in WASP. Time in days after
JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP ux
units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are marked with blue
dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.1 continued: Light curves of candidate CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are marked
with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.1 continued: Light curves of candidate CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are marked
with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.1 continued: Light curves of candidate CVs detected in WASP. Time in
days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in
WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are marked
with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.2: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in WASP.
Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the
y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.2 continued: Light curves of candidate pulsating variable stars detected in
WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units.
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Figure C.3: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time in minutes
after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis in WASP
ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are marked with
blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.3 continued: Light curves of candidate are stars detected in WASP. Time
in minutes after rst detection is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the y-axis
in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations are
marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.4: Light curves of candidate transients of unknown type detected in WASP.
Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on the
y-axis in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations
are marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.4 continued: Light curves of candidate transients of unknown type detected
in WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations
are marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Figure C.4 continued: Light curves of candidate transients of unknown type detected
in WASP. Time in days after JD 2453005.5 is plotted on the x-axis. Flux is plotted on
the y-axis in WASP ux units. Detections are marked with red dots and observations
are marked with blue dots at zero ux.
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Appendix D
Candidate List
This appendix contains a complete list of all the candidate transients discovered
in the WASP orphans database. For each candidate the source of the discovery is
listed. Candidates discovered by the targeted search at the positions of ROSAT
sources (see Section 3.7) and other X-ray or SDSS based targeted searches are listed
as Targeted. Candidates discovered by the untargeted search algorithm (see Section
4.2) are listed as Untargeted or Prototype if they were discovered during the testing
phase.
The candidates are classied as either CV, are star or pulsating variable
candidates. Where a classication is unclear they are listed as uncertain. The
processes for determining a provisional classication is described in Section 5.1. In
several cases the candidate was later found to be spurious but these are included in
the list for completeness.
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Identication Right Ascension Declination Source Type
WTC001 00 15 38.2 +26 36 57 Targeted CV
WTC002 00 20 50.5 -25 35 19 Targeted Uncertain
WTC003 00 37 56.4 +40 25 20 Targeted Flare
WTC004 00 38 58.4 +30 37 29 Targeted Spurious
WTC005 01 26 16.7 +30 27 52 Targeted Uncertain
WTC006 01 33 08.7 +38 32 18 Targeted CV
WTC007 02 32 38.1 -37 17 55 Targeted CV
WTC008 04 25 37.5 +32 44 51 Targeted Uncertain
WTC009 05 07 07.9 -41 46 28 Targeted CV
05 07 08.0 -41 46 28 Untargeted
WTC010 05 10 20.1 +27 14 03 Targeted Uncertain
WTC011 07 04 01.6 +37 35 14 Targeted Uncertain
WTC012 08 39 22.9 +18 04 34 Targeted Uncertain
WTC013 10 59 38.3 +20 58 20 Targeted Uncertain
WTC014 12 11 16.9 +21 15 50 Targeted Uncertain
WTC015 12 36 03.7 +18 28 44 Targeted Uncertain
WTC016 13 09 56.2 +21 57 03 Targeted Uncertain
WTC017 13 23 53.9 +26 51 20 Targeted Flare
13 23 53.9 +26 51 20 Untargeted
WTC018 13 30 03.6 +25 05 44 Targeted Uncertain
WTC019 14 29 03.4 +46 45 38 Targeted Flare
14 29 03.5 +46 45 36 Untargeted
WTC020 14 33 00.4 +17 04 23 Targeted Uncertain
WTC021 15 08 04.6 +39 58 54 Targeted Flare
WTC022 15 10 17.8 +33 22 04 Targeted Uncertain
WTC023 15 10 48.9 +42 48 16 Targeted Uncertain
WTC024 15 49 59.9 +36 59 18 Targeted Uncertain
WTC025 17 15 28.1 +54 25 09 Targeted Uncertain
WTC026 17 35 30.2 +34 32 13 Targeted Flare
WTC027 17 42 42.7 +21 37 31 Targeted Uncertain
WTC028 17 48 27.9 +50 50 40 Targeted CV
17 48 27.8 +50 50 39 Untargeted
WTC029 17 55 04.3 +24 00 43 Targeted Flare
WTC030 17 55 30.8 +54 11 25 Targeted Flare
WTC031 18 02 05.2 +39 34 49 Targeted Flare
WTC032 18 04 01.8 +54 10 14 Targeted Spurious
Table D.1: A list of all the transient candidates discovered in the WASP orphans
database. Each row includes an identication number, a right ascension, a decli-
nation, the search where the candidate was found and a provisional classication.
Candidates marked with a  were conrmed spectroscopically.
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Identication Right Ascension Declination Source Type
WTC033 18 10 06.0 +34 29 55 Targeted Uncertain
WTC034 20 56 52.2 -30 14 39 Targeted CV
20 56 52.2 -30 14 40 Untargeted
WTC035 21 52 45.7 -30 27 15 Targeted Uncertain
WTC036 22 15 30.8 -28 32 03 Targeted Uncertain
WTC037 22 42 45.0 +29 43 00 Targeted Spurious
WTC038 00 07 29.2 +34 37 14 Prototype Flare
WTC039 00 13 47.0 +20 25 11 Prototype CV
00 13 47.5 +20 25 08 Untargeted
WTC040 00 37 40.6 +19 43 39 Untargeted Flare
00 37 40.9 +19 43 48 Prototype
WTC041 00 59 09.3 +34 38 31 Prototype CV
00 59 10.1 +34 38 33 Untargeted
WTC042 01 35 27.1 +21 43 50 Prototype Flare
WTC043 01 38 26.1 +27 28 06 Prototype Uncertain
WTC044 01 41 35.3 +42 18 47 Prototype Uncertain
WTC045 01 58 15.8 +18 07 14 Untargeted Flare
01 58 16.1 +18 07 09 Prototype
WTC046 02 00 30.5 +22 35 27 Prototype Uncertain
WTC047 02 06 34.4 +20 57 08 Prototype Uncertain
WTC048 02 27 54.4 +59 43 10 Prototype CV
WTC049 02 31 38.1 +25 10 17 Prototype Uncertain
WTC050 02 36 20.7 +22 23 01 Prototype Flare
WTC051 02 53 20.5 +27 13 42 Prototype Flare
02 53 20.7 +27 13 37 Untargeted
WTC052 02 57 27.3 +11 18 10 Prototype Pulsating Variable
WTC053 02 59 32.3 +20 56 21 Prototype Uncertain
WTC054 03 00 56.1 +31 34 35 Prototype Uncertain
WTC055 03 21 19.3 +29 43 35 Prototype Uncertain
WTC056 03 38 51.4 +27 31 49 Prototype Uncertain
WTC057 03 41 25.8 +23 15 34 Untargeted Flare
03 41 26.3 +23 15 45 Prototype
WTC058 03 48 32.7 +32 16 42 Prototype Pulsating Variable
WTC059 03 54 46.6 +29 28 00 Prototype Uncertain
WTC060 04 05 26.5 +29 38 11 Prototype Uncertain
WTC061 04 32 38.4 +23 58 26 Prototype Pulsating Variable
Table D.1 continued: A list of all the transient candidates discovered in the WASP
orphans database. Each row includes an identication number, a right ascension, a
declination, the search where the candidate was found and a provisional classica-
tion. Candidates marked with a  were conrmed spectroscopically.
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Identication Right Ascension Declination Source Type
WTC062 05 01 08.8 +31 24 27 Prototype Uncertain
WTC063 05 22 48.1 +35 54 53 Prototype Pulsating Variable
WTC064 05 38 07.5 +36 03 41 Untargeted Uncertain
05 38 08.3 +36 03 37 Prototype
WTC065 19 12 35.8 +50 34 31 Prototype CV
WTC066 20 55 18.3 +02 37 40 Untargeted Flare
20 55 19.2 +02 37 44 Prototype
WTC067 21 26 28.3 +21 53 19 Prototype Uncertain
WTC068 21 39 12.7 +13 19 52 Untargeted CV
21 39 13.1 +13 19 47 Prototype
WTC069 22 09 35.9 +23 01 53 Prototype Uncertain
WTC070 23 28 42.4 +33 21 51 Prototype Uncertain
WTC071 23 58 11.5 +40 07 02 Prototype Spurious
WTC072 02 06 28.9 +23 02 34 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC073 03 51 57.9 +39 09 44 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC074 03 52 36.5 +33 55 53 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC075 04 31 20.8 +26 58 45 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC076 05 05 26.5 +31 29 47 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC077 05 24 28.0 +21 25 14 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC078 05 26 32.9 +35 11 32 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC079 05 48 07.9 +32 48 59 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC080 05 49 05.0 +32 24 51 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC081 13 37 25.1 +43 11 20 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC082 15 04 55.3 +35 47 53 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC083 17 27 58.0 +38 00 20 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC084 17 47 37.9 +36 52 22 Untargeted Flare
WTC085 18 02 22.6 +45 52 46 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC086 20 30 46.5 +26 00 40 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC087 20 44 10.3 +20 22 49 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC088 21 03 59.7 +12 18 57 Untargeted Flare
WTC089 21 22 03.6 +19 52 50 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC090 23 05 46.2 +29 54 14 Untargeted CV
WTC091 02 58 47.0 +33 24 15 Untargeted Flare
WTC092 06 32 12.9 +25 36 22 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC093 22 06 19.2 +09 34 08 Untargeted Flare
WTC094 00 56 18.7 +28 48 21 Untargeted Uncertain
Table D.1 continued: A list of all the transient candidates discovered in the WASP
orphans database. Each row includes an identication number, a right ascension, a
declination, the search where the candidate was found and a provisional classica-
tion. Candidates marked with a  were conrmed spectroscopically.
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Identication Right Ascension Declination Source Type
WTC095 21 58 15.2 +09 47 10 Untargeted CV
WTC096 06 34 17.2 +39 00 13 Untargeted Flare
WTC097 00 38 00.9 +40 26 22 Untargeted Flare
WTC098 22 30 44.1 +22 45 47 Untargeted Flare
WTC099 05 27 47.7 +43 24 24 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC100 17 28 55.4 +32 30 54 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC101 04 38 43.6 -24 43 40 Untargeted Flare
WTC102 05 11 37.9 -46 05 33 Untargeted CV
WTC103 05 41 18.9 -35 24 15 Untargeted CV
WTC104 09 09 23.0 -39 13 40 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC105 09 29 20.5 -42 01 54 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC106 10 13 20.8 -43 33 04 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC107 13 41 48.3 -44 55 01 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC108 13 57 30.4 -35 53 56 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC109 13 59 15.3 -39 14 50 Untargeted CV
WTC110 14 11 30.2 -38 51 49 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC111 14 31 44.9 -35 52 09 Untargeted CV
WTC112 14 32 11.0 -35 12 43 Untargeted CV
WTC113 15 15 33.1 -46 28 28 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC114 15 36 45.9 -31 12 19 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC115 15 47 28.7 -32 25 44 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC116 15 52 22.5 -35 19 05 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC117 16 09 39.9 -35 02 03 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC118 16 09 48.8 -39 11 13 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC119 16 26 26.1 -34 35 56 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC120 19 15 48.4 -29 46 31 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC121 19 36 42.8 -34 33 29 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC122 20 34 48.1 -20 44 39 Untargeted Flare
WTC123 22 24 57.7 -22 49 45 Untargeted Flare
WTC124 22 31 45.1 -23 32 46 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC125 22 42 58.1 -19 45 51 Untargeted CV
WTC126 22 47 39.7 -36 22 54 Untargeted CV
WTC127 22 53 49.8 -17 21 32 Untargeted Flare
WTC128 23 14 21.7 -30 13 23 Untargeted Flare
WTC129 23 28 28.8 -34 10 06 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC130 23 58 15.4 -39 35 34 Untargeted Flare
Table D.1 continued: A list of all the transient candidates discovered in the WASP
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WTC131 00 16 49.7 +45 15 42 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC132 02 52 22.8 +48 39 52 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC133 03 41 42.5 +51 44 50 Untargeted Flare
WTC134 04 17 40.5 +31 57 34 Untargeted Flare
WTC135 05 07 14.2 +37 30 41 Untargeted Flare
WTC136 05 12 25.4 +49 12 02 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC137 05 15 29.0 +56 05 34 Untargeted CV
WTC138 06 21 49.6 +55 20 50 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC139 09 01 28.9 +38 32 59 Untargeted Flare
WTC140 10 54 28.9 +35 16 39 Untargeted Flare
WTC141 11 18 04.9 +36 41 56 Untargeted Flare
WTC142 11 22 54.0 +32 41 26 Untargeted Flare
WTC143 11 29 39.3 +31 39 45 Untargeted Flare
WTC144 13 37 21.3 +48 01 20 Untargeted CV
WTC145 13 52 08.8 +29 53 17 Untargeted Flare
WTC146 15 24 36.1 +35 25 54 Untargeted Flare
WTC147 17 00 10.3 +43 50 28 Untargeted Flare
WTC148 17 16 53.8 +43 45 52 Untargeted Flare
WTC149 17 28 10.2 +39 39 39 Untargeted Flare
WTC150 17 40 33.4 +41 47 54 Untargeted CV
WTC151 18 20 30.2 +51 44 46 Untargeted CV
WTC152 18 34 54.6 +54 48 26 Untargeted CV
WTC153 21 41 55.1 +42 45 07 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC154 23 23 09.3 +52 50 13 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC155 23 57 13.4 +50 04 05 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC156 00 21 18.1 -31 43 26 Untargeted Flare
WTC157 00 27 41.3 -24 39 45 Untargeted CV
WTC158 02 21 37.9 -26 19 51 Untargeted CV
WTC159 02 28 14.4 -44 05 53 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC160 02 30 26.5 -34 26 03 Untargeted Flare
WTC161 02 37 51.0 -35 34 53 Untargeted Flare
WTC162 03 02 28.0 -32 57 03 Untargeted Flare
WTC163 03 32 08.3 -34 13 16 Untargeted Flare
WTC164 03 39 38.4 -23 48 17 Untargeted Flare
WTC165 03 43 09.5 -31 44 59 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC166 04 04 24.7 -32 42 12 Untargeted CV
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WTC167 05 19 25.9 -28 11 07 Untargeted Flare
WTC168 05 25 58.3 -34 27 27 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC169 05 57 21.9 -36 30 58 Untargeted CV
WTC170 06 10 41.2 -34 11 08 Untargeted Flare
WTC171 06 19 03.7 -32 06 32 Untargeted Flare
WTC172 09 37 43.1 -43 22 51 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC173 09 45 51.0 -19 44 01 Untargeted CV
WTC174 09 46 47.2 -28 41 18 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC175 10 01 31.9 -33 02 36 Untargeted CV
WTC176 10 07 59.5 -27 44 44 Untargeted Flare
WTC177 10 11 25.7 -40 24 36 Untargeted CV
WTC178 10 48 19.9 -22 50 11 Untargeted Flare
WTC179 10 49 25.9 -21 47 36 Untargeted CV
WTC180 10 58 43.5 -43 32 34 Untargeted CV
WTC181 12 32 12.2 -24 07 53 Untargeted CV
WTC182 12 45 07.3 -38 13 27 Untargeted CV
WTC183 13 19 19.7 -27 09 48 Untargeted Flare
WTC184 14 00 41.0 -33 48 56 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC185 14 35 25.9 -38 42 21 Untargeted Flare
WTC186 14 54 04.2 -36 06 12 Untargeted Flare
WTC187 14 54 49.2 -36 27 49 Untargeted Flare
WTC188 15 10 11.5 -20 12 41 Untargeted Flare
WTC189 15 11 18.8 -39 04 03 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC190 15 53 43.9 -32 12 35 Untargeted Flare
WTC191 16 10 20.3 -35 45 11 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC192 16 12 20.9 -19 49 55 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC193 16 24 21.7 -32 02 01 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC194 16 26 41.9 -29 57 19 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC195 16 30 27.4 -35 15 31 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC196 16 34 36.2 -38 49 03 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC197 16 35 38.6 -34 54 02 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC198 19 06 21.7 -28 51 06 Untargeted CV
WTC199 19 36 15.7 -34 31 10 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC200 20 24 07.5 -27 36 56 Untargeted Flare
WTC201 22 00 22.6 -34 27 38 Untargeted Flare
WTC202 22 23 43.0 -19 26 49 Untargeted Flare
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WTC203 22 50 26.9 -43 16 14 Untargeted Flare
WTC204 23 34 00.0 -17 59 55 Untargeted CV
WTC205 23 38 42.6 -20 29 38 Untargeted Flare
WTC206 23 48 03.1 -22 31 32 Untargeted Flare
WTC207 01 04 28.3 +13 37 16 Untargeted Flare
WTC208 02 00 55.9 +09 45 36 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC209 04 19 53.6 +06 17 22 Untargeted Flare
WTC210 04 53 27.5 -12 49 28 Untargeted Flare
WTC211 05 09 26.2 +17 24 24 Untargeted Flare
WTC212 05 10 08.4 +00 46 34 Untargeted Flare
WTC213 05 12 23.6 +12 50 33 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC214 05 22 10.7 -03 36 55 Untargeted Flare
WTC215 05 27 44.2 +00 07 16 Untargeted Flare
WTC216 05 31 12.1 -01 50 56 Untargeted Flare
WTC217 07 34 42.7 +50 42 29 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC218 07 40 34.8 +44 18 36 Untargeted Flare
WTC219 07 44 45.0 +50 17 21 Untargeted Flare
WTC220 08 20 54.8 +54 22 19 Untargeted Flare
WTC221 08 44 12.6 +50 28 37 Untargeted Flare
WTC222 09 22 09.3 +40 55 33 Untargeted Flare
WTC223 09 29 12.8 +37 44 11 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC224 09 54 52.3 +55 35 37 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC225 11 29 31.1 -02 44 10 Untargeted Flare
WTC226 12 22 48.8 -02 05 37 Untargeted Flare
WTC227 14 29 21.2 +01 27 11 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC228 17 25 08.6 +42 30 25 Untargeted Flare
WTC229 17 29 05.1 +58 58 37 Untargeted Flare
WTC230 17 29 45.0 +56 31 39 Untargeted Flare
WTC231 17 50 13.0 +44 24 04 Untargeted Flare
WTC232 18 52 16.6 +52 57 15 Untargeted Flare
WTC233 19 15 40.7 +54 47 11 Untargeted Flare
WTC234 19 20 26.7 +49 50 51 Untargeted Flare
WTC235 21 08 26.2 +10 46 40 Untargeted Flare
WTC236 22 02 15.0 +20 36 07 Untargeted Flare
WTC237 22 50 34.2 -05 59 30 Untargeted Flare
WTC238 23 32 43.8 +01 33 21 Untargeted Flare
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WTC239 00 13 48.6 -18 43 03 Untargeted Flare
WTC240 00 14 34.0 -05 11 23 Untargeted Flare
WTC241 00 22 47.6 +05 57 13 Untargeted Flare
WTC242 00 45 59.0 -07 37 33 Untargeted Flare
WTC243 00 48 21.1 -17 40 49 Untargeted Flare
WTC244 00 58 47.8 +01 10 16 Untargeted Flare
WTC245 00 58 59.9 -00 18 02 Untargeted Flare
WTC246 01 03 21.1 -08 34 30 Untargeted Flare
WTC247 02 05 04.4 -06 53 28 Untargeted Flare
WTC248 02 51 54.7 +07 03 09 Untargeted Flare
WTC249 03 08 17.3 +05 50 18 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC250 03 28 20.0 -07 47 01 Untargeted Flare
WTC251 03 59 58.9 -05 12 36 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC252 04 14 22.1 -19 10 22 Untargeted Flare
WTC253 04 17 18.2 -08 02 53 Untargeted Flare
WTC254 04 28 10.8 +04 03 34 Untargeted Flare
WTC255 04 33 16.9 +07 40 54 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC256 04 40 05.7 -09 41 17 Untargeted Flare
WTC257 04 49 02.7 -18 41 30 Untargeted CV
WTC258 04 53 37.7 -28 35 31 Untargeted Flare
WTC259 04 54 48.8 -18 38 48 Untargeted Flare
WTC260 04 54 53.1 -47 47 12 Untargeted Flare
WTC261 05 09 11.5 -19 53 47 Untargeted Flare
WTC262 05 22 21.0 -57 54 51 Untargeted Flare
WTC263 05 32 26.4 -14 30 56 Untargeted Flare
WTC264 05 32 36.6 -50 13 03 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC265 06 15 33.3 -46 36 09 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC266 06 30 00.6 -57 07 59 Untargeted Flare
WTC267 06 30 57.5 -46 31 10 Untargeted Flare
WTC268 06 33 00.6 -47 32 12 Untargeted Flare
WTC269 06 37 36.3 -56 06 59 Untargeted Flare
WTC270 07 02 36.7 -43 26 58 Untargeted Flare
WTC271 07 03 35.3 -40 47 46 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC272 10 06 03.6 -20 36 55 Untargeted Flare
WTC273 10 22 56.7 -44 11 39 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC274 10 52 00.9 -26 35 02 Untargeted Flare
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WTC275 10 55 14.9 -46 42 28 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC276 10 56 39.2 -31 22 07 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC277 11 09 49.9 -38 28 07 Untargeted Flare
WTC278 11 28 15.3 -34 48 08 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC279 11 30 18.9 -35 00 15 Untargeted Flare
WTC280 11 32 29.3 -45 57 03 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC281 11 50 28.0 -25 04 05 Untargeted Flare
WTC282 12 02 57.1 -24 50 55 Untargeted CV
WTC283 13 19 56.3 -01 58 49 Untargeted Flare
WTC284 13 21 09.7 -36 00 01 Untargeted Flare
WTC285 13 24 40.1 -19 51 26 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC286 13 40 01.6 -43 48 57 Untargeted Flare
WTC287 13 45 18.7 -36 30 16 Untargeted CV
WTC288 13 47 19.8 -17 53 55 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC289 14 21 55.2 -41 41 33 Untargeted Flare
WTC290 14 37 29.2 -20 19 42 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC291 14 39 15.5 -35 27 10 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC292 14 42 51.5 -40 28 40 Untargeted Flare
WTC293 14 52 42.6 +02 47 25 Untargeted Flare
WTC294 14 57 44.1 +01 05 08 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC295 15 05 37.2 +04 41 11 Untargeted Flare
WTC296 15 31 08.1 -15 07 18 Untargeted Flare
WTC297 16 03 03.3 -05 07 18 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC298 16 05 57.2 -27 47 33 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC299 16 06 52.0 -24 26 20 Untargeted Flare
WTC300 16 08 46.2 -22 46 53 Untargeted Flare
WTC301 16 10 20.0 -07 32 19 Untargeted Flare
WTC302 16 13 06.4 -20 18 37 Untargeted Flare
WTC303 16 24 20.2 -28 37 04 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC304 16 25 59.2 -37 25 37 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC305 16 26 30.5 -29 07 31 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC306 16 28 32.2 -19 59 41 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC307 16 33 53.6 -33 56 15 Untargeted Pulsating Variable
WTC308 16 34 35.1 -26 58 03 Untargeted Flare
WTC309 20 48 56.9 -41 02 05 Untargeted Flare
WTC310 20 55 08.8 -15 03 34 Untargeted Flare
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WTC311 21 12 12.9 -66 38 03 Untargeted CV
WTC312 21 30 09.3 -55 02 54 Untargeted Flare
WTC313 21 32 03.2 -19 36 58 Untargeted CV
WTC314 21 55 17.5 -00 45 52 Untargeted Flare
WTC315 21 56 57.0 -53 06 19 Untargeted Flare
WTC316 22 29 17.8 -15 42 31 Untargeted Flare
WTC317 22 33 16.0 +06 05 37 Untargeted Flare
WTC318 22 35 26.7 -01 44 11 Untargeted Flare
WTC319 22 51 24.5 +03 29 34 Untargeted Flare
WTC320 23 31 52.3 +03 30 24 Untargeted Flare
WTC321 23 38 34.1 +06 24 54 Untargeted Uncertain
WTC322 10 57 50.0 -21 56 58 Untargeted CV
Table D.1 continued: A list of all the transient candidates discovered in the WASP
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